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No. 1013. No.753.

No. 760. 3 doz. Assorted Light Com-
pression Springs 1" to 4" long, 22 to 18
S.W.G., 4" to 4- diam. 6/6. No. 98A. 3
doz. Assorted 1" to 4" long, r to r diam.
19G to 15G, 5/6. No. 757. Extra Light,
Compression, 1 grosi Assorted, 4" to 1, 4" to 2" long, 27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/-
No. 388. gross Anorted Small Expansion Springs, r to 14", 18G to 21G,
9/6. No. 758. Fine Expansion Springs, 1 gross Assorted 4" to I", 4" tor long,
27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/-. No. 466. 1 gross Assorted Small Expansion Springs r
to 14" long, 3/32" to 3/16" diam., 2IG to 24G, 6/6. No. 1013. 1 gross Small
Coil Compression Springs, #" to 14" long, 3/32" to 7/16" diam., 24G to I9G,
6/-. No. 753. 3 doz. Assorted Light Expansions 4" to i" diam., 2" to 6" long.
22 to 18 S.W.G., 10/6. No. 1024. 20 Compression Springs 12" long, I" to 4"
diam., 24G to I8G, suitable for cutting into shorter lengths ; and 30 Expan-
sions 14" to 12" long, 5/32" to f" diam., 22G to 16G, 24/-.

How are you
off for Springs?
TERRY'S BOXES OF ASSORTED SPRINGS are

just the job for your experimental department -
a wonderful assortment of Compression and
Expansion Springs ... all sorts of lengths, gauges,
diameters. The nine boxes we show are just a
few from our range. Why not let us send you a
full list - free ?

TERRY'S
ASSORTED SPRINGS
The prices quoted are subject to the
usual trade discount.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD.
REDDITCH, WORCS.

SPRING MAKERS FOR 100 YEARS

These Boxes of Springs
can also be obtained at

LONDON
27 Holborn Viaduct

MANCHESTER
279 Deansgate
BIRMINGHAM

210 Corporation Street

HTI7ISCR

How to stick anything to anything   
Use quick -setting, easy -to -apply Pliobond.

the new thermoplastic adhesive that sticks
anything to anything permanently.

Whatever material you're using - wood,
metal, plastic, fabric, rubber, leather, glass,
paper, plaster or ceramics - Pliobond will join
them to one another and to themselves.

And the resulting permanent yet flexible
bonds are highly resistant to water, oils, greases
and chemicals. Bond strength improves with age.

Supplied ready to use in tubes, bottles (with
a handy brush in the lid) and tins, Pliobond is
obtainable from ironmongers and garages. Use
Pliobond for every sticking job.

Battery Cap

. Rubber to solder

Clutch

.. Fabric to metal

Draught Exclusion

. . Rubber to metal

Reg'd. Trade Mark

A GOODYEAR PRODUCT OBTAINABLE FROM GARAGES AND IRONMONGERS
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THE AMAZING EMCO-UNIMAT

' 7

crodfie-.4,-1., G . /, /

The Emco-Unimat, a miniature ball -bearing

machine tool is the perfect equipment for model

makers and amateur craftsmen. The standard

motorised lathe, as illustrated, can be used as

a pillar drill, milling machine, grinding machine

or hand -drill --and no extras are needed-
though much additional equipment is available

for its more extended use. We emphasise the

fact that the Emco-Unimat is a pre-

cision tool, capable

1r 74.t; of a variety of
,0Al machine shop

operations on a

miniature scale.

"(Tr.Ca

1. TURNING
2. DRILLING
3. MILLING
4. GRINDING
5. WOOD

TURNING
6. POLISHING

CASH PRICE

L27-17-6
EXTENDED CREDIT AVAILABLE

WRITE FOR DETAILS TO SOLE
CONCESSIONAIRES :

Ifritid drill.

V.

!able drill

337

Milling machine.

Tool grinding machine.

SPECIFICATION
Centre height 1 in. Takes
between centres
Hollow Spindle admits/in.
Drill Chuck Cap. fin.
Chuck to drill table, max.
4'in.

ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT

Jig saw, SC Lathe
Chuck, circular
saw, drilling vice,
milling table, and
clamps. Flexible
shaft.

J. & H. SMITH LTD., Dept. P.M.15, 16 Harrison Street, Leeds, 1

OMARO SLIDE RULES
MODEL LII. Capacity Calculator
for rectangular and r- -
cylindrical Tanks and Con-
tainers. Capacity Scales
10-1.000 cu. ft. and 65-6,000
gallons. 7'- post free.

MODEL M.2. Arcs, Chords, Heights, Segments and Sectors
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MODEL W.I. Welding Data (Side 2)
Rightward and Leftward
Welding. Vertical Welding
(from 1 side, 1 welder and
simultaneously from both
sides, 2 weldcirs). Blowpipe
sizes -tin cubic feet Acety-
lene per hour).- Types of
joints recommended. Dis-
tances between edges.
Welding Rod sizes, Welding
Rod consumption in feet
and corresponding weights.
for webil4engths. of 10 to
100 feet. Welding Time per
foot and Welding Speed per
hour. All values relating
to various thicknesses of
mild steel. Side I is giving
Cutting Data.

8 3 post free.

of circles with radius (r-1)
and the angles at the centre
of the circle from OV to 360°.
2.642 values. Standard
Qual. (glazed).

6i3 each. post free.
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List of other Models on application.

Kosine Ltd., 104, High Holborn, London, W.C.I
Telephone : HOLborn 1301

TRADE MARK

E.D. 2.46 c.c. RACER

Price E4.0.11

(Water-cooled
E5.7.I)

THE FINEST ENGINES
FOR YOUR MODELS
Each engine is individually tested for accuracy and reliability
up to a standard that ensures the greatest possible speed
and performance for your models. They are now recognised
as the most reliable and efficient performers ever designed.
Suitable for use by the beginner or the expert in model
planes, cars or boats.

E.D. .46 c.c.

BABY
Price E.2.15.11

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL
Price
Water-cooled

13.3.11

E4.5.7)

E.D. I c.c. BEE

Price £2.16.1

(Water-cooled
E3.17.10)

-0ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
rxoNe DEVELOPMENT ENGINE ENS N

EDE C.
6°37'4034 ISLAND FARM RD. WEST MOLESEYJSURREY) ENGLAND.

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER
Price £4.0.11

(Water-cooled 45.7.1)

Models not illustrated.

E.D. S c.c. MILES SPECIAL
Price E8.10.4
(Water-cooled E10.4.4)

E.D. 1.46 c.c. HORNET
Price E2.8.4
(Water-cooled £4.0.1 I)

Order from your model shop.
Write for illustrated list giving full details
of all E.D. Engines. Radio Control Units,

Accessories, Spare Parts, etc.
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ALL MAINS 1956 T.R.F. 3 VALVES
Available in basic form. This contains all the
essential items, i.e.. prepared metal chassis, 3
valves, mains transformer, gang condenser, coil,
volume control, valve holders, smoothing con-
denser, bias condenser, 6 paper and metal con-.
densers, 7 resistors and data. Special Offer all
for 326,. plus 216 post and insurance.
If pleased with the results YOU can add the extra
parts to make the " de luxe " set as, illustrated.

THE TWIN
20

Completefluorescent
fitting. Has
built - in bal-last andstarters -
stove -enamel-
led white and
ready to work.

Ideal unit for the kitchen, over the work-
bench, uses two 20 -watt lamps. Price
complete, less tubes, 29/6, or with two
tubes. 3016. Post and insurance 5
Extra 20 -watt tubes 7.6 each plus 2:6 P.,P.

MULTI -METER KIT
Parts suitable for
making a multi-
meter to measure
volts, milliamps
and ohms. Kit
containing all theessential items
Including moving -coil meter,
resistors, range
selector, calibra-
ted scale, etc., etc., is only 151, plus 11 -
post and packing.

THE " CRISPIAN " BATTERY PORTABLE
A 4 -valve truly portable battery set with very many
good features as follows

Ferrite rod aerials.
Low consumption valves.
Superhet circuit with A.V.C.
Ready built and aligned chassis if required.
Beautiful' two-tone eabfnet covered with I.C.I.

Rexine and Tygan.
Guaranteed results on long and inediuni waves

anywhere.
. -

All parts. including'speaker and cabinet, are avail-
able separately or .if all ordered together the price is
27.15.0 complete, ready built chassis 30/- extra.
Instruction booklet free with parts or available
separately price 116: Non callers add 3/6 post & ins.

1111010 76.v
C'ONTIMLI

All parts including
valve, paxolln panel,
coil formers, etc., etc..
to build regenerative
receiver, given in
September " Practical
Mechanics," price 14'6
plus 2.- post.

WATER PUMPS, 32/6,
Carr. Free

Ex-R.A.F. unused but soiled.
Delivers 1,000-1,500 gallons

per hour when
driven by 1-1
H.P. Motor or
petrol engine.
I lin. Bore inletand outlet,

spl Med shaft. Ideal for farm
or smallholding.

12in. T.V. CABINET, 151 -
We are offering
these for not much
friOre than the cost
of the plywoodthey contain.
Many useful items
can be made -
record storage

_cabinet, 11.F. loud-
speaker case, book
case, etc., etc.
Price 15;-, car-
riage 3,6.

OFFICE TELEPHONES
New G.P.O. telephone
sets with internal hell
and push button switch
easily con-
nected to-
gether to
form office
intercom.Price
£2 . 10 . 0
each. Post
etc., 2.6.

DASHPOT DELAYED
CONTACTER

American make type No. R.01D. This has
adjustment to delay opening and closing,
and has secondary contacts suitable
for heavy currents operating coil ; 110 v.,
50 cycles. Price 37,6 each.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIP
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. 1, 123, Terminus

Personal shoppers, however, please call at
42-46. Windmill Rill, 152-3. Fleet fitreet.,20, &raid Green Rd.,

Ruislip, Middx. 111.6.4. Finabury Park, 11.4.
Phone; RUP(LIP 5780 Phone: PLEet 2833:Phone : A ltehway 11149
Mali flay, ednesday. Half day, 130.1 Hsi? day, Thursday.

GRAMOPHONE AUTO -CHANGERS

The latest
models by very
famous manu-
facturers. 3 -
speed with
crystal turn-
over pick-up,
brand new and
perfect, in
original cartons. Prices 27'15'0,
carriage, etc., 12'6.

MAINS TRANSFORMER SNIP

11/6
Post 2 -

Fully shrouded --
standard 200-250 v.
Primary. 280-0-280
at 80 m a. 6.3 v. at
3 amp.. 5 v. at
2 amp.

CLOCK CASE
Also suitable for
barometer or other
instrument. Nicely
polished. Price 4,6.

 post and packing
I Clock ntrmer-
als to suit these
cases etched on
metal. 2r 6.

SPECIAL OFFER -OFFICE INTERCOM
This is a 2 -station " master " unit com-
prising an A.C. mains operated push-pull
amplifier with built-in P.M. speaker
which acts as microphone or loudspeaker
depending on whether switch is, set. to
" talk " or listen." Complete in
polished cabinet ready to work. Piice
only 24,1916. plus 3/6 carriage and
insurance.

IMPULSE
RELAY

Somewhat soiled
due to storage
but mechanic-
ally O.K. Price
2/6, plus 9d.
post. Booklet
giving some cir-
cuits price 1' -
post free. Few
available not
soiled, 5/- each.

MENT LTD
Road, Eastbourne.

-249, Blab Rd.. Kilburn
Phone MAIda Vale

4921
Half day, Thursday.

(/ate, #rdeoe./40/4

eksh fakketkot eests/

Simple Units

Inexpensive

Equal Pressure
at all Points

No Distortion
instant Clamp

Release For MILLING
GRINDING

9 WELDING
CLUEING
and every other
clamping problem

EYfIgki PRODUCT

Please send for
Publication No. 81,243

OWE R JACKS
LIMITED

VALETTA RD. ACTON LONDON W.3

Telephone; Shepherds Bush 3443/6 Telegrams: Newsorber, Ealux, London

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OffER
NAVIGATORS' CHART BOARDS, an ideal draughtsman's board, selected
7 -piece polished wood, 171n. x 17in. x its., fittedbrass parallel motion drawing arm
hinged to board edge slide, with lock screw, free arm end fitted protractor marked
in degrees, also ruled perspex straight edge 10in. x 3in. x Ain., each with locking
device, board back has rubber or felt lined feet, with pencil bolder, value today R.
our price new and boxed. 25-. post 2,6. HUGHES 12 -VOLT SHUNT MOTO S.
taking 1.25 -amps. light, and up to 2 -amps. on load, 5,000 r.p.m., external terminations
for reversing, oil impregnated bearings, lin. shaft, size 30n., long, liin. dia., weight
20 oz., a superior and powerful motor, original cost over £7. our price new unused.
10 post 1 3 ; 2 for 20., post paid ; ditto, fitted reduction gears, giving a final
drive of either 160 or 320 r.p.m., state which required, 12 6. post 1 6,; 2 for 25,-, post
paid. K TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and thiefproof, has 7- concentric
tumblers instead of the usual 5 inline, Interchangeable with ordinary cylinder
locks, for right- or left-hand doors, no need to specify, complete with 2 keys and all
fittings, instruction booklet, list price 18.9. our price new boxed, 5 -.post 1,0 2 for
10.-. post paid. ELBOW TELESCOPES, by Cooke Sims & Trouliton, 8 . x30, in
gunmetal housing, size 9in. long, 4lin. high, base 5lin. dia., unused- and perfect,
value £20, our price 50--, post 2 6 ; otherwise we tan supply the complete optical
system, variable eyepiece, prism and objective, all mounted, 20 post 1,.-. ROSS
ACHRONIATS 25-m.m. dia. 1.4, 4in. focal length enlarges a 35 -mm. film to 2lin.

'

x 3iin. also suitable for projection in brasernounts with screw focusing, new and
perfect, 10'-. post 6d. VENNER TIME DELAY SWITCHES, 24-v. clockwork
pattern, new and perfect, 5 6, post & packing 1 6. GENERAL ELECTRIC Leach
pattern relays. 175 -ohm coil, two -pole changeover contacts, unused, 1-6, post 6d. :

15 - doz.. post 2 BOWDEN DRIVE ('ABLE, inner 5R. long, outer, black braided,
4ift. long, with control lever, new, unused, 1 6. post 7d. RELAY PANELS, bakellte
panels on which are mounted five 12- and 24-v. relays, each with 20 -amp. make
contacts, taken from new equipment, 36. post 18. GERMANIUM DIODES,
2 different types, also silicon crystal rectifier, 2.6 the three, post paid. D.C.
MOTORS, compound wound, 24-v. 30 -amp. or 15 -amps at 12-v., fitted gin. shaft,
Olin. long, 41n. dia., new, unused, 7,0, post, 9. THERMOSTATS (fire protection).
vacuum glass enclosed, open at 90 -deg. ' F.", new, unused. l'-, post 4d.: 10'- doz.,
post 1 -. WATERPROOF OII.ED FABRIC (yellow oilskin), 1 -yd, square, new,
unused, worth 8 -, our price 1 - post 7d. 1 doz. have been made into an excellent,
car cover. size 4 yds. by 3 yds., 10 -. post 2 -. SIEMENS Elkin -SPEED RELAYp,coil res. 145 ohms, single pole (changeover contacts (platinum), new. unused, 3,6.
post 7d. CHARGING AMMETERS, 0-16 amps. D.C., flush panel mounting, requires
llin. dia. aperture, brand new, 5 8. post 7d. 441.:AR UNITS, contain 15 various light
and heavy gears, some in aluminium diecast case, the others in clock type frame,
exceptional value, unused, 5 -. post 1 6. INFO A -RED it ECEIVERS TYPE 5C, 3157.
A hand-held instrument for direct viewing of otherwise invisible sources of infra-
red, consists of the focusing optical system, infra -red filter, image Invertor cell,
eyepiece magnifier, with length of screened H.T. cable, requires 2 kV. to 4 kV.
taking infinitesimal current to operate, size 61n. long, 21in. dia., weight approx.
1 lb., new, unused, fraction of original cost, 15 -. post 1 6. H AND GENERATORS,
fitted enclosed gearbox, also auxiliary open gearbox, detachable folding handle.
generates 28 v..175 amp. L.T. and 300 v..040 amp. H.T., complete with data to convert
to an efficient 200 250 A.C. D.C. motor, with final drives of approx. 60, 12 and 19
r.p.m.. new, unused, an exceptional bargain, 178. post and packing 2-6. G.E.C.
RECTIFIERS, selenium full -wave bridge, output 12 v. 1 amp. brand new stock.
10 -, post 9d.. ditto 12 v. 4 amp. 15 post 1 -, mains transformers to suit both these
rectifiers, 200.250 v. input, at 15 -. post 16 and 20 -, post 2.-, respectively. HIGH -
LOW IMMERSION HEATERS. 230 250 v. 2,000 watts, removable link for 3 -heat
control, plated copper stem 181n. long from fixing screw, removable brass top
termination cover with insulated cable bush, new, unused and guaranteed, 45 -,
post paid.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17. Tel. HAR. 1308
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1,000 H.S. Inserted Blades Expanding Reamers, 21/32,23/32', 161- 11/16--E,
17/6 : F-27/32". 17/6 27/32'-15'16', 1816 ; 3%31132%18/6 ; 15/16,1 1116'. 20/- ; 31/32,
11'. le 6 ; 11/16"-1 3116". 27/6 : 1 3/16,1 11/32'. 32/6 each.

200 Slotting Cutters 21' dia. 1' thick. r hole. 5/- each.
500 Sets Hex. Die Nuts. Sizes C, 5/16', 1". 7/16" and C Whit., B.S.F., American Car

thread or 26 brass thread. These sets are in a neat case. Present-day value over 30/ -
per set, to clear 15/- per set any thread. Two sets 28/6. four sets 05/./. Also C and
1" In Whit. and B.S.F. only. C, 5/- each ; 6/- each, 10/- per pair.

1,000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank End Mills. No. 1 shank i" 5/-, 5116' 5/6. r
6/6. also No. 2 shank 9/16' 10.'-. r 111- r 12/-, 12/-, 1' 15/-. Also straight shank
H.S. 1' 3 -, 5.16' 3/6. I" 4/-, 4" C 7/6, C 101, 1' 12/6 each.

700 Circular Split Dies. 21' dia. cutting 9/16', 1", 11/16% r B.S.F. thread
complete with die stock. 42,- per set, actual value over O. Also C, 1" Whit.
and r and I" gas thread, complete with die stock. 42/- per set. Any size dies. 7/6
each, die stock, 10/- each.

1.000 H.S. Jobber Twist Drills, 5;32" 10d.: 3/16" 1/2 : 7/32' 1/10 : 15/64' 2/- :
0/32" 2/9 ; also 25,64', 27/64', 29/64', 31/64'. 121- for four. 3/6 each.

Special Clearance, H.S. taper pin reamers, sizes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 81 the lot, worth U.
1,000 H.S. long straight shank twist drills 3/64' to 7/64" dla.1.4"-6" long, 3 ass. 5/-

approx. 7,32" and I" dia.. 6" and 7" long, 5'- the two ; 9/64" dia. 11' long, 9" flute length,
3/6 each ; dia. 10' long, 8' f.l. 4'6 each : 19/64" dia. 9" Bing, 7' f.l. 4/6 each.

500 High SpiMd Side and Face ('utters, 2i dia., 1" hole, r I', C thick, 10:- each :
3' dia., I" thick. 15 - each ; 31- dia., 5,16% 11, C thick, 1:7/6 each ; 4' dia. C.
thick, 25- each. All C hole.

This is a H.S. Milling ('utter Bargain. All 1' bore, 3,31" dia., r -r thick, including
side and face cutters. plan and angle cutters. A most useful lot for any tool room.

ass. for 50:-. The present maker's price of the cheapest cutter in this selection is
40, You must get this lot, remember you get same on approval against cash.

All Items brand new. £1 orders post paid, except overseas.
2,000 Small U.S. Twist Drills, approx. 1/32"-3/32", 4,'- doz. approx. ; 1/16%1' 7/6

per doz. aPProx. 9/32,15/32", six for 101-.
3,000 Circular Split Dies 1' dia. cutting 1' 5/16' E. 7/16', 1' Whit., B.S.F., also

brass thread, 26 thread all sizes and American N.F. 12/ -. per set of 5 sizes. 2 sets 2216,
4 sets 42,6. Taps to suit 11,- per set, either taper or second or plug. die -stocks
6 - each.

1.00011.5. Slitting Saws, '23- dia., 1' hole, .019". .027". .029' thick. Actual value
10 - each, clear 39 each.

1,000 Hand Reamers, 5'16', 3/8 each.
1,000 High Speed Parting Off Tool Blades, Eclipse brand : 11 /16'5 3/32' x 5' long,

5/- each ; 13/16" 1 /16" x 6' long, 5," each ; 15/16' x 3132" x long. EC- each.
7.000 Pratt & Whitney, circular split dies, superior quality precision ground

cutting edges, 1316" dia., suitable for machine or hand use. Sizes : 2. 4, 5, 6 B.A.,
86 per set. 13,16' die -stock. 3,6 each.

5.000 Bali Races, 1' bore. I' o.d., I- thick, 4/- pair . E bore. I" o.d.' 7/32' thick,
4 - pair ; 6 mm. bore, 19 mm. o.d., 6 mm. thick, 41- pair ; 9 mm. bore, 26 mm. o.d.,
8 mm. thick, 4'- pair : I' bore, I' o.d., 7;32" thick, 5/- pair.

2,000 Files, 4' to 6' flats, half -round, rounds, squares, warding, assorted cuts, good
general lot, 10/6 doz. ; three doz. 28,6.

2.000 Straight Shank End Stills, size ti, 532', 3/16', 7/32', 8', 5/16', list price 30/ -
set. handy bargains, 15`- set, also C. 7/16', 8" ditto 12/6 set, all in makers' wrappings.

500 H.S. 90' Countersinks, body I" dia., teeth cut to point. An essential tool for
any workshop using cis screws. Gift 5'- each.

J. BURKE
192 Saslow Road, Totley, Sheffield

Inspection Only at Rear 36 Fitzwilliana St., Sheffield.

4 71se-14and
Both your hands are free to work when a
Mole Wrench is used. Designed for the many
domestic and workshop tasks where a really
firm grip is necessary, it locks on to the job
until released by a touch of the centre lever.
Simple to use, it can serve as clamp, vice
wrench, pliers and so on-a very useful

tool for everyone.

Stocked by Ironmongers, Cycle and Motor Cycle
Accessory Dealers.

Tin. 12/6, 10in. 15/ -

SELF -GRIP WRENCH
M. MOLE & SON LTD., CHARLOTTE STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 3.

Build for YOUR Future
EAVAL---D412,1The skilled man is ALWAYS WANTED in

good times or bad. Newnes New Technical
Aids will help make YOUR future Secure

UP-TO-DATE - AUTHORITATIVE - THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

NEWNES

CARPENTRY
AND

JOINERY
SHOWS THE MOST UP-TO-DATE

METHODS

NEWNES

PLUMBING, SANITATION
AND

DOMESTIC ENGINEERING
A BRAND-NEW PRACTICAL

WORK FOR PLUMBERS

SEND FOR 7 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION

3 Volumes bound in
blue Moroquette.

836 PAGES.

1349 rrivtiotons. llus-

tional plans, elevations

1.Years' Free Techni-
cal Advisory Service.

Newnes CARPENTRY AND JOINERY
is produced for you, the man who means
to become a fully -skilled craftsman, and
hold a well -paid position. Every aspect
of the work is dealt with comprehen-
sively and concisely-from handwork.
machine woodworking and the construc-
tion of floors, roofs, partitions, stair -
casing and handrailing. to complete struc-
tures. It contains the experience of
qualified practical men-who help you to
solve day-to-day problems, and implement
your knowledge.
HAND TOOLS : Timbers . Machines
and Processes . Doors, Dados, Skirtings.
Workshop Geometry . Windows,
Blinds, Shutters . Panelling, Veneering,
Staining . Stairs. Handrails . Church
Fittings . Floors, Beams, Roofs . Gates,
Fences, Sheds, etc.

'-,
SIIM tzw, ABM

t4, -.!Z" *ffitioa 3,Z: c. ;
*kstir (ao

AING lakc Dao,Tic tsg
" ...couirL

A Volumes bound in
blue grained cloth.

1580 PAGES.

1331 rd'hr:,,v°angsand

36Data Sheets and
Charts with Case.

L
Years' Free Techni-

cal Advisory Service.

This important new work has been pro-
duced for the man who means to pro-
gress I Prove its value by sending for 7
days' Free Examination. Planning, In-
stallation and Ntaintenanee of Water
Supply, Drainage, Senate(' , Heating
and Ventilation in domestic buildings-
all these activities requiring skilled
craftsmanship are dealt with by experts.
This comprehensive new work will help
you gain a thorough knowledge of your
Immediate craft and allied activities.
Deals with Tools . Leadwork . Roof
WOrk /. Pipe '-Pointing and Bending .

Chemical Plumbing . Drainage Test .
Sewage . Fitments . Cold -water Servic is .
Wells . Burst Pipes . Gas, Electric and
Solid Fuel Hot -Water Systems, rte.

POST COUPON TO -DAY!

Don't Miss This Opportunity! No Cost-No Obligation

Claim FREE Lamination NOW
.make your choice ham *

MARK X IN PANEL ON RIGHT
I George Newnes, Ltd., 66-69 Great Queen St.,

London, W.C.2.
Send me the books I have selected, without obli-
gation to purchase. I will either return the books

. in 8 days or send Ms deposit 8 days after
delivery, then 15s monthly until the total subscrip-

: tion price shown against books I have selected
has been paid.

Name

Address

Occupation

11 Signature
(Or Parent's Signature if under 21) CI28/PD31

Newnes Carpentry
and Joinery

Subscription Price E6
Cash Pore in 8 days ES. IS

Newnes Plumbing,
Sanitation & Dom-
estic Engineering

Subscription Price E9
'Cash Price in 8 days LII. 10

Place X where it applies

HouseOWNER I

Householder
Living with Parents

Lodging Address
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DER Drill Sets

WOODWORKING DRILLS
With tin. dia. Shanks

Sizes : On. to lin. by 16ths.

STRAIGHT SHANK DRILLS
Sizes : I/16in. to 9j32in. by 32nds.

OTHER POPULAR SETS
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

No.9No.10
CARBON HIGH SPEED
STEEL STEEL

STRAIGHT SHANK DRILLS
Sizes : I/I6in. to 3/I6in. by 64ths

and 7/32in. to tin.

THE SHEFFIELD TWIST DRILL AND STEEL COMPANY LIMITED
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND

DORMER DRILL SETS ARE OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL ENGINEERS' MERCHANTS

tsSO

Keep lathes, drills,
vices and hand tools
thoroughly lubricated,
clean and smooth
working with ESSO
HANDY OIL.
Blended with a special
additive which positively
prevents rust. Always
ready for use. Long
spout makes it easy to
oil into awkward corners.

Oil often for
smooth running-
BICYCLES
PERAMBULATORS
LAWN MOWERS
SEWING MACHINES
CAR FITTINGS
LOCKS, HINGES
GUNS

every handy man needs

Handy Oil
OILER TIN WITH SPOUT 1/3d
REFILL BOTTLE - 1/ -

From Hardware Stores everywhere

EX-GOV. SURPLUS BARGAINS

INFRA RED MONOCULARS. (Tabby Equip Mk. r.) A self-con-
tained receiver in case size 8in. x 5in. x 2fin. Weight 3 lbs. Incorporating
image converter cell and self generating Zamboni pile E.H.T. unit,
focusing eyepiece and object glass with infra red filter. Push-button
switch. Complete with solid leather case with shoulder straps.
Condition near new and working order, 37/6. Plus carriage and
insurance 7/6.
SPARE PARTS FOR ABOVE UNITS. All checked O.K. and
working.

IMAGE CONVERTER CELLS in mount complete with eyepiece,

ZAMBONI PILES. (3 bank.) Checked O.K., 12/6 ea. Post 2/-.

FOCUSING EYEPIECES. 8/6.

OBJECT GLASS with I.F. filter. In brass sleeve. 6/6.

LEATHER CASES. With straps. As new, 6/6 ea.

BENDIX HAND GENERATORS. Small type. 28 V. .175 a. and
30o v. 4o ma. Complete with enclosed duralium gear case and ratchet
handle. Can be used as low geared motors on 24 v. A.C.-D.C. or
240 v. A.C.-D.C. Can also be converted to food mixers, etc. Brand
New. 21/- ea.

RELAYS. Advance miniature type. s,000 ohms. SPDT. weight si ozs.
Size sin. x x 'fin. Brand new. 7/6 ea.

GEAR TRAINS. so different gears with 3 take offs with speed governor
and cam -operated switches. New. 7/6 ea.

A.A. IDENTIFICATION TELESCOPES. COST £185 ea. A few
more available in good condition at £g -so -o, plus Ls can.

BOOKLETS. " HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT LENSES
& PRISMS." Nos. r and 2. Price 2/6 ca.

Most types of surplus optical equipment in stock. Lists free for S.A.E.

H. W. ENGLISH
RAYLEIGH ROAD, HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX
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SPRAY GUNS
Burgess, as illustrated. A
low price electric sprayer,
one complete unit, no
compressor, motor or
hose needed, for A.C.
mains only. L3.15.0.

Mecco. Similar to above, but supplied
with Metal Gravity cup in addition
to Glass Jar. £3.15.0.
Unida Major... ... £1.5.0
Electric Gun £1.3.0
Bylock Gun ... E1.7.0
Bylock Outfit Complete E9.7.0
Crystal Gun E3.5.0
Unida Cycle Gun 8.6

NUAGANE
The Unique " Nuagane "
Touch-up Lacquer.
Makers' own standard
colours for " couching -
up " your car or motor-
cycle. There are 240
colours in this most popular range
of Brushing Cellulose Lacquer.
For Cars in tins 1 -pints, 2/11. 1 -pint,
5/-. And for Motorcycles, 4 -pints,
1/6. 1 -pint, 2/11. 1, -pint, 5/-.

CELLON CERRIC
For touch-up by spray, or for com-
plete re -spraying ask to see the Cellar)

Cerric Colour Card. A full
range of Primers, Fillers, Undercoats
and Stoppers always in stock.

BATTERY
CHARGERS
Davenset type J, as

illustrated, charges
6 or 12 volts at I

amp., 73/6. Atlas
type A.I, charges 6 or 12 volts at 11 amps.,
67/6. Hal fords Lancaster. First Quality
charger at a remarkably low price, charges
6 or 12 volts at 3 amps , 95/-.
Higher output chargers always in stock.

MAP MEASURE
Map Measure for all scale Maps.
Gives readings in miles and
kilometres, 10/6.

SILVA
COMPASS

Combined Compass and
Protractor. Needle is
" induction " damped, en-
suring quick and accurate
positioning, 15/-.

OILS AND GREASES
The only sure way of buying
Motor oil is in makers' SEALED
tins and drains. We stock all
the leading brands. Did you
know there are special blends
for Two Strokes, Cycle Motors
and Mopeds as well as a com-
plete range of Motorcycle Oils ?
You will find the oil you want at
" Halfords."

POLISHERS, ETC.

" Nenette " Polishing
Mop ... 13/9

Flexy Brush ... 39/6
Extension Handle for

use with Flexy
Brush ... 14/ -

Lambswool Polishing
Mitts 8/6 & 12/6

" Spontex " Sponges
4/6, 6/6 & 7/-\ " Wettex "

t Car Viscose
Sponge
cloth ... 5/10
Chamois Leather

'I from ... 5/6
Polishing
Cloths from 1/2

Stockinette Rolls 2/6 & 4/9
Stockinette Dusters ... 1/-
" Vantona " Super
Soft Polishing Duster 1/9

DOUBLE ENDED
SPANNER SETS

Superslim " All Black
finish. Set of 6 sizes-4in. x
3/16in. to 7/ I6in. x tin.
Whitworth, 13/9. Others
from 7/3 to 36/6.

FOOT PUMPS
As shown, exceptional
value, suitable for small
cars, 20/-. BABY CHAIRS

CAR SEAT COVERS
Special quality hard wear-
ing ribbed Autocord in

Brown, Green, Maroon,
Blue. Per seat :

Small Front ... 20/ -
Small Rear ... 40/ -
Large Front ... 24/ -
Large Rear ... 44/ -
For all popular makes. Special sizes at short notice.
BEDFORD CORD from S gns. per set.

MAPS & HANDBOOKS
Ordnance Survey or Barcholo-
mews, as illustrated from 4/-.
" B.M.C." (Austin -Nuffield)
Atlas of Great Britain. With
Gazetteer, place names, 47
strip routes, through road
traffic map of London. 29

pages sectional map of Great Britain. (Scale 9
miles to I inch) Guide to places of interest in
London, with 2 page pictorial map. Size 9in. x I lin.
7/6 each. Car and Motorcycle Handbooks from
4/6 each.

PLUGS
Lodge Standard ... 5/6
Lodge Sports ... 5/6
Champion Standard, short and long

Ad.

" Brexton Eversafe " Hooks
on to the back of front seat.
Folds flat when not in use.
47/6.
Trays for above ... 12/6
" Leco " with Steering

wheel ... 36/11

The shop for MOTORISTS

5pE 440
IVIIINIATURE"

AUTOLOCK
A REDUCED

NOSE GIVING
'AUTOLOCK'

FOIS
VISION

AND
ACCESS

Ne.1
MORSE
TAPER

OTHER

Ft-ETHICS

TO ORDER

AUTOLOCK CAPACITY ONLY
THIS MEANS A RANGE OF 36 CUTTERS AND INCLUDES :-

 END MILLS AND SLOT DRILLS 1/16" to 1" in I/32"'s.

 LONG SERIES END MILLS AND SLOT DRILLS It" to f" in I/32""s.

 BALL NOSE, COUNTERBORES AND A No. 3 WOODRUFF -1" x I".

Clarkson
'ENGINEERS/ LIMITED

KING EDWARD ROAD,

NUNEATON, WARWICKS.

K.L.G. Standard,
Sports and Long
Reach
VVipac Standard 3/6

I

HALFORDS

III` t I 1111

1 LA:eaJxaw
228 BRANCHES

THROUGHOUT ENGLAND,

SCOTLAND AND WALES

T.V. TUBES. £5 6 months' guarantee. I2in. Mullard. As
supplied for the last 4 years. 15/6 ins. carr.

Cash with order. I4in. MULLARD RECTANGLE, (5/10/... I71n.
RECTANGLE, 0,10r°.

T.V.12in. CHASSIS. 97/6.
Complete chassis by famous
manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T.
Unit included. Drawing FREE.
Easily fitted to Table or Console
model, owing to this chassis
being in three separate units
(Power, Sound and Vision,
Timebase) inter - connected.
THIS CHASSIS IS LESS VALVES
AND TUBE, but see our- catalogue for cheap valves.

All!j Our L5 Tube fits this Chassis.
List of valves by request.
Carr. 5/- London. 10/ -
Provinces. Channels 1-5.
SPEAKER SALE. 8/9 each to
clear. 8in, P.M. std. 3-5 ohms.

or with matching O.P. trans. 12/9. Post 1/9.

V.H.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 7/6 less valves, ex-W.D., good condition ; 6 -channel
switching. Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs ; 30/5 mc/s to 40 mc/s.
I.F. 7 mc/s. Post 2/6. Drawings and conversion data free with each set.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. This little set is a V.H.F. receiver, requires modification to
put it into service. Complete with valves. Post 2/3.
R.F.24 UNIT. 10/6. New and packed. Tuning 20-30 mc/s. Including 3 valves. Post 2/-,
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. 29/9, Including 8in. speaker.
5 VALVE SIHET. 3 w /band. A.C. mains, complete but less valves. All used,
tested, and guaranteed. Carr. 416. Drawings 2/6 or free with order,
T.V. CHASSIS TO CLEAR. (Famous manufacturer.)
POWER PACK. 29/9. 5 K.V. E.H.T. 325 v., 250 m.a. Smoothed H.T. heaters.
6 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp. Carr. 4/6.
TIME BASES. 10/6. Containing scanning coil, focus unit, line trans., 10 controls,
etc. Drawing free with unit. Carr. 2/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. Heaters, 6 v. and 5 v. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 3/9. 350-0-350 v. 12 v. 4 v. heaters. Primary 100-
250 v. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. 4 v., 4 v., heaters. Primary 200-
250 v. Post 2 All mains trans. 80 m.a.
O.P. TRANS. 1/9. Standard 3-5 ohms. Guaranteed. Post 9d.

Stamp only for catalogue.

1714: GRA 6677
MONEY BACK

OODARANTEE

RD. LONDON, E.12.

CVVOICOD

5003
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A Customer

A Customer

A Customer
A Customer

A Customer

A Customer
A Customer

is not a cold statistic-he is a warm flesh -and -blood human, with feelings
and emotions like our own, with biases and prejudices as to his require-
ments, whatever they are.

is the most important person ever in our buiiness-in person, by
mail, or by telephone.

is not dependent on us-we are dependent on him.

is not an interruption of our work-he is the purpose of it. We are
not doing him a favour by serving him, he is doing us a favour by giving
us the opportunity to do so.

is not someone to argue and match wits with. Nobody ever won an
argument with a customer.

is not an outsider to our business-he is a part of it.

is a person who brings us his wants. It is our job to handle them profit-
ably to him and to ourselves. If you wish to Construct a Domestic
Refrigerator, whether " built in " or cabinet, send for our hints book
and general catalogue. We shall be pleased to serve.

Send one shilling for general catalogue post free (refunded on first purchase).

BRAID BROS.
For Home Refrigerator Construction

50, BIRCHWOOD AVENUE, HACKBRIDGE, SURREY.

Tel.: WALLINGTON 9309.
We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components.

THE NEW " Z YTO " TEN INCH PRECISION

SAWBENCH
WITH MANY VALUABLE REFINEMENTS
NEW DESIGN TABLE GIVES GREATER
PRODUCTIVITY - - MORE CAPACITY

Special Features include

NEW SIZE TABLE
21" x 18'

Takes Saws up to 10" diameter,
giving 3" depth of cut. Improved
Saw Guard and Riving Knife
allows for any width of material.
NEW Quick Acting Quadrant
securely locks the Canting Table
at any angle.

NEW MICRO ADJUSTMENT
to Rip and Crosscut Fence.
NEW Rack and Pinion Feed to
Rise and Fall Table.
Adjustable vee-belt drive, built-in

dust chute.
BENCH MODEL WITHOUT

MOTOR £25 Os. Od.

Or £5 Os. Od. Deposit. Balance
over Eight Monthly Payments of

f2 Its. 3d.
Price complete with I h.p. motor

on Pedestal Stand.

PRICE, 3 PHASE ... £49 15s. Od

Or £10 Os. Od. Deposit. Balance
over Eight Monthly Payments of

£5 Its. I Id.
ONLY LONDON ADDRESS

S. Tyzack & Son Ltd.Telephones-l-
oIi1 8301

(Ten Lines)

34 I -34 5 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I

NEW! LEARN
THE PRACTICAL WAY
With many courses we supply
actual equipment thus com-
bining theory and practice
in the correct educational
sequence. This equipment,
specially prepared and de-
signed remains your property.
Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision, Mechanics, Electricity,
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry,
Photography, Commercial
Art, etc.

L.

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Accountancy Commercial Art & M.C.A. Licences Sanitation
Advertising Drawing Mechanical Engineering Secretaryship

Aeronautical Customs & Excise Officer Motor Engineering Sheet Metal Work
Engineering Draughtsmanship Photography Shorthand & Typing

Automobile Economics P,M.G. Licences Sound Recording
Engineering Electrical Engineering Police Structural Eng.

Banking Electronics Production Engineering Telecommunications
Book-keeping Fashion Drawing Public Speaking Television
Building Heating & Ventilating Eng. Radar Time & Motion Study
Business Management Industrial Administration Radio & Television Tracing
Carpentry Journalism Servicing Welding

Chemistry Languages Radio Engineering Writing
Civil Service Marine Engineering Refrigeration Works Management
Civil Engineering Mathematics Retail Shop Management Workshop Practice
Commercial Subjects Salesmanship and many others,

Also courses for University Degrees, General Certificate of Education, B.ScIng,, A.M.I.Mech.E., 1.1.0.11,

A.C.C.A., AXIS, A.M.Drit.I.B.E., R.M.I.I.A., City 6 Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. Certificates, etc.

THE ADVANTAGES OF E.M.I. TRAINING
* The teaching methods are planned to meet modern
industrial requirements. * We offer training in all

subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. * A tutor is personally allotted by name to
ensure private and individual tuition. * Free advice

COURSES FROM I5/- PER MONTH

The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation

covering all aspects of training is given to students
before and after enrolment with us.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES (Dept. I 44k)

43 Grove Park Road, London,W.4

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECTS) OF INTEREST

J ot.e, 1"F.t3.
IL ma mom* nom eimma maw NMI MINN IMII ISM M111 111 110111M fti
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THE TECHNICAL SERVICES Co.
SHRUBLANDS WORKS  BANSTEAD  SURREY

THE MAGSTAT '

This is a precision bi-metal thermostat for the control of alternating
currents of up to amp at 240 volts. The temperature range lies

between minus 50' F. and plus 250' F. An ingenious magnetic snap action
is incorporated which gives freedom from radio interference. The
operating temperature is altered by rotation of the adjustment screw,
clockwise for increase, and anti -clockwise for decrease. Dimensions :
2in. x x

PRICE: 5/6 each. Post 3d.

* NEW CATALOGUE *

SEND 4d. IN STAMPS
NOW FOR

YOUR COPY

* SUPPRESSIT *
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Comprises
two chokes and two condensers
mounted on a card with wiring
instructions. Ideal for Vacuum
Cleaners, Hairdriers, Sewing Motors,
etc., up to I Amp. Price 3/6. Post Free.

REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS

FOR DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

We stock over 200 types of element replacements
for Fires, Irons, Kettles, Hairdriers, Toasters and
Boiling Rings.

WE HAVE A REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY THERMOSTATS AND LIST
SOME OF OUR STOCK ITEMS HERE :

THERMOSTAT. CS. Convector Thermo-
stat for Space Heaters and Low tempera-
ture Ovens. 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C.
40/80 deg. F. 25/-. Post 5d.
THERMOSTAT. MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters up to 3 KW.
90/190 deg. F. 15 amps., 250 volts A.C.
52/0/0. post 9d.
THERMOSTATS. PF. Room Thermo-
stat. 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C. 5in. x Itin:
x 2in. A beautiful instrument. Temp.
ranges 30'90 40/100, 40/80, 60/100 deg. F.
as required. £2/0/0, post 6d.

THERMOSTAT. BW/1. 3 amps. 250
volts A.C. For control of hot -plates, vul-
canisers, etc. 50-550 deg. F. 15/6. post 4d.
We are only too glad to send illustrated
leaflets on any of these Thermostats if
you will send a S.A.E. stating which model
interests you.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from 2 to 4kW.
and in stem lengths I lin. to 42in. Please
send for our catalogue.

GREEN HOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed speci-
ally for the amateur gardener.
The scale plate is calibrated

High -Medium -Low " and has
a temperature range of 40-90
deg. F. Current -carrying
capacity is 10 amps. 250 v. A.C.
Differential, 4 to 6 deg. F.

Dimensions : 4.1in. x 2in. x
lain. Price 35/-. Post 6d.

Model P1. Miniature Thermo-
stat for control of domestic
Electric Irons and special
purpose machines where space
is limited. Capacity : 5 amps.
250 v. A.C. lin. x Ain. x 11/16in.
Single screw fixing. Price 9/3.
Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in. x 91in. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. 3in. x7ain. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 3 lin.x Ellin. 7/6 ea.
No, 44. Bowed. 3kin.x 81in. 7/6 ea.
No. 45. Flat. 3in x 91 in. 7/6 ea.
No. 46. Flat. 2Iin.x Tin. 7/4 ea.
No. 47 Bowed. 3in. x 9,1in. 9/- ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42 Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

SPIRALS
No. 70. Spiral, 1,500 w. 2/9 ea.
No. 70a. Spiral, 1,000 w. 2/2 ea.
No. 70b. Spiral, 750 w. 1/10 ea.
No. 70c. Spiral, 600 w. 1/5 ea.
No. 70d. Spiral, 500 w. 1/4 ea.
No, 70e. Spiral, 200 w. 1/2 ea,
No. 70f. Spiral, 100 w. 1/I ea.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 87. 6in. x I fin. of3

ea,200/250 v, 100 w.... 1111

BOILER RINGS
No. 71. 51 x tin.,

1.000 w. 619 ea.
No. 72. 51 x I in.,

750 w... 6/4 ea
No. 73. 51 x

600 w. 6/- ea.
No. 74. 51 x fin..

500 w.... 5/9 ea,

FLASHING
LAMPHOLDER

40/100 watts. Fits
into any B. C. lamp -
holder. 7/8 each.

SILVER TIPPED
CONTACT
SCREWS

7 B.A. x tin.. 4/ -
per doz.

4 B.A. x iln., 6/ -
Der doz.

6 B.A. x I In., 4/6
per doz.

6 B.A. x lin., 5/6
per doz.

ASBESTOS
DISCS

5in. diameter, itn.
thick. Ideal as
Soldering Iron
rests. 2/- doz.
Post 6d.

THE " FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK

" This ceiling white -washer is great !
It's the slickest invention to date

FLUID FLUXITE throughout

A sound job without doubt
We'll be done in two ticks at this rate

and its tamous equal
THE

SOLDERING PASTE

giimpOi ale
Sada*

The standard sizes of FLUXITE FLUID are :-

4 fluid ozs. 8 fluid ozs.

20 fluid ozs. ¢ & I gallon cans.

FLUXITE LTD BERMONDSEY ST LONDON S'E.I

TELEPHONE : HOP 2632

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED
GM.26
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This
BOOK OF

MODELS

MODELS of every kind from one plastic ready -to -use
material-PYRUMA ! This book with new methods-

new ideas-shows you how to acquire simple skill in making
many types of permanent models listed below. And pages
in full colour show how your models of animals, buildings,
figures, etc., can be painted in natural tints.

SANKEY'S

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Pyruma is supplied, plastic and ready for immediate use,
in air -tight tins, obtainable from your local ironmonger,
Hobbies shop or Art material dealer, from Is. 6d. upwards.
Finished Pyruma Models can be baked or air dried to stone
hardness ready for colouring after simple treatment. Send
6d. P.O. (not stamps) with the coupon below for the book
which shows how to make

MODEL RAILWAY STATIONS, SIGNAL CABINS, FARM
COTTAGES, SHIPS, FIGURES, ANIMALS, ASH -TRAYS,
BOOK -ENDS, MODEL FURNITURE, PLAQUES, RELIEF

MAPS, ETC.

TO :

COUPON
J.H.SAN KEY& SON,LT? DEPT. P.M..

ILFORD, ESSEX.

Est. 1857.

Enclosed 6d. P.O. (not stamps) for PYRUMA MODELLING INSTRUCTION
BOOK addressed to :

NAME (Block Letters)

ADDRESS

POCKET
MAGNET

POT
MAGNET

POPULAR RANGE OF

PERMANENT MAGNETS
wide range of types
for all applications

 MAJOR MAGNETS One of the most
powerful magnets ever produced. For
Research, Educational and Industrial uses.
 POWER MAGNETS . Alcomax magnets
In three sixes. Use where extra performance
Is required.

 BAR MAGNETS., in pairs. For general
purposes. 2° and 3' sixes available.

 POCKET MAGNETS ...Useful to every
engineer for hundreds of uses in workshop
or home.

 MINOR MAGNETS Ideal for the model
engineer. Compact yet powerful.

 POT MAGNETS In three sixes. Power-
ful Alcomax assemblies for holding and lifting.
Mild steel pot can be machined

 BUTTON MAGNETS, For magnetic in-
dicators. doorcatehes and as magnetic coll-
ectors

MINOR MAGNET

BAR MAGNETS

BUTTON MAGNET

POWER
MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from your usual tool distributor

EXTRACTS FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE KIT. Consists of Object Glass 40in. focal
length, 47 mm. dia. (not achromatic but optically polished). Fully corrected
achromatic Kellner Type Doublet Eyepiece giving magnification of approx. 30X.
Black lined, toughened cardboard tube with P.V.C. covering material. Full size
self -centring metal tripod. 47/6. Carriage free.
High power EYEPIECE for above Kit giving approx. 60X magnification. 25/,
EX. GOVT. ROSS PRISMATIC TELESCOPE. Power 20 x 70 (external dia.
of Object Glass 3in.). Angled focusing eyepiece. Nett weight 5 lbs. Length I3in.
In new and perfect condition. £12.10.0. Post Free.

x SO U.S.A. ELBOW TELESCOPE. Perfect condition. 5716. Post 2/6.
IDENTIFICATION TELESCOPE. Tremendous clarity and power of 12X and
30X. With Object Glass dia. of 60 mm. Traversing and elevating gear. Can be
used by two observers simultaneously. Perfect condition, g15.0.0. Carriage Free.
ACHROMATIC OBJECT GLASS. First quality. Focal length 16)in. Dia.
50 mm. Ideal for increasing the power of Binoculars. 27/6 each.
Ex. Admiralty OFFICER OF THE WATCH TELESCOPE. Single draw.
Power 16X. Length closed I8in. Wt. 20 ozs. 59/6. Post Free.

We carry Europe's greatest stock of Ex. Govt. Scientific Equipment. New cata-
logue (March issue) now available. Satisfaction or full refund.

CHARLES FRANK
67.73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.1. Phone : BELL 21067.

Established 1907.

THE ULTRA
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS is used ex-
tensively in collieries, foundries,
electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade. TELE-
VISION engineers need it to examine
INTERLACING of picture.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,

there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
o always perfect.

44 The ULTRA
LENS achieves

a six -fold
magni-

fication
in abrill-

iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

Tel. : TRAfalgar 2055

17c, Oxendon Street,
London, S.W.I.
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HANDISPRAY
OUTFIT

Ideal for :
HOME HANDYMAN

CAR OWNER
AMATEUR

DECORATOR
FARMER

SMALLHOLDER
NURSERYMAN

Various applications include :

SPRAY PAINTING
CREOSOTING

TYRE INFLATION
DISTEMPERING
INSECTICIDE

SPRAYING
Easily carried --weighs 451b.

'PRICE : L40-5-0 including gun & hose

Hire Purchase Terms : E20-7-6 deposit
plus 12 monthly payments of f1-18-6

Write for Leaflet CB. 112
B.E.N. PATENTS LTD. (Division of Broom & Wade Ltd.)

P.O. Box No. 10, Dept. X, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. Tel.: High Wycombe 1630
tP 234

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS
PLUGGING DRILLS
For clean round holes in brick, concrete, tiles, marble, etc..
for all fixing jobs with Maso Plugs.

GLAZEMASTER
For drilling windows, mirrors, glasses, bottles, plate glass.
shelves, etc.

Write for Booklet P.M. Obtainable from your Tool Stockist
and Ironmonger.

MASON
MASTER

gdsitcni 4/4 totes
/

Manufactured by
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH, LTD., BRAUNSTON. NR. RUGBY

Tel: BRAUNSTON 351-2

BETTER CABINET MAKING

It Planes !
It Rebates !
It Bevels!
You can do a
precision job on
this sturdy
machine, which will make your
task so much easier, and bring
greater pleasure to your Furniture
making.

Eliminate the hard work in
hand planing and
give your work
that professional
look with the

P.R.I I 4.1,in.
Bench
Planer.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
TO (DEPT. BP/43)

:MTV OEM NOTTINGHAM

" Finger-tip

flame control'

said a silversmith, " Pleasant to handle,
very sensitive controls."
He was one of the many users of our
Flamemaster Mark II and the three comments
he made probably sum up the main reasons
for the Flamemaster's immense popularity.
Also :

It burns coal -gas or bottled -gases of the butane type

with equal efficiency . . .

The air or oxygen pressure needed is comparatively low . .

All the different flame -units are easily interchangeable . . .

It won't splutter or give you an unstable flame . . .

It won't leak, even on high pressures . . .

It won't raise your running -costs (our economiser -trigger

sees to that) . . .

But it will bring speedy and reliably controlled heating rig
to the spot where you need it . . .
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remember the name

FLAMEMASTER MARK II
Write for full details to :-

ST -CHANCEONE LIMITED, 28, ST. JAMES'S SQUARE,

LONDON, S.W.I. TELEPHONE : TRAFALGAR 1954.
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FIREEI;;ItINBI;;111111;
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment,
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
ject ion - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and pinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE ?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E.,B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A.,A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT, OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.
* HOW to benefit from our free

Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than 15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

TO : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

of 'gdm8`
VCial

Only lid.stamp is
needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

1THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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The Movies are temporarily incorporated

Flying Saucers and Fairies
READERS know my views on

flying saucers. I have stated
that there is no evidence that a

flying saucer has landed at any time in
any part of the world-that is to say,
evidence acceptable to those scientifically
trained to accept evidence. There are
many unscientifically -minded people who
will cry, Ben trovato ! at the mere sight
of some object in the sky which they
have not seen before. I have been
singularly unconvinced by all of the
literature I have read concerning flying
saucers, and quite unimpressed with the
qualifications of some who claim that
flying saucers (by this I mean inter-
planetary flying saucers) are an estab-
lished fact. I am, therefore, pleased to
note that the Daily Mail, in a recent
article, dismissed all the talk and all the
evidence concerning flying saucers as
utter nonsense. In saying this, it must
not be presumed that I think that inter-
planetary travel is impossible, nor that
those on other planets will not try to
visit the earth.

Whenever I have challenged the
flying saucer theorists to open debate
they have fought shy of it. Adamski was
unable to visit England for his lecture at
the Albert Hall, at which I was to be
present, because of illness, and spiritualist
Lord Dowding did not accept a challenge
I issued in these columns to him to a
public debate. He now leaps from
flying saucers and spiritualism to fairies
with facile agility. In a recent lecture
to spiritualists he informs us that he
believes in fairies and that the fairies
are very upset because we do not believe
in them. He went on with bland self
assurance to tell us that fairies started
off as a tiny spot of light and gradually
grew, until they became about 12 in.
high. He admitted that he had never
seen a fairy himself, but he knew a friend
who had fairies at the bottom of his
garden, and Lord Dowding takes toys
for them to play with. He also said that
he believed in gnomes-the little bearded
fellows of our story books. Of course,
as children we are taught to believe in
fairies, but disillusionment soon comes.
Children soon learn not to believe in
fairies, Father Christmas or circus posters.
Fairies are childish beliefs and ephemeral
ones at that !

It is ridiculous and dangerous for men

Editor : F. j. CAMM

FAIR COMMENT
By

The Editor
such as Lord Dowding and others
without scientific qualifications but a
mere belief, to promote such silly doc-
trines, which are quite unacceptable to
scientists who, whilst preserving open
minds, in view of the miracles of today,
yet know how to differentiate between the
possible and the impossible.

As far as flying saucers are concerned,
it is possible for anyone to promote a
theory concerning them. They could
be caused by experiment with a new
form of searchlight-invisible from the
ground, but the beams from which
become visible on the target by means
of radar harnessed to the beam.

I have received a letter from the
Australian Flying Saucer Research
Society, and the Secretary tells me they
have obtained " conclusive proof in
Australia that these objects do exist
and that they are not secret weapons or
aircraft of this or any other country on
this planet." They do not say what
conclusive proof they have, but naively
go on to say " we cannot yet prove
whence they do come, how they are
propelled, the nature of their occupants,
if any, and the purpose of their visit."
They merely say that everything points
to an interplanetary origin and a peaceful
mission.

He then goes on to split hairs by
stating that I should distinguish between
evidence and proof. But proof is evi-
dence, and evidence is proof, and I do
not agree with him that there is plenty

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - 18s. 6d. per annum.
Overseas - - I7s. per annum.
Canada - - - I7s, per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics" is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to, the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefort expressly forbidden.

of evidence which would be acceptable
in a court of law, including the sworn
affidavits published in Adamski's book.
Affidavits, however, are not incon-
trovertible evidence. A man may swear
an affidavit that the moon is made of
green cheese, and he may genuinely
believe it, but that is neither proof nor
evidence. Unless rebutting evidence
can be produced, an affidavit is accepted
for what it is worth-you either believe
it or you do not. Some sworn statements
need not be accepted even if they cannot
be denied. A man may swear that he has
seen a ghost. It would be impossible
to sue him for perjury, even though you
know he is lying, because it is impossible
to prove that he is lying.

There is a little bit of fact mixed with
a large amount of hallucination, auto-
suggestion, science -fiction and plain hoax,
about a great deal of the flying saucer
reports. The protagonists point to the
miracle of television, forgetful that it is
only a reflection of what you see that is
taking place in a studio. Solid bodies
cannot exist in thin air. It is noteworthy
that experienced scientists such as our
own Astronomer Royal discredit flying
saucers.

Newnes Engineer's Reference Book
-Seventh Edition
OVER 56 additional pages of new

subject matter have been added
to the seventh edition of the 2,028 -page
" Newnes Engineer's Reference Book,"
which contains 84 sections, over 2,500
illustrations, over Boo tables and over
7,000 cross-referenced index entries. It
is an essential work for the draughtsman,
designer, mechanic, works manager, pro-
duction engineer, costing and estimating
clerk, inspector and viewer, and contains
sections on Engineering Units, Thermo
Dynamics, Hydraulics, Mechanics,
Workshop Mathematics, Stress Form-
ula;, Strength of Materials, Draw-
ing Office Practice, Patents, Designs and
Trade Marks, Belt and Rope Trans-
mission, Bearings and Couplings, Shafts
and Shaftings, Keys and Key Ways,
Screw Threads, Screw Thread Measure-
ments, Gears and Gear Cutting, Rivets
and Riveting, Grinding, Cams, Lathe
Work, Press Work, Capstan Turret and
Automatic Lathes, and indeed with
almost every branch of mechanical
engineering. It costs 7os., or Its. I id.
by post.-F. J. C.
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Making an Efficient
Pil 11131-11E111

A Piece of Apparatus which Ensures that Each
Print is Thoroughly Cleaned

By H. A. ROBINSON

THE purpose of washing photographic
prints is to remove all traces of hypo
so that the pictures will be permanent,

and this can only be done if the water can
swill around the prints individually and the
hypo -impregnated fluid be taken rapidly
away.

Prints in a bowl may well lie in
a solid block at the bottom and so
remain hypo -laden. Also, the water

Water
spilling
away into,

sink.

111/E1M11111
Fig. I .- The general principle and direction of

water flow.

Drop.

(e) Pain. x 511n. x 3/16in.
for trays (x) and (2).

(f) I2in. x 5 in. x 3/16in.
for tray (3).

The cross -pieces (b) and
(c) have four semi -circular
openings taken out of the
lower edge, as Fig. 3, so
that the water may flow away
readily without reaching the
/tops of the divisions (as
shown in Fig. 4), and the size of the openings
should be adjusted if necessary to assure this.
If the water flows over the tops of the divisions
it may carry the prints with it, but by always
draining away from below the prints are
kept safely in their particular compartment.

The trays made, they are fitted between the
four uprights (A) (see Fig. 2 to the left). For
the lower end, these are yin. x i4in., and for
the higher end of the washer 71in. x On.
Any lin. or uin. material will do for them.

Some little care must be taken in setting
the trays between the uprights, for each tray

must have a fin. drop
towards the one end
and be staggered as
indicated in Fig. x so
that the end of one
comes over and with -

Q. id.:(.51/27

Fig. 2.-Details and dimensions of the frame and tray angles.

from the tap, if the container is deep, can
flow in and out without reaching the lower
depths.

The washer shown here eliminates all
danger of prints not being properly washed,
for the water flows sideways over them.
Thus clean water is always coming in, while
that which is hypo -laden is swiftly drawn
away. How the water flows is shown in
Fig. 1.

First the trays (i), (2) and (3) are made as
Fig. 2. Trays (z) and (2) are the same size,
but the lower tray (3) has the base 2in. longer.
The sides (d) are all the same lengths, being
I2in. long and tin. deep, din. wood being
used. These are fastened to the base (e)
by a series of short pins (the base overlapping
the sides) and spaced by the three pieces (a),
(b) and (c) going across.

Complete dimensions of the pieces are as
follows :-

(a) 54in. x tin. x lin.
(b) 5in. x tin. x lin.
(c) 5in. x tin. x
(d) I2in. x Iin. x in.

in the end of the one
below. Trays (r) and (3)
slope in the same direc-
tion, tray (2) in the
opposite way. The
middle tray is also fitted
in the opposite way
round to the other two
so that it receives water

the required conditions.
The parts are held together by 7/16in.

brass or copper screws ; other metals might
rust and cause trouble. There are two screws
at each point of contact and it is as well to
drill a little first to eliminate any danger of
splitting. As the trays slope in the reverse
direction they lock, and the washer becomes a
very rigid article.

The washer can be left in plain wood, but
it is much better to give it one or two coats of
a commercial water -proofing preparation.

In use the prints are evenly divided between
the basins, and the washer is placed in a sink
under the tap so that the water falls on to the
upper end of the top tray or on the draining
board, the water being fed by a short length
of rubber hose. The flow is adjusted so that
each basin fills without water tending to run

a. 4,2-x r

Fig. 3.-The two completed
trays.

over the dividing walls.
The washer as des-

cribed is for quarter -
plate, 3 -tin. x 24in.,
24in. x 24in. and
similar sized prints,
though postcards can

Fig. 4.-The water should flow away without be dealt with in the
rising above the dividing pieces. two basins of the

bottom tray. Should
spilling from the end of the tray above and it be desired to make a washer for, say,
empties into the one below. Fig. 2 gives whole -plate enlargements, the overall in -
the measurements to work to to obtain structions still apply.
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READERS may remember that I recently
made a one -eighth scale model of the
first pedal -driven bicycle-the Mac-

millan-and also a one -eighth scale model of
the first practicable motor bike-the 1895
Werner-the latter gaining first prize in the
A.C.U. International Model Competition
organised in 1954. The models were exhibited
at the Cycle and Motor Cycle Show of that
year at Earl's Court. To complete the trio
of firsts, more recently I have made a one -
eighth scale model of the first practicable
motor car-the 1888 Benz, and I show some
illustrations of it on this and the following
page. The model is accurate in every
particular and it is, of course, a working
model.

Although Karl Benz made a motor car in
1885 it was a failure. It was in 1888 that,
after considerable experiment and failure,
he demonstrated his three-wheeler. I am
not forgetting the Daimler motor car which
was made in 1886, and is now on show at
the Munich Museum, and although the car
here shown dates back to 1888, it really
sprang from the 1885 model, thus beating
Daimler by one year. The Benz is of great
historical importance. The original is in the
Science Museum at South Kensington, and it
was from this machine that the drawings

A three-quarter rear view
of the model 1888 Benz
car. Notice that the steer-
ing is by means of rack and
pinion, the two racks with
the pinion between being
coupled to a yoke on the
top of the front fork. There
was no caster action, the
forks being mounted quite

vertically.

An EIGHTH SCALE

MODEL OF THE
An Interesting Replica of the
First Practicable Motor Car --

Made by

F. J. CAMM

were made (by permis-
sion of the museum
authorities) from which
I built my model.
Karl Benz was a

pioneer of the motor car,
and to him must go the credit of building the
first successful petrol -driven car and of

AR
as a young man secured employment in one
or two engineering factories in Germany.

He set up a small workshop in a back street
in Mannheim in 1874. In this shop he
produced a few stationary gas engines and
in 188o went into partnership with another
man and founded the Mannheim Gas Engine
Company. In spite of opposition from his

A three-quarter front view of the chassis of the model of the
1888 ' three -wheel Benz car, with single cylinder, four-stroke,
water-cooled engine, with horizontal flywheel. At 25o r.p.m. the
engine develops 2 h.p. The wheels are iron-tyred, and the drive
was by belt from a pulley driven by the crankshaft, the belt driving on to a combined

two -speed differential gear. The model was made by Mr. F. J. Camm.

laying the foundation of an industry of which
the modern Mercedes-Benz is so important
a part. Karl Benz was the son of an engine
driver and the grandson of a blacksmith. He
was born at Karlsruhe on November 25th,
1844. He was an orphan at the. age of two, and

partner, Benz experimented with a motor car
engine designed somewhat on the lines of his
gas engine. When the partnership was
dissolved in 1883 two others put fresh
capital into the company. Benz had produced
a design for a mechanically propelled car and
the experimental model was completed at the
beginning of 1885. This machine may still
be seen in the Deutsches Museum in Munich.

As in his earlier model, it will be seen that the
engine has an open crankcase with screw -down
lubricators attached to the bearings and that
it is turned over so that the flywheel is hori-
zontal. It was, of course, a crude affair. The
flywheel was very large and the r.p.m. very
low -25o to be exact-at which speed it
developed about 2-3 h.p. Although it was
the first car it had a differential gear, electric
ignition, water cooling and a mechanically
operated inlet valve. All engines prior to
this had made use of automatic valves which
were opened by the suction of the piston. The
engine is of the four-stroke water cooled
type, placed horizontally over the rear axle;
the drive to the rear wheels was by means of
block centre chain from the countershaft,
which incorporates the differential gear and
the two -speed gear inside a series of three
pulleys, the outer two containing the gears
and the centre one the differential. The
single cylinder has a bore of 116 mm. (4.57in.)
and a stroke of 15o mm. (6.3in.), and when
running at about 25o r.p.m. develops 2 h.p.
The upper end of the vertical crankshaft
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carries a bevel gear which drives another
bevel having the same number of teeth on a
horizontal shaft carrying the belt pulley. A
parallel half -speed shaft carries the cams for
operating the valve gear and the make and
break mechanism for the ignition. The
petrol -air gas mixture was supplied by a
surface carburetter and the ignition by dry
battery and spark plug. The engine pulley
is connected by a belt to fast and loose pulleys

A close-up of the valve gear.

on a countershaft which is divided as explained
above. The ends of this countershaft carry
sprockets, which drive the rear wheels.
The two -speed gear to the countershaft is
chain driven. Wooden brake blocks, as
fitted to horse-drawn carriages, were used,
and they were applied by means of a brake
lever through a linkage, to the bottom
end of which a pinion and circular rack were
fitted. The pinion was fitted to the bottom
end of a shaft, running inside the brake
lever and which was turned by a handle at
the top. When the handle was turned a
shifting gear would shift the belt from one
gear through the loose or neutral pulley to
the other gear. The central position was, of
course, used when the brake was applied to
disconnect the drive from the wheel. The
rear driving wheels are 49.5in. diameter and
the front steering wheel is 3oin. diameter.
The wheelbase is 5.17ft. and the wheel
track 3.87ft. The car ran at about ro and
5 m.p.h. in the two gears respectively. Benz
made a four -wheeled model in 1897 and this
may be seen at Byfleet, Surrey. I have

A rear view of the body. The two swing doers
enclose the power unit.

A view of the power unit of the model. This is a working model. It
will be seen that two types of valve are employed-slide and poppet.
The crankshaft drives the driving pulley through bevel gearing,
which also drives a half-time shaft and operates the make -and -break

mechanism and the two valves by means of a cam.

A three-quarter rear view.

faithfully copied every detail of
the car to one -eighth scale and the
illustrations taken with the body
removed will give some
indication of the degree of
realism which has been
achieved. Many of the
parts had to be built up
to avoid the necessity for
making patterns and
castings. Some of the
pieces are, of course, a
watchmaker's job. The
wheels are felloe-built with
shrunk -on tyres.

These three models will
be exhibited from time to
time at exhibitions where
this journal is represented
and I hope, as I find the
time to spare ( !), eventually
to make a model of the first

locomotive, the first aeroplane and the
first ocean-going steamship. The latter
cannot, of course, for obvious reasons be
made to one -eighth scale, but all of the others
will be.

Other early motor cars are the two -cylinder
air-cooled four -wheeled Lanchester, the two -
cylinder four -wheeled Panhard of 1894 and
the 3 h.p. Benz, 1900.

It seems a pity, as I have remarked
on more than one occasion, that
the Science Museum has not
organised an annual competition for
scale models, with the right to
acquire such models as would
enhance the coverage of their own
exhibition. It is possible to gain a
fair idea of scientific and mechanic
development from a visit to the
Science Museum, but most of the
exhibits are the full-size originals

It and considerable space would be
necessary to exhibit full-size versions,
whereas with models a complete
coverage of scientific development
could be housed in a building much
smaller than the present museum.

There are sufficient model -
makers in this country to ensure
an adequate entry of models in the
various classes.

A front view of the body.
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ZWNSIENNS111111/11WWW

WHETHER you intend to use this
instrument scientifically or just
for the constructional pleasure

you will find it interesting to watch when
in action. Basically it is a recording ther-
mometer and its movement depends on the
bending with temperature of a bi-metal strip,
consisting of steel and brass welded together.
The instrument is used extensively in
meteorology, but it has a wide scope where
it is necessary to have a temperature record.

The main parts of the thermograph are a
steel case, with an openable cover, housing the
chart drum and motor, and outside the case
an arm on which the sensitive element and

Off centrele"dia
spindle .Y/8 pia

32 riw.

Leeds --

4 BA
Screwed

legs

Drum -
shoulder

/8 the
Brass -

rod

1-1o/e

14 deep

1/41

--

8 B A.
Grub

screw

Fig. 2.-Model S7 motor Fig. 3. Drum
coupling.showing mounting.

mechanism is mounted. The link between
these two is the pen arm. The general layout
can be ,seen from the photograph, Fig. 1.

The Drum Motor
Two methods of driving the drum are

available to the constructor, electric or clock-
work. Although the clockwork is more
portable, it is also more expensive, as the drum
and clock unit will probably have to be bought
complete. This can be obtained from Messrs.
Short and Mason of Walthamstow.

'The electric method is much cheaper and
furthermore gives some interesting work on
drum construction. Unfortunately the charts
as printed have a rotation period of about
seven and a third days whilst the motors are
only made for seven-day rotation. This snag
can be overcome by reducing the diameter of
the drum to the seven-day portion of the
chart, and more detail is given about this later.

These seven-day synchronous motors can
be obtained from Messrs. Sangamo Weston,
Enfield, Middlesex. They cost about 3os.,
are practically damp-proof, an essential point

An instrument for Recording
Temperature Variation

By M. H. 0. HODDINOTT

Fig. 1.-The author's instrument
in use.'

for outdoor use, and are robust for continuous
running without attention. Their construction
is simple, being a cylindrical body with a
mounting flange at the spindle end. Their
consumption is about three watts and they can
be obtained for low voltages if required.

To mount the motor three 4 B.A. screwed
rods are required, 21in.
long. They should be
fitted into the holes in
the motor flange in such
a way that they act as
legs supporting the
motor, spindle upper-
most (Fig. 2). The
spindle of the motor is
tin. in diameter and 4in.
long, and it is slightly
offset from the centre.
A coupling is therefore
required to mount the
drum to it. This should
be made of about tin.
diameter brass rod,
drilled and shouldered,
etc., as shown in Fig. 3.
The exact diameter of
this coupling does not Threaded hole for
matter except that any- lift-off lever

thing less than kin. tends to make the
shoulder small. The threads at the top need

Fig. 4-Details of, the drum.

Cover open

Perspex
window

Chart clamp bar
in position 44

not be 32 to the inch, but
a fine one does ensure
accurate securing of the
drum. Finally a knurled
nut to fit the coupling
should be made.

The Drum
The size of the drum

depends, of course, on the
chart to be used and the
constructor is at liberty to
take his choice of the
many types and ranges
available. The dimen-
sions given here will,

however, be for charts numbers 4329 and
433o (summer and winter range of air
temperatures) printed by the Meteorological
Office, and also obtainable from Short and
Mason.

As already mentioned the motor rotation
period is less than the chart marking. To

4/144

hose

Drum with motor inside

Pen arm
slot

4 /43,4 Mechanism

Square support

Cradle for
bi-metal unit

Angie iron legs

Fig. 5.-General layout of
thermograph.

overcome this the charts can be overlapped to
take up the extra hours so that only seven days
are exposed.

To make the drum obtain a piece of 18g.
brass, copper or, as a last resort only, steel
and cut it to ttin. by 4in. Roll it carefully
until the two ends are just past meeting. By
careful adjustment it will be possible to arrange
that these two ends will just close under their
own springiness. Make sure that the edges
butt exactly as they are to be soldered. From
another piece of the sheet metal cut a circular
disc to such a diameter that it will just fit
inside the drum when the two ends are held
together by a binding. If a lathe is available the
disc should be cut on it and then a sin. hole
drilled in the centre. From a further piece of
metal cut another disc 3 tin. in diameter and
mount it by soldering screws to it on the lathe
faceplate. Set the tool in lin. from the outer
edge of the disc and cut into it until a ring of
metal comes away, in. wide and 3 tin. outside
diameter. This is to be used as a shoulder
against which the bottom edge of the chart will
rest.

Assembly
Ensure that the.bindine Around the drum is
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secure and insert the inner disc to a depth of
in. from the top edge. Rest the whole drum
on the, flange ring making sure it is central
with just under '',in. visible on the inside and
outside of the drum. With great care solder up
the joints, beginning with the drum itself,
then the flange and finally the inner disc. Use

Zeroing
/ever

4

Cradle

/ 4

Pen arm
shaft

Brass- ,nvar coil

4\11,It

securing
screw
88A.

$&cii t4'1701:ring
Held by 3,-8 8.4

screws and ablito
rotate In arc about

shaft centre

Fig. 6.-Bimetal mechanism and zeroing lever.

a high tin solder which will have a narrow
setting range and help in preventing a general
collapse of all the joints.

A suitable flux for this job can best be made
up on the spot. Add about two tablespoonsful
of zinc chloride to half a cup of warm water.
Allow this to dissolve and add about half a
teaspoonful of ammonium chloride and
hydrochloric acid to the cup. Stir up with a
non-metallid spoon. If it is necessary to store
this flux put it in a bottle with a plastic or cork
top. It will corrode metal and destroy the
flux. As a source of heat use a bunsen burner.
The ordinary soldering iron will not provide
enough heat to solder such an area of brass.
If the joints are a little rough then a file and
emery paper must be used to clean them up.
If properly done they should be almost
invisible.

When all the soldering has been completed,
cut a small slot in the flange 4in. long and
7/ t6in. wide to receive the chart clamping bar
(Fig. 8). This should be made of slightly
springy brass with the hook at the top end
capable of being fitted over the top of the drum
when the bottom is in the slot in the flange.
By having a slight curve in it, it will clamp
the two ends of the chart to the drum.

The Case
The general outline and dimensions can be

seen from Fig. 5. It should be made of lin.
M.S. plate loin. long and zin. wide and bent
to the shape shown. The base and right-hand
fixed side are all made from one piece.

The cover is made of light gauge steel
(biscuit tin thickness) with a window added.
The edges of the cover can either be rolled
over or have, *in. brass wire soldered on to
strengthen them. The hinge is soldered to
the cover and screwed to the base. The legs
can be made from one piece of angle iron fin.
wide and ain. long. Cut 90 deg. segments
out of one leg every 44in. along it. When it is
bent it will form a square, the upper faces
being held to the underside of the base by
four 4 B.A. screws. The additional cutaway
as shown in Fig. 5 is only to improve the
appearance.

A slot should be cut to allow the pen arm
to move up and down as shown in Fig. 5.
The easiest way to do this is to drill a line of
-lin. holes, starting from a point tin. from the
base and 3/16in. in from the front edge. The
line of holes should be continued for 2fin.
When complete they can be amalgamated into
a slot by cutting with a saw blade.

The mechanism support is made from a
strip of I/ i6in. by tin. M.S. 9M. long and
bent as shown in Fig. 5. The screws for
securing it to the case are two 4 B.A. drilled
kin. apart and screwed into tapped holes in
the case. The end face of the support is also
drilled 4 B.A. clearance to receive the
bimetal unit.

The Bimetal Cradle
This unit is made up of a cradle holding the

pen arm shaft and bimetal element (Fig. 6).
The cradle should be made of Nin. of tin.
by lin. brass strip and bent into the shape
-shown. The two 4 B.A. clearance holes
drilled on the long side should correspond
with those drilled in the end face of the
support. Finally drill two ,in. clearance holes
in the short sides exactly opposite one another
in the position, shown in Fig. 6. These are
to carry the pen arm shaft. Clean and polish
both these holes.

The pen arm shaft can now be made from
Ain. brass rod. About 4in. will be required
and it should also be polished.

The Bimetal Element
In view of the relative ease with which the

range of movement of the bimetal tan be
controlled, no rigid specification is necessary.
The bimetal coil used by the writer was made
This end hooks
to clip on chum

Slight_,
curve

/4'

Over

Compitted,
pen

8

4,

f/44

k 4/8

Nsf Square

Back to be soldered toA

Fig. 8. -T he Fig. 7 (Top). - Bimetal
chart clamping levering explained.

bar. Fig. 9.-The pen.

Of izin. of brass invar strip, gin. wide and
1/3zin. thick coiled on a 4in. former with
the brass on the outside. When coiled the
overall length was
zAin. This bimetal
strip is advertised by
a firm in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS.

It will be appreci-
ated that the thick-
ness of the strip does
not affect its range of
movement so that
any thickness can
theoretically be used.
In practice, however,
if it is much thinner
than 1/32in. the
weight of the pen arm
tends to uncoil it.
The mounting of the
coil may provide
some difficulty, par-
ticularly at the
moving end. It
should be slid over
the shaft in between the cradle arms (see
Fig. 6) and the back end secured to the shaft
with a to B.A. screw. The front end should
be secured to the zero setting lever by means
of a 6 B.A. screw (see Fig. 6, B).

pen

giBrass rod
4' Long

6B A.
clearance hole

'/2

Setting the Range
It will be appreciated that if one end of the

coil is held firm then the other free end will
rotate in a circle with variation in temperature.
If this' free end is fixed to the shaft then the
shaft will rotate, but the amount of movement
can be governed by the distance the -link
with the bimetal is from the centre of the shaft.
This point will be more cleirly seen by
reference to Fig. 7. By taking the link further
away from the centre the shaft rotates less
for a given amount of movement of the
bimetal, but if it is brought nearer to the
centre then the same amount of movement
will produce a larger rotation of the shaft.
By this simple piece of leverage a very large
variation in range can be obtained, though
it must be borne in mind that in practice the
amount of force available also varies with the
distance.

Using the bimetal coil as described it
should, be linked about i/i6in. from the
surface of the shaft. The exact position will
have to be found by trial and error. If this
piece of instrument work is a little too
tedious, increase the length of the spiral to
obtain a larger movement and accordingly
make the linkage on a larger scale by being
farther away from the shaft.

Pen Arm and " Lift-off " Lever
Most of the dimensions can be seen from

the diagrams. Both items are made entirely
of brass. The pen arm (Fig. to) swings freely
on two 8 B.A. screws, each having a pivot
point tip, to lower' the pen -to -chart friction.
The pen itself can be made by cutting brass
foil to the shape shown in Fig. 9 and soldering
the joints. The lift-off lever is made of a
4in. piece of 4in. brass rod soldered into an

L "-shaped piece of Ain. brass (Fig. t).
The part is fitted to the case with a 6 B.A.
screw having a spring washer underneath.
When changing the chart the pen should be
lifted off by the rod when the shorter leg
of the lever is pushed to the left.

The finish of the instrument should be in
black and clear cellulose, preferably sprayed
on. Polish and lacquer the brass parts and
give the steel parts several coats of black
cellulose paint.
Wiring

If the electric system is used then care
must be taken with the wiring, especially if
the instrument is to be used out-of-doors
or in a damp place. Seal the entry holes
in the motor case tar the wires with electrical
sealing compound, and fit a tag for the earth
wire on to the motor case. Do not rely on a
rough connection to the thermograph frame-
connect right on to the motor. As the

Pen arm,71ilong tapering
from li4,1pW  Soldered to

pivot rod

Fig. io (Right).
-Pen arm as-
sembly and side
view of suspen-
sion showing
angle of pivots.

Fig. t t (Left).
-L if t -off

lever.

.8 B.A. pivot
screws

8 8A.

'e"
i'--s.--

1/41

I \
t

i 16hole_ :Y6'of416clie

l4'cleeP )'"!ro'countersunk
Soldered each endjoint

44 nnwth
of 8 die.

brass rod

instrument will almost certainly require a
detachable coupling fairly near to it to
disconnect it from the mains, make sure
regulation watertight plugs and sockets are
used. If a low -voltage motor is used then
the danger of shocks will be reduced, but it
will be necessary also to earth one side of the
low -voltage supply.
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Make this Fascinating Projecting Device for Under £2
By S. SIMPSON

AN episcope is an apparatus for project-
ing a picture on to a screen, but
whereas the usual projector requires

light to be passed through a transparency
(slide, film, etc) the episcope throws light
reflected from opaque objects, such as
photographs, stamps, coins, etc. The com-
pleted episcope is shown in Fig. I.

Materials
The materials used are fairly inexpensive,

the total cost being somewhere in the region
of £2. Many of the items come from the
kitchen salvage and the list appears below:

biscuit tin, with lid, approximately gin.
x 9in. x 8in.

dried -milk tin or similar, 41in. dia.;
the part required is the bottom IM.

" Ovaltine " tin or similar, 3iin. dia.,
with an opening to take a push -in lid,
2iin. dia.; the top. 3in. is required.

square of carpet underfelt or similar
material, 6in. square.

2 pocket mirrors, approximately kin. x
21in.

wood strip, 12in. x 3in. x lin. thickness.
2 pieces of thin " picture " glass, 31in.

x
2 strips of " Rexine " or similar

" American " clo h, 3in. x tin.

A

rzz.e.rts,4
.4'
/" F

Figs. 2 and 3.-A side elevation and rear view, showing interior construction. Key : A-Lens holder ; B-Lens guide ; C-Lens supporting
felt ; D-12 volt 36 watt car headlamp bulb and holder ; E-Pocket mirror ; F-Case supports ; G-Slide support ; H-Picture-

carrying slide ; I-Reflecting mirror ; g-Case lid ; K-Cable grommet ; L-Position of lens holder ; AI-Supply cable.

bayonet -cap lamp

The one used by the writer is 31in. dia.,
including mounting rim, supplied as part of
the lens.

surface -silvered mirror, 4a' --in. x
with backing mount. This and the lens was
obtained from English, of Brentwood (see
the columns of this journal).

A piece of black cartridge paper, sundry
pieces of aluminium, screws and nuts,

twin circular rubber -covered7:"..*".4".171-1...,
together with several feet of

cable, complete the require-
) ments.

A source of low -voltage A.C.
is required for lighting ; the
article on " Low -voltage A.G.
Supplies" which appeared in
the December, 1955, issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS de-
scribes a method of using a
discarded transformer for this
purpose.

Keep the mirror covered in
the wrapping in which it was
received after examining it for
damage ; do not finger the sur-
face. The same care must be
taken of the lens.

Fig. 1.-The
completed episcope.

2 miniature
batten fixing.

2 12 -volt, 36 -watt car headlamp bulbs.
I gin. focal length piano -convex lens.

holders,

Preparing the Tins
Clean up the biscuit tin, re-

moving all paper from outside
and inside. Treat the " Ovaltine "
and dried -milk tins similarly. At 3in.
from the lip of the " Ovaltine " tin

make a pencil mark around the circumference
,and cut off this part ; lay the rest aside
meantime. True up the cut edge of the
" Ovaltine " tin, or lens -holder as we will
now call it, and reshape the holder truly
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circular. Take the dried -milk tin and mark
around the body tin. from the bottom, then
cut away the surplus, retaining the bottom
part. This is the lens -guide and should be
reshaped to circular form if necessary.

An aperture has now to be cut in the
bottom of the guide into which the lens -
holder will fit. Perhaps the easiest way to
do this is to place the guide on a flat surface,
bottom upwards, then place the lens -holder's
cut edge on the upturned guide bottom,
measuring carefully at four diametrically
opposed points to ensure that the holder is
placed truly central, then marking the guide
with a soft pencil around the body of the
holder.

Now cut away the inner material up to
*in. from the inscribed pencil line. Do
this carefully, it makes the lens so much
easier to adjust in use. When the circle
has been cut away take a pair of square -
nosed pliers and gently turn the cut edge
outwards, working around the circle and
easing up the lip a little at a time. Try
the lens -holder into the aperture ; it will
probably not fit at the first attempt, but
successive operations will result in a lip
which allows the lens -holder to slide nicely
over a flat surface (see Figs. r and 2).

From the scrap left over from the lens -
holder cut three strips approximately 'lin.
x in. Drill these at lin. from one end to
take a 6 B.A. bolt ; now bend at right
angles }in. of the undrilled end of the strip.
These strips are soldered to the inside of
the body of the lens guide at points 120 deg.
apart ; their purpose is to secure the guide
to the face of the biscuit tin, or " case,"
on which work can now begin by cutting
out an aperture which is tin. larger than that
of the lens holder (not the guide, please
note). Details are shown in Fig 3.

Cutting the Carpet Underfelt
Cut out a felt disc which is tin. greater

in diameter than that of the lens guide,
then, with sharp -pointed scissors, pierce the
centre of the disc and make a clean cut,
equal in length to the radius of the lens -
holder, towards the circumference .of the
disc. Now make a similar cut diametrically
opposite to the first and then a third and
fourth each at right angles to the first and
all radiating from the centre. The lens
arrangement can now be assembled and the
holes drilled to secure the lens guide.

Fit the lens into the lens -holder by push-
ing it down into the body of the holder
until it seats firmly against the lip which
formerly held the lid of the " Ovaltine " tin.
Do not touch the glass of the lens during
this operation if it can be' avoided. Finally,
line the inside of the holder with cartridge
paper in order to stop reflection from the
bright metal. Now lay the case on an even
surface, with the aperture which has already
been cut facing upwards. Place the piece
of carpet felt over the hole. Fit the lens -
holder into the lens guide and ease the lens -
holder through the carpet felt ; this requires
a little patience and it may be necessary
slightly so elongate the slits in the felt.
When the holder has been passed through,
ease the guide down on to the case, then
position it so that the lens -holder is quite
perpendicular to the case. It will be found
that the felt and the guide, if correctly cut
and shaped as described, form a nice sliding
fit which keeps the lens -holder quite firm.

Carefully mark through the holes in the
strips which will hold the guide ; if
assistance is available, the drilling and
securing by small bolts and nuts can be
done without removing the assembly ; this
is preferable as it is more difficult to insert
the lens once the guide has been fastened
ddwn.

former.
be about
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Illumination
The floodlighting of the object to be pro-

jected is obtained from two 12 -volt 36 watt
car headlamp bulbs of the double -contact
type and this is the next step to be under-
taken. Position one of the lampholders with
its terminals vertical behind the face of the
case so that the centre of the lampholder disc
is at a point 2i -in. from the left side and
from the top of the case. Pencil around
the area occupied by the holder and also
through the fixing holes, then repeat the
performance on the right side bf the second
holder. Low down on the left side cut a
hole to accept a rubber grommet suitable for
the size of connecting cable to be used
between the episcope and its lighting trans-

The position of the hole should
tin. from the front face and from

m
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Fig. 4.-Details of picture carrier. Key : A-Wood
slide, tin. thick; B-Thumbnail lift; C-Recess for
picture ; D-Glass cover ; E-American cloth hinge ;

F-Registering mark.

the base of the episcope. Feed 2ft. of the
cable through the grommet into the case,
lead it up to the nearest lamp position then
horizontally to tin, beyond the area of the
second lampholder. Mark the cable with
a pencil just short of the first lamp then
split the outer insulation up to this mark
thus exposing the two leads. Cut the red
lead, leaving sufficient to connect into the
upper terminal of the first holder. Now cut
the black lead leaving enough to connect
into the upper terminal of the second holder;
the spare piece of red lead should be long
enough to connect the two lower terminals
and you then have both holders wired in
series with the connecting cable.

The holders can now be fitted to the case
with a distance piece inserted to avoid
pinching the wires.

Picture Holder
The slide which holds the picture to be

shown is made from a strip of wood 12in.
by 3in. by lin. thick, cut to the details
shown in Fig, 4 and fitted with glass panels
to keep the picture flat (the heat tends to
curl the picture if exposed for a considerable
time). The registering marks should be of
a vivid white so that they can readily be seen
in the dark ; they enable the operator to
centre the picture in the picture aperture
before uncovering the lens. In the base of
the case cut an aperture 3in. by 4in., the
4in. measurement being across the width of
the case ; the front edge of the aperture is
3in. from the front of the case and the side
2lin. from one side. Shape the two holding
brackets to suit the thickness of the slide so
that it moves easily to and fro when placed
in position, then fit the brackets one on
either side of the picture aperture, see Figs.
2 and 3. At this stage the two feet should
be shaped and fitted their position is
clearly shown also in Figs. 2 and 3.

Some form of top ventilation is required
and this is achieved by making a Tin. cut
along the width of the case just above the
bulbs of the lamps, then bending the cut
edge upwards at an angle of approximately
lo degrees.

June, 1956.

Lighting Mirrors
To concentrate the light on to the picture

two mirrors are fitted, one above each lamp ;
these are placed at an angle such that the
maximum light is cast on to the slide. The
position is best obtained with the lamps lit,
but care is necessary as the lamps get quite
hot. Having noted the optimum position,
the mirrors are fitted with small clips bolted
through the case, as shown in Fig. 3.

Reflecting Mirror
The final step in construction is to fit the

reflecting mirror. The means of support
will depend on the type of mirror obtained;
in the writer's version two brass strips of
}in. width were bolted to roof and floor
of the case and the mirror bolted to these
through the metal backing provided with the

mirror. The position, however,
can definitely be stated and is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. When
fitted, the complete optical sys-
tem can be checked by placing
a photograph in the slide, slip-
ping it into position and by
looking through the lens front
you should see the picture
almost filling the mirror. If
the picture is low or high in
the mirror some adjustment to
the mirror support will be
necessary, but be careful to get
your line of sight quite centrally
into the lens before making
changes.

If all is well, fit a covering of
black cartridge paper into the

inside of the case lid; a spot of adhesive will
hold it in place. A cartridge paper surround
for the picture aperture should also be fitted
(very neatly, since it will be seen on your
screen).

Finally, fit the lamps and the case lid,
and the episcope is ready for use. It should
be set up at about soft. from the screen
(a white tablecloth does very well) and must
be quite firm. Connect the cable to the
lighting transformer and connect the trans-
former to the supply mains when the lamps
should light and the reflection of the empty
picture aperture be seen on the screen.
Move the lens -holder gently in or out as
required to bring the aperture sharply into
focus, then place a cover over the lens to
cut off the light during the loading of the
slide a handkerchief hung over the nose "
of the lens is perhaps best since it obviates
the risk of moving the lens out of focus.

Lift the edge of the glass plate on. the
slide, slip the picture into the slide recess
and lower the glass. Push the slide into
place and watch for the registering mark
appearing on the other side of the case.
When it is parallel and just clear of the case,
uncover the lens ; the picture, almost in
focus, should be on the screen. A slight
touch should bring it into sharp relief.

A final .word ; the lighting on this model
is very low compared with a professional
episcope (72 watts as against 500 watts) ;
for this reason, use pictures which have
plenty of light and shade, whether coloured
or not and for difficult objects such as old
coins, it is better to get closer to the screen
and make do with the rather smaller picture
with its greater brightness.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
HANDBOOK

By F. J. CAMM
12/6, by pest 13/- from

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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THERE are three types of thermostats in

general use for the control of tempera-
ture in an aquarium ; these are external

and internal fitting, the latter being in two
forms, submersible and outside control. All
three types are dependent on the property of
a bi-metal strip bending with variation in
temperature and operating a simple switching
device which interrupts the flow -of current to
the heater on increase of temperature. In
order to ensure a clean, quick make and break
at the contacts it is necessary to have either a
magnetic or mechanical snap -action switch to
prevent trembling of the contacts when about
to open or close, causing arcing, which results
in sticking of the contacts and radio and T/V
interference.

The magnetic type of snap -action switch is
described as it is the easiest to obtain, and the
simplest to construct. These thermostats may
be made in a very short time with the simplest
of tools and for a cost of no more than 2s. 6d.
for all the materials. A number of these
models have been in constant and reliable
service in my fishhouse for over 12 months.
Submersible Type

A small piece of insulating material such as
Paxolin or Perspex is cut sin. x 5/16in. x

s"

Constructional Details for
Three Separdte Types-
External Fitting and Two
Kinds of Internal Fitting

By P. MAGINNESS

1 I
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I
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and holes drilled as in Fig. 1. The split
contact plate is then fastened with a small
nut and bolt in position, as shown in the com-
pleted diagram (Fig. 3). The small magnet is
stuck down with Bostik or similar adhesive,
touching the contact plate and fin. from the
end of the insulating strip. The bi-metal
strip, 6in. long, is drilled iin. from one end
for the fixing bolt, and tin. from the other end
for the silver contact rivet. The strip is now
gently bent to the shape shown in Fig. 2,
having first ascertained the direction in which
the strip bends when gently warmed. The
silver contact rivet is pushed through the hole
and gently domed over to fix it securely in
position with the flat head on the underside ;
care must be taken not to distort the flat
surface of the rivet. The bi-metal strip can
now be mounted on the insulating strip by
means of a small bolt passed through the holes
already drilled and tightened securely. The
head of the contact rivet in the strip should be
directly over the point of the silver -tipped
contact screw in the contact plate. If, through
some slight error, this is not so, gentle bending
of the strip will be required.

In order to adjust the thermostat for tem-
perature variations, it is necessary to have a
small setscrew to increase or decrease the
amount of bend in the bi-metal strip. This is
most conveniently situated at the end of the
insulating support below the bend, the
position not being critical ; the nearer to the
bi-metal fixing screw, the more delicate the
adjustment. As this screw is only needed for
the initial setting and is not to be repeatedly
turned, it is sufficient if a short bolt is threaded
through the base, as shown, to bear on the
bi-metal strip. This completes the operating
portion of the thermostat.

Fig. I (Left).-
Drilling dimen- cork
sions for insulat- segment

ing base.

Fig. 2 (Left).-
Side view of
submersible type
showing con -

bolt holding the contact plate. A small piece
of cork or similar material is stuck to the end
of the insulating strip, of such a size that the
strip is suitably positioned in the tube when
it is enclosed. All that remains now is for the
glass tube to be pushed home on to the bung,
ensuring that the wires do not foul the bi-
metal strip.

Outside Adjustment Type
Although the foregoing thermostat will

function in a satisfactory manner, it is often
desirable to alter the temperature range for
breeding, or sickness, etc., and it is hardly
practicable to have to strip down the thermo-
stat in order to readjust it. The answer is to
have an external means of adjustment ; this is
quite a simple matter.

The actual construction of the working
parts of the thermostat are identical to the
previous model with the exception of the base,
which is made }in. longer to allow for the
fixing of the adjusting screw in the alternative
position. For ease of construction it is prefer-
able to use a Pyrex tube 6in. x lin. or 6in. x
tin., to allow more room for fixing the assembly
to the bung.

A piece of Paxolin rod, which is a tight fit

Silver contact B, -meta'
r/ vet

Split contact
plate

Sintered bar
Silver tipped

nections. ,age,contact screw

Obtain a Pyrex test tube 6in. x tin. and a
rubber bung to fit ; if possible, one of the
capped type which seals the outside of the
tube. The two leads to the thermostat are
taken through the bung, making a tight fit ;
this is perhaps the most difficult part of the
construction. If access to Drikold Or dry ice
is possible it simplifies matters, the bung
being frozen in a mixture of Drikold and
methylated spirit and, when hard, drilled with
conventional drills of an appropriate size.
If this method cannot be used the bung may
be  drilled " with a hot wire, and whilst the
holes are still warm and soft the wires are
pushed through. When the rubber cools and
solidifies, the wires will be found to be securely
held in place and quite watertight.

One of the wires is cut off close to the bung
and soldered to the bi-metal fixing bolt on the
underside, the other wire continues along the
underside of the base and is soldered to the

Cork spacer

Hole to lit thermostat

Bra

Insulating
base

Adjusting
screw

Fig. 3.-The submersible thermostat.

in the end of the tube, is cut and drilled to the
shape shown in Fig. 4, the diameter of the
holes being determined by the size of bolts. If
this material is not available then wood well
treated with shellac to prevent absorption of
water is quite satisfactory.

To the end of the insulating strip of the
thermostat a small piece of angle brass, with a
nut soldered over the hole, is attached.
(Brass curtain fittings may be utilised.) This
is for the adjusting screw which will bear on
the underside of the bend of the bi-metal. The
bolt holding this .brass in place also serves to
anchor the thermostat base to the bung. The
adjusting screw it now passed through the
bung and threaded into the brass angle -piece,
a small piece of insulating material fixed on
the end of the screw where it bears on the
bi-metal will enable adjustments to be made
with the current on. Alternatively, the thread
may be made longer and a small knob fixed

outside the bung.ss angle To complete, it is
wired up in a similar

.. manner to the sub -

Rubber
sleeve

Adjusting mersible type, and a
screw piece of thin rubber

tubing is stretched over

Fig. 5 (Above).-Ex-
ternal adjustment ther-
mostat. Fig. 4 (Left).
-Holder and stopper.

the bung and end of
the tube to hold it
securely in place and
ensure that water will
not creep into the tube.
Note that this thermo-
stat is not submersible
and the water level
must not exceed the

rubber seal ; also, condensation from the
cover glass must be prevented from dripping
on to the top of the bung. A simple holder
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as shown in Fig. 4 will conveniently hold it
in position.

External Thermostat
This type (Fig. 6.) is the most dependable

of all three, having the advantage that it is
never in contact with water and is easily
accessible at all times. The base is of in.
wood and is cut to approximately yin. x 2in.,
and drilled for the setting screw and also with
a small hole to enable the contact screw to
be adjusted with a small screwdriver. The
insulating strip carrying the thermostat
elements is raised on two blocks about lin.
thick and the bi-metal, this time straight,' is
supported at one end on a further distance
piece of /in.

A brass strip with
a soldered nut is
attached a short
distance from the fixed
end of the bi-metal for
the adjusting screw
which protrudes
through the wooden
back sufficiently far to
enable a small insulated
knob of the wireless
variety to be fixed to it.
The thermostat is
wired up as before, the
wires passing through the base at a convenient
point.

A wooden frame, lin. thick, is made approxi-
mately r lin. deep so that the base of the
thermostat will fit nicely inside leaving
between an Ain. and jin. clearance between
the thermostat bi-metal and the glass side of
the aquarium when it is fixed in position.
This frame is drilled so that wood screws
may be inserted into the edge of the base to
hold it in place. The frame is then fastened
with Bostik to the glass side or back of the
tank. The thermostat may be readily removed,
if necessary, by loosening the screws and
withdrawing the base complete. If so desired
the wood may be advantageously replaced
with plastic for the case, so making a much
neater job.
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Adjusting the Thermostats
Adjustment of the finished thermostats

presents little difficulty, but requires a certain
amount of patience and a reliable thermo-
meter. In the case of the first two models
which may be placed in a water bath decide
on the average temperature at which you wish
to maintain the tank and heat a water bath to a
temperature of a deg. lower, place in the
thermostat and allow it to equilibrate for
several minutes. Adjust the setting screw,
so bending the bi-metal until the contacts
just close. Gently raise the temperature of
the bath until it is slightly higher than the
average temperature, leave for several minutes
and the contacts should open. If they do not
do so it means that the sensitivity of the

Open side to aquarium

aoa\ 

1.1

Hole to enable
adjustment of
contact screw

plastic case

kl# block

/ -Insulating base

YI block

Woodscrews
11111 Wooden base

holding base
Brass plate with Adjusting knob
soldered nut

Fig. 6.-The external thermostat.

thermostat is not great enough for this range.
The sensitivity may be increased by screwing
the contact screw further in, so decreasing the
pull of the magnet, a very slight turn may be
all that is required. The thermostat should
now be checked again in the water bath. It
may be found necessary at first to slightly
bend the bi-metal to bring it within the range
of the adjusting screw. A small torch bulb
and battery in series with the contacts provides
a ready means of ascertaining when the
contacts are open or closed.

The outside -fitting thermostat, is most
conveniently adjusted on the aquarium itself,
or on the outside of a similar container,
care being taken that the temperature is
changed very slowly to allow the thermostat
to equilibrate itself.

There are two types of bi-metal sold by
Technical Services Co., Hi -flex and Standard.
Whilst the former is much more sensitive
it is much thinner and may be prone to
distortion in time due to the repeated flexing,
the greater flexibility may also be a dis-
advantage in that any tendency to sticking of
the contacts may be more noticeable. The
latter bi-metal makes a more robust job and
the slightly less sensitivity is of no consequence,
as a slight temperature range is beneficial to
the fish, and sensitivity of the order of 2 deg. C.
is easily obtained.

These thermostats are suitable for a maxi-
mum loading of 15o watts with the contacts
described, larger contacts would increase
the capacity. Radio and TV. interference,
if experienced, can be easily suppressed by the
normal small condenser across the contacts,
and as close to them as possible. Wiring is
best carried out by use of P.V.C. wire. It
must be remembered that the bi-metal is live
and with the exception of the third model,
and the second if the adjusting screw is
insulated, no adjustment should be made
whilst the thermostat is connected to the
mains.
- PARTS LIST AND SUPPLIERS -

The Technical Services Co.
Bi-metal, Hi -flex, 6d. per ft. Standard,

6in. length, 'h.
Sintered bar magnets, 9d. each.
Fine silver rivets, Ref. 124, 2/9 doz.
Split contact plate, 3d. each.
Silver -tipped contact screws, 7 B.A.,

4,1- doz.
Govt. Surplus Radio Shops
Paxolin or similar for bases.
Radio knob for external thermostat.
Griffin and George ; Vicsons, Ltd.
Test tubes, 6in. x gin., for submersible

type, about 3d. each.
Test tubes, 6in. x lin. or 6in. x

for outside adjustable type, 4d.
Rubber bungs to fit, 3d. each.
P.V.C. connecting wire (mains insulated).
Assorted small nuts and bolts.

Hints on the Feeding of Fish
Providing a Varied Diet

WHETHER tropical or cold -water fish
are the main interest the type of food

given should be varied as much as possible.
Tropical fish in particular need a proportion
of " live " food.

Live Foods
Tubifex worms are small red worms about

lin. long, and are found almost anywhere
in the bed of a stream or pool. They bury
their heads in the mud and wave their tails
in the water and a large colony will give the
shallow water at the edge a reddish tinge.
When collected and washed, they roll them-
selves round each other into a ball and stay
like that in the jar of water in which they are
kept, until they are fed to the fish.

Daphnia (water -fleas) are one of the most
nutritious fish foods and, in my experience,
certainly the most popular. Be on the look-
out for a shallow pool, partly covered with
green algae, and where cow droppings are
likely to have formed a rich breeding ground
for microscopic pond life on the bed of the
pool. If daphnia are present, you will see
them as a green or brownish cloud in the
water. Fig. r will help you to identify them
and you may expect them to be a little larger
in size than the knob of a pin.

Micro -worms are very good for young fish.

By I. W. DRASSINGTON

These are tiny white worms, a constant supply
of which can be kept in the form of a culture,
using oatmeal as the growing medium. The
first culture is usually obtained from an
aquarist (by post, if necessary), who nearly
always supplies full printed instructions for
continuing the culture.

Daphnia and
Tubifex are also
obtainable fr o m
your local supplier.

Chopped earth-
worm is another
excellent form of"live" food.
Choose the thin red
ones and chop these
finely with a razor
blade, then put
them into your net
or into a piece of
muslin and swill
under the tap be-
fore giving to the
fish.

-Fig.

sketch
of the
Daphnia
(water flea).

Dry Foods
Bemax is full of nourishment but should

not be used too frequently. There are also a

large number of prepared foods in cartons and
jars, and I have always made a point of keeping
at least three different makes of dry food in
stock.

High on my list, too, are tinned herring
roes, fresh roes, raw or fried fish and foods of
that sort, all of which can be used to make a
change from the more commonly used ones.

Frequency of Feeding
The question of how much and how often

to feed is a matter of observation. I generally
feed morning and evening and to begin with
it is suggested that the fish are watched very
closely as the food is given to them, a little at
a time, until they tend to become disinterested
in additional offerings. This avoids having a
lot of uneaten food floating around after the
fish have had their fill.

Fish must not be overfed and this cannot
be over -emphasised because of the danger
of uneaten particles of food, remaining unseen
behind rocks and collecting in hollows in the
gravel, where they will quickly form deadly
sources of pollution. However, by following
the suggestions in the last paragraph you will
very quickly learn to tell what is the correct
amount to feed, and should there be any
doubt remember that fish may be left unfed
for as long as two or three weeks at a time !

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
3/6, or 3/9 by post

From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.G.2
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Fig. 1.-A perspective
view of the completed cannon.

Making an
OLD TIME
C ON

A Handsome Mantelpiece or Bureau Ornament
THE old time cannon shown in Figs. 1 and

2 by no means represents a type from
history, nor has there been any

attempt to add the elaborate chase work
which those implements of war carried on
both the barrels and carriage, but it is still a
rather unusual decorative gadget. The work

..10414.\
AFFAMOair

73apegs x 546- long

Fig. 2.-Side and rear elevations of the cannon.

needed is neither great nor complicated, and
readers with a small centre lathe can con-
struct a batch of these with a view to pre-
senting them to friends as birthday presents.

The dimensions included on these drawings
make up a size which is convenient for the
average mantelpiece or sideboard, and the
materials needed are generally obtainable
from the scrap box.

Brass is the best metal for the barrel, and a
bar fin. diameter by 6in. long is suitable.
The outline is nothing more than a series of
simple turning operations, as can be seen
from Fig. 3, and the easiest way to machine
this detail is to centre and drill the lin.
diameter hole at the muzzle end, leave an
extra lin. at this point and centre the bar
deeply, then use this as a steady while carrying
out the remaining operations. Turn as far
as possible, but before releasing the chuck
jaws, face off that surplus material from the
front end. Reverse the barrel in the soft
jaws and finish the radial end and ball.
Finally, drill the trunnion hole and the tiny
fire hole at the rear end-countersinking the
latter slightly as Figs. 2 and 3 show.

If a good true hole can be made with an
in. drill for the above trunnion hole this is

satisfactory, but as noted on the sketch,
reaming is advisable. Do, however, make sure
it enters exactly on the centre line, because
failure to do this will undoubtedly give the
assembled barrel a poor appearance. Avoid
sharp corners where the three small " flanges "
occur-gun barrels seldom if ever have sharp
corners.

There is no real need to drill the ,in.
diameter hole much deeper than qin., as
shown in Fig. 3-it takes longer, the hole
invariably runs out of true when so deep,

By JOHN DENVER

and it also reduces the hearing surface for the
trunnions. Provided a hole is drilled deep
enough to ensure that the end is not visible
the illusion that it continues for the full depth
is retained.

Highly polished barrels are seldom seen,.
even in museums, but this type of finish is
usually preferred to, a dull -plated one, so
remove every tiny tool mark with the aid of a
piece of fine but well worn emery cloth. A
drop of machine oil on the latter gives the
best finish, and when this has been carried
out to your satisfaction, give the outside a thin
coat of clear varnish.

The Carriage
Though metal would make an excellent

carriage, wood is chosen because it is easier
to work and is in keeping with the prototypes.
Two pieces are required, and the best method
to make the outline (shown in Fig. 4) is to

?fi
die die

s'
MD- / % -

deer- fire hole

- - 7, The Wheels and
//4. dada- Axles

light drive fit is preferable, but take care not -
to mar the varnished surface during  this
operation. Trunnion dimensions are given
in Fig. 3.

The barrel must not see -saw up and down
in the carriage or cradle-this would look
ridiculous, and it cannot occur if the width
of the T, in. gap between the two pieces of
wood is made to size. Thus, when the screws
are tightened up the 3116in. diameter flanges
on the trunnions bite into the wood a little,
and this is sufficient to prevent the barrel
swinging up and down. The above remarks
concerning the tightness of the trunnion
holes also should help overcome this problem,
but the indentation of the wood by the
flanges is an additional precaution. It would
not prove very awkward to hold the barrel
permanently level by incorporating a block
at the rear end immediately underneath the
fire hole, and inserting a small screw about
6 B.A. through this into the barrel, again
from underneath. When the screws in the
carriage are finally driven home, the screw

holes should be filled
and the whole surface

1

Section thro. trunnionX'e-
Fig. 3.-Side elevation
showing turning dimensions

of the barrel

Trunnions
silver stye!

secure them together, back to back, while
that work is in progress. Next, saw and
chisel the angular cut which eventually
provides the clearance for the barrel, carefully
sandpaper all the edges and faces and give two
coats of flat paint.

Set the two blocks back to
back again and drill the trunnion
holes-use a slightly smaller drill
than an in. diameter, because
there is always that tendency for
a drill to cut a little larger when
used in wood. A No. 32 drill
.t t6in. diameter is suitable, and
should make a nice tight fit when
the actual barrel trunnions are
assembled.

Slip the barrel with the trun-
nions in place between the two
pieces of wood and tighten up
the screws ; making sure that
they are driven well down into
the countersinks. The work of
turning the trunnions is not des-
cribed, as this is a simple job,
but see that the shanks which
enter the barrel are a tight fit. A

3.46"dia

given a further coat
of paint.

These are very
simple parts to make,

5/52 but care should be
taken on assembling
the axles to the cradle
to ensure that they fit
tightly in their respec-
tive holes. They

3/81 should not be a drive fit,
however, as this will as-

suredly crack the wood which is, as Fig. 5 shows,
a trifle thin at that point. The wheels can spin
freely on the axles, and when drilling the
cross holes for the tiny pins, restrict the lateral
movement to about 1/64in. on each wheel-
the clearance depicted on these drawings is

Trunnion ho/es
l/13" ream

hi"

L5/31; Drill Ye for ax/es.

5/8"
J/8" J/e"

t I 7/e" -

Cradle made out
J" of oak.

Positions of screw holes afterwards
filled with plastic wood

Fig. 4.-Detalls and dimensions of the carriage.
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exaggerated in an endeavour to show it
clearly.

General Notes
If cannon balls are required, old balls taken

from a discarded ballrace are suggested as
this overcomes the problem of actually turning
them on the lathe. Paint them black, and
make a tray just large enough to take three
balls stacked close together. A spot of
adhesive prevents them rolling about, and
you can then stand another ball on top of
these in the traditional manner. As the
barrel bore is tin., this is also the diameter
of those balls.

If it is decided to mass produce these
cannon, make up a series of tinplate templates
for the barrel profile as these are an excellent
guide during the turning operations. They
also ensure that in a " pair ' as ornaments,
the barrels are uniform. An error of only
L'32in. on a length will appear much worse
when there is another for comparison. In
making these templates, work from the flat
front face as this is the best location.

Similarly the cutting of the steps on the
cradle is simplified if a marking out template
is made. Alternatively one could make the
template from say On. plate and use this as
a filing jig, both pieces of wood being held in
a vice for this work. I mention filing because

Fig. 5.-The wheels and
the axle made front mild

steel.

3/16-

1/32.

i ;4 dia. 98 die

2 4C
-7/ 6

3/4. cha.

I must admit I find it easier to use this tool
for the final cut than a chisel.

If it is desired to black the barrel in pre-
ference to applying the clear varnish the fol-
lowing gives good results.

Make up a solution of a ilb. of copper

sulphate in one gallon of water, and strong
ammonia solution is added until the green
solid matter is nearly dissolved leaving a deep
blue solution with a slight sludge at the
bottom.

This solution is heated in a clean enamel
saucepan with a lid to retain the ammonia
fumes, to just below boiling point, and then
the barrels are immersed. Keep moving
them about low down in the solution until
the desired colour is attained ; remove them
and give each a thorough wash in clean
water. Dip them in a solution of caustic
potash and water -21 oz. tot gallon-and
follow this process with another wash in
running water. The barrels have now
assumed a deep black colour, if the time
factor has been closely observed and the
washing properly carried out.

If something a little more ambitious is
required, double these dimensions-the
cannon produced is a rather massive and
imposing affair, well worth a place in the
hall or lounge to catch the eye of anyone
who enters.

Angle-U.S. Atom wer Plants
MITCHELL Engineering, Ltd., of Lon-

don and Peterborough, England, and
A.M.F. Atomics Inc., of New York

(a subsidiary of the American' Machine and
Foundry Co.), have completed plans jointly to
design and construct nuclear power plants in
the Commonwealth and other countries.

This is the first agreement of its type in the
atomic energy field and the first practical
expression of the United Kingdom and United

States policy of encouraging the peaceful
applications of atomic energy at home and
abroad.

The progress in nuclear power applications
made by the two countries has made it feasible
for practical and economic power plants to be
supplied to those parts of the world where the
cost of power generated by nuclear fission will
be less than the cost of power now obtained
by using fossil fuel. The result will be, it is

hoped, the development of industry and
agriculture.

It is thought that the type of reactor that
has been developed, and which is shown in
the photograph, will be of particular use to the
South African market as it will overcome the
problems of hauling coal and oil over long
distances. Two of the biggest mining corpora-
tions are investigating the project, probably
for use in remoteareas. A point of particular in-
terest to South Africa is that the reactors can be
operated on natural uranium which South

Africa supplies to the
United States in large
quantities.

Special considera-
tion has been given in
the design to the
problem of operation
by engineers rather
than by scientists, and
after 12 weeks' train-
ing in the United
States, a trained en-
gineer would be fully
competent to operate
the plant at all times
with a specially
trained team from
the two companies
paying periodic visits
to replace the fuel.

Mitchell Engineer-
ing, Ltd., will supply
the atomic power
plants wherever they
are needed and will
have the advice of
A.M.F. Atomics Inc.
who will design and
supply the reactors
and their com-
ponents.

KEY
t. Concrete contain-

ment. Stainless steel
linings.

z. Reactor vessel.
3. Uranium fuel rods.
4. Fuel rod storage tank.
5. Reactor controlling

mechanism.
6. Containment quench

tank.
7. Sump tank.
8. Pumping units.
9. Blow down vessel.

to. Demineralised feed
water tank.

xx. Demineralisers.
12. Heat exchanger.
13. Secondary steam pipe

leading to turbo -
alternator.

14. Control room.
15. Fuel handling room.
16. Primary steam loop.
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Widening the Scope of a
Well-known Saw Kit

By ARNOLD E. BENSUSAN

AS supplied by the manufacturers, the
Wolf Cub No. 5 Saw Kits are ideal for
ripping battens and boards of small

width.
However, a few alterations to the basic

design will greatly increase the range of the

O. -/fl tap 3 hales 2 BA x 5/8 deep.
Transfer through from cover plate

2114"

3'

I

/2"
dia

4(4 dia.slide fit
on bafirace

/%B

-t-

Bri//3 holes clearance
for 2 8A screws rpm,
spaced on /V8- pc dia.

die dia

Undercut
32ia

-I-
.5.d

Chamfer

543-Ufa aar -

Fig. t. Details of the housing.

equipment a n d
enable the user to
carry out work of
larger and heavier
characteristics than
hitherto. T w o
such modifications
are described
below.

Arbor Bearing
In its original

form the saw has
a circular blade
fitted to a in.
diameter arbor
gripped in the
power drill chuck
and supported, at
its free end, on a
hardened steel
centre mounted
in a pedestal
bracket. The
slenderness of the arbor and the necessity for
greasing the centres before starting work,
coupled with the need for frequent inspec-
tion and regreasing, prompted the writer
to devise the unit described here..

The replacement unit is built around a
small ballrace, and any one of the following
types will be found satisfactory in use and of
suitable size for the housing shown in Fig.'-
Hoffman C.S.x or S.'. or Skefko E.E.2. All
these ballraces have the following dimensions :
lin. diameter bore, lin. outside diameter and
7/32in. wide outer race. The width of the
inner race is immaterial. The Hoffman C.S.x
has the advantage of cover plates preventing
dust penetrating the bearing.

There are two special components to be
turned from mild steel bar. The housing
replaces the male centre in the pedestal,
but as the thread in the latter is of unusual
diameter and pitch it is as well to use this

Fig. 2.-The
cover plate.

purely as a location for the
plain shank of the housing. A
nut and washer added at the rear
of the pedestal locks the housing
firmly in position. Precise con-
centricity is not important as a
fair degree of adjustment is pro-
vided at the drill end of the
apparatus.

The ballrace is a sliding fit in
the housing and is retained by a
cover plate secured by three
2 B.A. tin. long screws. The
slight gap between the mating
faces of the housing and the
cover plate (Fig. 2) ensures that
the outer race is held rigidly in
position.

Fig. 3.-The arbor bearing.

Fig. 5.-The new table in use.
The Assembly Procedure

With the saw blade already in place, slit
the cover plate on the arbor and follow it
with a jin. B.S.F. nut. Follow this with the
ballrace and a second nut. Lock the two
nuts up to the ballrace so that the assembly
is as close as possible to the end of the arbor.
Slide the ballrace in the housing and screw
down the cover plate. Lock the entire unit
to the pedestal as previously described and
continue the assembly of the kit as before.
The complete arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.

The parts may be painted, or any of the
usual plating finishes may be applied. Alter-
natively, the steel is easily blued by the burnt
oil method and will then have adequate
corrosion resistance.
Extension Table

This extension table enables panels of large
dimensions to be cut with the saw and, work-
ing to the figures given in Fig. 4, an offcut of
about .9,!, in. maximum width may be produced.
All the parts can be made from tin. x tin.
x in. aluminium alloy Tee extruded section,
although by varying the design tin. x tin. x
}in. angle could be used. Approximately
2ft. 6in. of the material is required and the
cost is only a few shillings.

Two gin. lengths are cut and -joined together
at one end by a 37,in. length. Two 2 B.A.
tapped holes are made in each end of the cross -
member to line up with the countersunk
holes in the side rails. To ensure accuracy it is
advisable to transfer the holes through from
one part to the other, using a smaller pilot
drill. Two staggered 2 B.A. tapped holes at
least sin. apart are placed in each rail at the
free end and these are transferred through to
the existing saw table.

The holes in the table should be counter -

Fig. 4.-Plan and side elevations of ti e extension table.
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sunk in the top face so that the screws used to
secure the extension will lie slightly under -
flush. The small edge web at the underside
of the table and a slight amount of other local
thickening up on the same side will need to
be removed with a file. This will not affect the
strength or working properties of the table.
If it is required to leave the extension per-
manently in place, yet still use the original
fence for small work, a slight depression should
be filed in the inner edge of the appropriate
rail so that the fence securing screw can
seat in its proper position.

The New Fence
The original fence being removed when

wide work is being undertaken, a new fence
and work support is made from a 6in. length
of extrusion. Two clamps are cut from sin.

lengths of material by cutting down the centre
arm to ain., removing one of the side arms
completely, and reducing the other to lin.
The Sin. projections prevent the clamps
rotating when they are loosened or tightened.
One 2 B.A. tapped hole in the fence is made to
correspond with a clearance hole in the clamp,
in the case of that shown at the top of Fig. 4.
In the other instance the hole in the fence is
clearance for the screw while the thread is in
the guide piece.

By making the two clamps together from a
2in. long portion of material, and separating
them after cutting off the surplus, the waste
may be used to make the two lin. x 2in. x
3/32in. guide pieces which keep the fence
parallel to the saw blade. Countersunk screws
in clearance holes in the fence and tapped
holes in the guides accommodate the securing

screws. The guides should be set so that the
fence can move along the rails without any
side play. For a really neat job, socket head
screws should be used throughout.

As the overhang of the extension may foul
the power unit when the saw is used for cut-
ting thick material, the table should be reversed
so that the fence is situated away from the
portable drill. No structural changes are
required to accomplish this and the general
arrangement may be seen from Fig. 5. Some
very thin packing pieces may be required
between the rails and the original table to
bring the fence to the correct height.

In use the wingnuts are slackened off, the
fence adjusted forward or backward and the
nuts retightened. The edge of the panel being
cut rests on the base of the Tee and against
the fence formed by the upright central arm.

Ever -primed Pump
AMETHOD of keeping a horizontal

centrifugal pump constantly primed
has been devised by Mr. H. Fenwick, who is
an engineer. His idea is to deliver the water
through a tube which forms an inverted siphon.
The effect of this is to keep the pump con-
stantly primed enabling it to be used inter-
mittently without the need for continual
attendance by an operator.

In the sketch is shown the inverted siphon
on which Mr. Fenwick's idea is based. A

Water level in f:
tube 'c'after

priming E.

Water tank

Mr. Fenwick's idea in diagram form.

flexible tube (abc) is filled with water, the
end (a) being submerged while the end (e)
is kept sealed until it is formed into the inverted
siphon shown in the drawing. When the
siphon is formed, the water level in leg (c)
will fall to the level of the water in the tank.

If a centrifugal pump is inserted at any
point in legs (a) and (b) say at (d), it can be
used to expel the water from the tank. 'When
the pump is stopped the water in leg (c) will
fall to the level of the water in the tank; so
long as the level does not fall below the point
(f) the siphon and pump will remain primed.
An essential feature of this method is the
continuous water sealing of the pump glands.

Mr. Fenwick claims that by this method a
pump can be operated automatically, by
float control, by remote manual control, or
by time clock.

New Telephone System

TWO
people thousands of miles apart can

now have a telephone conversation with-
out even picking up a receiver. This has been

made possible by Britain's latest loud -to -loud
" no hands " telephone system.

The new instrument, which is designed
principally for export, makes use of radar
techniques to operate an electronic switching
system. This, it is claimed, eliminates all the
disadvantages suffered by similar installations
in the past-from the clipping of speech to
the monopoly of the channel by the instrument
picking up the most background noise.

All that the person on the receiving end
needs to do to switch the speech channel in
his direction is momentarily to raise his voice.
Any number of speakers can be connected up
to participate in the conversation. The micro-
phone will pick up speech when the speaker
is up to zoft. from it.

Tests so far carried out between places as
far apart as Rome and Paris and London and
Madrid have been completely successful.

The manufacturers are Winston Electronics
Ltd., Shepperton, Middlesex.

Development of New British High
Altitude Breathing Equipment

FLIGHT trials began last January of a
prototype liquid oxygen system for

aircraft made by Normalair Limited, of
Yeovil. These trials sponsored by the Ministry
of Supply are designed to speed up the
development of high altitude breathing equip-
ment, and of cabin pressurisation and air
conditioning units.

A given volume of liquid oxygen will provide
over 80o times its own volume of gaseous
oxygen, and by storing the aircraft supply as
a liquid in a liquid oxygen converter instead
of as a gas in conventional storage cylinders,
significant reductions can be made in installa-

tion weight and space occupied. The system
being flight -tested by Normalair employs a
liquid oxygen converter of 5 litres liquid
capacity, giving a gaseous supply equivalent
to that provided by six standard 750 litre
storage cylinders. Converters of other sizes
are being developed.

The components of the system, which fall
into two distinct groups, are neatly tucked
away below a radio equipment shelf in the
Meteor aircraft being used for the trials and
just behind the fuselage skin in a position
allowing the hose of a ground charging truck
to be easily coupled up. A standard Normalair
demand oxygen regulator can be used with
the system.

Mishandling of the equipment during
recharging of the converter is prevented by
use of simple safety precautions.

The current flight trials form part of a
development programme for liquid oxygen
equipment, which is being pressed forward
alongside actual production on units for
American aircraft in service with N.A.T.O.
air forces. Performance data is being collected
over a wide range of operating conditions. In
addition, a detailed investigation is being made
into related problems.

Mechanical Power Transmission Exhibi-
tion

PART
of the collection illustrating

mechanical power transmission is now
on view in Gallery 3 of the Science Museum.
The exhibits include original examples,
models and illustrations, of gears, bearings,
chain -drives and couplings which are arranged
to show historical development from classical
times to the present day.

Under contract to the Atomic Energy Authority, Pye, Ltd., have designed and completed a
special camera, shown above, which is capable of being used inside an atomic reactor. The
camera, though based on Pye's normal industrial equipment, has had to conform to certain rigid
spectfications, and as a result of experiments carried out at the Authority premises it was found
that special materials had to be used. In addition many complex problems of design had to be
solved. For ease of manipulation, the camera carries its own source of illumination consisting
of a series of four small bulbs grouped around the camera's lens. In addition a system of mirrors
enables sideways viewing to be obtained. As the equipment is to be used while the atomic pile is
dangerous, the camera can be remotely controlled and is housed in a thin stainless steel casing
3Iin. in diameter and 3oin. long. The whole apparatus, involving the camera and its 75ft. of
cable, the control unit and the monitor, is mounted on a trolley so that it is ready for instant use.
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THE transmitter to be described in this
month's article is of very simple design
and is the second to be described in

this series. It is given because of its suit-
ability for operation with the superhet receiver
described last month which, due to its high
selectivity could not be worked with the two
valve transmitter described in the October,
5955, issue of PRAC-
TICAL MECHANICS.
Before proceeding
further, however, it
Must be pointed out
that this transmitter is
not capable of such a
high output as the two -
valve unit, moreover,
it is, in spite of its
simple circuit, quite
critical in its initial
adjustments, although
once set up it will
work without attention
almost indefinitely. It
is particularly suitable
for controlling model
boats and land vehicles
but for model aircraft
(which will, on account
of weight limitations,
almost certainly use
super -regenerative
receivers), we recom-
mend the use of the two -
valve type of transmitter
already described. A
transmitter of this type
may be seen in use in
Fig. I.
Legal Requirements

A G.P.O. licence is necessary before trans-
missions for model control can be made. The
licence costs £1 for five years and is obtainable

10
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27Mc/s.
Xtal.

SOO
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HT+

HT-

LT-
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Fig. 2.-Single-valve transmitter circuit.

WEB IAla%

from the following address : Radio and Accom-
modation Department, Headquarters Building,
G.P.O. St. Martins -le -Grand, London, E.G.'.
No tests or examinations are carried out
before this class of licence is issued.

Transmitter Details
The circuit makes use of a 27 Mc/s over -

Fig. j.-Mr. E. C. Kennedy preparing his model of an Admiral's barge
to compete in last year's I.R.C.M.S. annual contest (Saltwell Park).
This model also employs a superhet circuit to enable simultaneous opera-
tion to be carried out with other models using this circuit. The group
is seen on the specially prepared operating platform used by competitors.

tone crystal manufactured by the Quartz
Crystal Co., Ltd., Kingston Road, New
Malden, Surrey. This type of crystal is not
suitable for use at parallel resonance and a
series resonance type circuit must, therefore,
be used.

Fig. 2 shows the actual circuit used which is
a modified Hartley type and is usually termed
the Squier's Circuit. It requires the use of a
triode valve, with a high gm. and the 6C4
type works very satisfactorily. This is an
indirectly heated valve but the current require-
ment is only .15 amps. (at 6.3 volts), so this
can easily be met. An early ,version of this
transmitter used two twin cell cycle lamp
batteries to provide heater current. These
batteries were used for the transmitter only-
not the control box, and lasted  for many
months with normal use.

It is the anode coil and the position of its
tapping which makes the circuit rather diffi-
cult to set up initially: Although this is
wound as a single coil with a tapping point
it is best thought of as two separate coils.
The top half (A -B) is tuned by the 3-30 pF.
trimmer and the circuit is completed through
the- soo pF. T.C.C. " This part
of the coil should resonate in the 27 Mc/s.

By Members of I.R.C.M.S.

10.-A Single -valve Crystal -

controlled Transmitter

band and with the coil described this will
take place with nearly minimum capacity in
circuit. The lower half of the coil (B -C)
is the feed -back portion necessary to maintain
oscillation. If too many turns are used (i.e.,
too much feed -back) the circuit will self -
oscillate and 'the crystal Irises control, whilst
if too few turns are used no oscillation takes
place. If the tapping point is adjusted to alter
feedback then the tuning of the top half is
altered at the same time. For these reasons
we recommend that the coil winding instruc-
tions we give are followed very carefully so
as to ensure correct operation.

The remainder of the circuit is conventional,
the io K.Q. resistor being simply a current
regulator and R.F. stopper. The makers of
the crystal state that if the H.T. supply is 15o
volts from a regulated source the value of this
resistor can be reduced to i,00012. If the
transmitter is fed from a dry battery H.T.
source of ' 15o volts /his condition would
apply.

Construction
The transmitter unit is constructed on a

base of i/16in. thick Paxolin sheet and this is
drilled as shown in Fig. 3. A word here about
the method of mounting the crystal. These
two -pin crystals have a pin spacing of sin.
and can be plugged into an International octal
valveholder. Commercially -made holders
for the crystals are available but rather diffi-
cult to obtain so the writer made use of two
of the socket clips from an old I.0 valve -
holder of the paxolin type. The baseboard
for the transmitter was drilled and cut to
accept them as shown in Fig. 3. If a com-
mercial crystal holder is available so much the
better.

As previously stated the coil in this trans-
mitter is quite critical and this should be
wound as follows :

Use 18 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire and

3*

Material 46 Paxolin All fixing holes 3s; dia.

Fig. 3.-Drilling plan for one -valve tran.tmitter.
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Tuning coil
24 turns
tapping (a)
at 9th turn

Tag from
coil soldered
direct to
Ate/ holder

tag

Xta/ pin

500pF
"Micadisc"

IS
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Fig. 4.-Wiring diagram and component layout
one -valve transmitter.

wind on an r t / t 6in. diameter former. A
tubular condenser was used as a former for
winding the original, but if you do not have
one the right 'diameter, roll a strip of paper
round a smaller diameter dowel or condenser
until the correct size is obtained. A total of
24 turns is required with the tapping at the
15th turn. .in. stubs of wire are left for
connecting up and the tapping is formed by
baring approximately Dn. of wire and
doubling back so as to form a Jin. stub for
soldering to the mounting tag. The winding
should be close wound but being of a fairly
heavy gauge it will inevitably spring apart
slightly when taken off the former.

All components should now be mounted and
solder tags bolted to points X, Y and Z (battery
connections), E (below chassis) and D (above
chassis) and on both sides of the chassis at
points A, B and C. The tags above chassis at
A, B and C are intended for mounting
the coil which should be soldered in position.
This three-point mounting will be found to
make it reasonably firm and no difficulty
has been found in this manner of construction.
The remainder of the wiring is straightforward
and is shown in Fig. 4.

Note that the tag of the crystal socket nearest
to tag C (below chassis) should be soldered to
tag C.

The only other point which needs to be
mentioned is the aerial coupling loop. This is a
two -turn winding one end of which is soldered
to tag D. This tag also forms the point for
attaching the aerial lead. The other end
of the aerial loop is earthed to tag E through a
hole in the paxolin. The aerial coupling will
have to be adjusted and this is done by
bending the loop away from the anode coil.
Initially, the loop should be separated from
the anode coil by about Jin. as too much
coupling will prevent oscillation.

Testing
For testing the unit, power supplies of 6

volts L.T. and zoo -25o H.T. are necessary.
As previously mentioned dry battery sources
can be used but the writer uses 2 -volt L.T.

Or

Aerial coupling
loop

2 turns

luummlu

Aerial tag

Earth end of
Aerial coupling

loop

81.111111i1,111111

accumulators and a small
rotary transformer for
H.T. These will be dis-
cussed later. The valve
and crystal should be
plugged in and a 0-30 mA
meter connected in the
H.T. lead. A wavemeter,
such as that described in
the November issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS is
almost essential for tuning
up as it enables the
operator to confirm that
the transmitter is opera-
ting in the band and
radiating correctly. With
power supplies turned on,
a steady current of 10 mA
will be drawn and the
trimmer should now slowly
be rotated preferably with
an insulated trimming tool.

At one point a definite
dip in anode current will
occur and a reading ob-
tained on the wavemeter.
If the crystal is in control

jiirnti i` the reading will be on the
crystal frequency in the
27 Mc/s band. If excessive

Philips 3-30PP feedback is being applied,trimmer however, self oscillation
will occur at other points
in the rotation of the

PARTS LIST
Transmitter unit

27 Mc/s Overtone crystal (Type FO) and holder.
B7G valveholder.
6C4 valve.
3.9 KSI I W. resistor.
to Ks) 1 w. resistor.
Soo pF T.C.C. " Micadisc."
3-3o pF Philips trimmer.

8 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire, paxolin, nuts, bolts
solder tags. Connecting -up wire, systoflex, etc.

Additional Components to Make Complete
Transmitter

4 2 -volt accumulators.
x Hoover rotary transformer (xt.5 volt input, 310-360

volt output).
2 Q.M.B. type single -pole switches.
x 8pF 35o volt working electrolytic condenser.
I 0-30 mA meter.
z stand-off insulators for aerial mounting.
x telescopic aerial.
r indicator lamp (6/8 volt bulb).
2 .orpF mica condenser.
I 229 resistor.

5 -way plug and socket (for control box).
transmitter case.

by a sliding panel. This avoids the use of
screws or bolts and is recommended as being
highly convenient for making adjustments and
for removing the batteries for recharging.

The case size of this original is loin. >, 8in. x
41in. H.T. is obtained from a Hoover
rotary transformer, supplies of which are very
plentiful at present on the surplus market.
They usually cost about xis. and are the
smallest and lightest of the type that the
writer has seen. They weigh 20ez. and mea-
sure tin. diameter 41in. long. It would be

Fig. 5.-The single -valve transmitter described in this article shown in its case wit
rotary transformer H.T. power supply. The socket, visible at the back, is for plugging in

the control box.

trimmer and this will result in off frequency
working. The effect should be counteracted
by gently bending away turns from the
feedback section of the coil (i.e., those con-
nected to tag C). These should be bent away
from the main portion until oscillation takes
place only on the crystal frequency. The
aerial coupling loop can only be set up with
the full aerial extended and this is, therefore,
best left until later.

The Complete Transmitter
The transmitter carrying case and the

method of mounting the transmitter are
matters of personal taste and are dictated to
some extent by the power supplies to be used.
Fig. 5 shows the way the writer mounted his
equipment. The case is made from tinplate
which solders very easily and access is gained

possible to operate this rotary transformer
from 6 volts but this would tend to under -run
the transmitter and 8 volts are, therefore, used
in the circuit given in Fig. 6. With fully
charged batteries an H.T. voltage of 240 volts
is available which is adequate for the trans-
mitter and provides enough spare current to
power the control box in addition. Full
details of the multivibrator control box used
with this transmitter (Fig. 7) were given in
the January issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
but it can, of course, be used with any type of
control system. Four 2 -volt ro-amp. hour
accumulators are used and these are of the type
at present available on the surplus market
from Lasky's Radio, 370, Harrow Road,
London, W.9. Two accumulators are mounted
at each end of the case and this balances the
weight which makes for case of carrying.
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Smoothing of the H.T. is obtained by
means of the 8µF electrolytic con-
denser shown and is adequate for
pulse or mark/space operation. An
additional choke capacity filter may
be necessary if modulation of the
transmitter for audio control is
attempted. The .ot pF condenser
across the L.T. end of the generator
is to suppress interference and this
should be a mica type mounted as
near to the motor brushes as possible.
A similar suppressor condenser may
also be necessary across the H.T.
brushes if trouble is experienced in
this respect. A suppressor circuit
consisting of a .otµF mica condenser
and a 22.4 resistor is connected
across the leads to the control box.
If the multivibrator circuit is used
this will prevent the relay contacts
from sticking and will reduce spark-
ing. Separate switches are used for
H.T. and L.T. supplies. This is
very convenient when testing as the
L.T. can be left on whilst making
adjustments to the model and the
transmitter instantly brought into
action by, operating the H.T. switch.
This saves current as the rotary trans-
former is rather extravagant.

NEWNES
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HT
Switch

Indicator
Lamp
6-8 Volts

LT
Switch

*01
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TX
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()Y 2

Hoover
Rotary

Transformer

Fig. 6.-The complete circuit, including battery wiring, switching
arrangements, etc.

Fig. 7.-The writer's multivibrator (Mark/Space) control box. The key
switch at the front is used to increase speed when pushed forward and to
reduce speed (and reverse) when pushed back. It is normally in the position
shown when -the box generates Mark' Space pulses in the ratio determined by
the centre (steering) knob. The switch knob (right) is an experimental

control and gives 8o/2o, So/So and 20/80 in its three positions.

Although not fitted to the original, the
writer recommends that a milliameter to
read H.T. current be fitted to the transmitter
case in such a position that it can be seen
whilst operating. It is a very useful check that
everything is working correctly in the trans-
mitter and it will also give the correct tuning
point whilst trimming.

The Aerial
Most radio controllers make use of a quarter

wave vertical whip aerial which should be of a
total length of 8ft. 6in. for the 27 Mc/s
band. This length includes the lead inside the
case to the aerial coupling loop. Suitable
telescopic masts are still available on the
surplus market and should be mounted by
means of metal clips to a pair of porcelain
stand-off insulators as shown. The lead from
the coupling loop should be taken to the
bottom clip and when assembled in its case
final tests should be carried out.

The transmitter
should be checked
for oscillation as
before and tested
to ensure that the
frequency is in
the band (i.e., that
the crystal is in
control). With
the aerial fully
eitended, coup-
ling should be
increased by
bending the aerial
loop nearer to the
anode coil. An
alteration to the
trimming capacity
will probably be
necessary and it
may be necessary
to increase the
feed -back by
bending in the
turns at the grid
end of the coil
(i.e., at C in Fig.
4). Too much
aerial coupling
will prevent
oscillation. Fig. 8

 shows the correct
position of the
trimmer for

1

8

.01 pF

22 Ohms

To
Control

Box

8pF
350
vw

+

LT+

HT- LT_

Power supply
to Control Box

(optional)

Earth (Transmitter case or
plate screwed to base

Increase Capacity Reduce Capacity

Fig. 8.-The correct position for tuning the
transmitter which is just before the peak.

tuning a crystal oscillator (i.e., just before
the peak).

Once adjusted the transmitter will give
excellent service and a frequency stability
which will be very beneficial to the owner
even if this transmitter is used to operate
super -regenerative receivers.

Readers should note that any crystal
frequency in the model control band (26.96
to 27.28 Mc/s) can be specified and used
in this transmitter and, arranging arbitrary
frequency separation between transmitters,
it is possible for several models to work
simultaneously.
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THE good timekeeping of a watch, the
consistency of its rate, and the length
of its useful life, are dependent upon

regular cleaning and inspection. A modern
watch regularly serviced and given its annual
toilet of cleaning and oiling should last at least
5o years or even longer. Indeed, there is no
reason why it should ever wear out. Such
parts as wear or break can be replaced if the
watch is one of the modern interchangeable
machine -made variety. But if the watch is
regularly cleaned and oiled, the wear rate is
extremely slow and it is doubtful whether any
of the parts will need replacement, apart from
glasses, mainsprings and hands.

When a watch is dropped, it is usually the
balance staff which suffers, and interchange-
able balance staffs are available for those who
possess a watch lathe or a set of turns, and are
able to undertake the skilled jobs connected
with watchmaking. There are those who boast
that they have had nothing done to their
watches for to years or more. That is nothing
to boast about, for it means that the oil has
vanished from the pivots and other wearing
surfaces, and that the jewels have scored the
pivots.

Regular cleaning and oiling is therefore
essential, and with care this is well within the
ability of an amateur. Kits of tools with oil

Fig. 3.-The bottom plate completely stripped.
All of the pivot and jewel holes are cleaned

out with a Piece of Pointed pegwood.

scope of

WATCH REPAIRING jet tite Atatewg
and luminising compound for
hands, tweezers, screwdrivers, an
eyeglass and an oiler are now
available for a few shillings.

The first sign that a watch is
in need of cleaning and oiling is
provided by the hands, which fail
to indicate the correct time. This
is an indication that something is
wrong and the regulator should
not be touched. The average
person endeavours to correct the
rate by moving the regulator, when
cleaning and oiling will bring it

back to its original
rate. No amount
of adjustment by
the regulator will
compensate for lack
of oil. In this short
series I therefore
propose to deal with
those aspects of
watch repair and
adjustment which
are within the

the amateur.

Escapements
Most watches to -day are of one of two types

-the lever escapement and the cylinder,
although the latter is rapidly becoming
obsolete. In a few years' time only the lever
escapement will remain, since it has been
found superior to all other forms of escape-
ment such as the Chronometer, the Virgule,
the Duplex, the Verge, rack and pinion, and
the Remontoire. I include in the lever class
the very cheap unjewelled watches with pin
pallets instead of jewelled pallets. The pallet
is, of course, the lever. Pin pallets are known
as the Roskopf system, after the man who
introduced it. When these watches wear
there is really very little that can be done,
because the holes, being unjewelled, after a
couple of years wear oval and destroy the
correct pitching or meshing of the teeth. Such
watches are very roughly finished and require
a very strong mainspring to overcome the
excessive friction, and wear is therefore rapid.
The pinion leaves and pivots are unpolished ;
yet it is surprising how accurate such watches
can be for the comparative short period of their
useful life. It is possible, of course, to rebush
the holes, and tiny brass bushes or bouchons
are available for the purpose. The holes in the

A New Series on the Repair and Adjustment of Wrist and Pocket Watches
By F. J. CAMM

plate are broached out so that the bouchon is a
press fit and then the central hole is broached
out to suit the pivot. This is, however, a slow
and laborious job. Such watches when they
cease to be reliable are intended to be scrapped
and a new one bought.

My advice to anyone about to
buy a watch is to wait until you can
buy one of the first-class makes, as
it is cheaper in the long run. You
will have a watch for life, and in the
course of the years it will prove to be
cheaper than buying a large number
of cheap watches.

The troubles chiefly encountered
with watches include broken main-
spring, broken hands, broken bal-
ance staff, damaged hairspring, loose
pallet stones, broken jewels, hair-
spring magnetised (causing watch
to gain), stopping in various posi-
tions, bent or broken teeth. I shall
deal with these defects in this series.

Tools and Materials
The first things to get together

are the necessary tools
and materials. You will
require a pair of brass
tweezers for handling
steel parts, a pair of fine
steel tweezers for hair-
spring work, an oil well,
a bottle of good watch
oil, a set of screwdrivers,
an eyeglass (a 21X is
suitable for most people),
a set of Swiss files, some
pegwood, some small
celluloid trays in which
to keep the parts and
also for holding the
cleaning fluid, some ben-
zine, a few sticks of 20 -
gauge hard -drawn brass
wire, a watchmaker's
vice, some acid -proof
tissue paper for holding
the parts whilst brush-
ing and assembling, a

soft watchmaker's brush, cleaning chalk,
and some luminous compound for luminous
hands. With this equipment you will be able
to carry out cleaning and oiling, and such
other tools as are necessary will be dealt with
as they are required.

If you propose to do watch -clean-
ing on a fairly large scale you
should purchase one of the watch -
cleaning machines and the cans of
necessary cleaning and rinsing fluids.
These are really efficient and enable
the parts to be cleaned without
being touched by hand. I have
taken a particular example of a first-
class modern watch, the Longines,
the layout of which is typical of many
modern watches.

Fig. t. - Enlarged view of
Longines wrist watch movement.
The layout is typical of modern

mass-produced watches.

Fig. 2.-The movement is supported on a wooden block
whilst the escapement is checked. The balance is gently led round

with a piece of pegwood, or a piece of pointed brass wire.

5.-The mainspring, after cleaning in benzine, is oiled.
Fig. 4.-The pinions are held in a pair of poising calipers, Only a few drops are necessary, applied by apiece of flattened

and the leaves of the Pinions cleaned with Pegwood. brass wire.

Parts of a Watch
All watches of whatever make

contain a mainspring barrel, a train
of gears, the lever or pallets, and a
balance wheel. It is upon the correct
adjustment of the escapement, which
includes the escape -wheel, the

pallets and the balance -
wheel, that the correct
timekeeping of a watch
depends. The watch must
keep time whether it is
fully wound, ha l f -
wound, or nearly un-
wound. That is to say,
the time of the arc
of vibration must be
isochronous. In other
words, the time of the
arc must be the same,
irrespective of the angle
of the arc. When the
oil of the balance staff
becomes dry or con-
gealed, greater resistance
is offered and the arc
of swing falls off, causing
the watch to gain. In
chronic cases the watch
may even lose, and when
a timepiece exhibits

these symptoms damage can be caused
by continuing to wind it.

Removing the Movement from the Case
Cleaning becomes desirable, and for this

purpose it is necessary completely to dismantle
the movement. In order to do this, it must be
removed from the case. Needless to say, the
work should be carried out in a good light,
natural light in the day -time, and under a lamp
of the anglepoise type at night. Have a piece of
white paper on the table or bench to reflect light
so that all parts can be clearly seen. Arrange
the small triangular celluloid
trays at the back of the sheet
of paper, and as the parts
are removed place each group
of parts in a separate tray.

Before the movement can
be removed, with most
watches, especially those hav-
ing three-piece cases (bezel
holding the glass, the band
and the back) the winding
shaft must be removed. If
you open the back of the
watch you will see a small
screw (not to be confused
with the screws which hold
the back plate to the pillars),
and by turning this in an
anti -clockwise direction for
a couple of turns the stem
and button may be removed.
Next, remove the two case
screws which clamp the move-
ment to the band of the case.
You have, of course, previ-
ously removed the bezel and carefully prised
off the hands. The movement may now be
gently pressed out from the back towards the
front of the case.

In some watches fitted into two-piece cases,
the movement may be removed, after removal
of the bezel, without removing the winding
shaft, the case being slotted to permit this.

Removing the Balance
The next step is to remove the balance

cock with balance attached, to avoid all
risk of breaking the pivots whilst the dis-
mantling process is going on. Remove the
screw which holds the cock, and by means of a
screwdriver placed in the kittle nick at the
back of the cock, gently prise it upwards,

Fig. 6.-Similarly apply oil to the pivots of the arbor.

taking care not to
let it slip, otherwise
you will distort the
hairspring. Hairsprings are of two types. In
the cheaper watches they are flat and fairly
easily trued up with two pairs of tweezers if
they become distorted, and in the better class
watches they are of Breguet formation, which
means that the outer coil is lifted up and re-
formed to a smaller radius. The object of this
is to give a more concentric action to the

Fig. 8.-Apply oil to the hand -setting mechanism on the dial
side of the back -plate.

hairspring and therefore a more consistent
rate in the various positions. In those watches
where the hairspring stud is secured by means
of a clamping screw or screws, remove the
screw or screws and let the hairspring hang
free of the balance cock. Place the cock, the
balance and the screw in one of the trays.

It is important to ensure when removing
screws that each screw goes back into its
appropriate hole, because sometimes they
are of varying lengths so as to clear other
parts.

The Mainspring
It is now necessary to let the mainspring

down, presuming that the watch is still
wound up, and this should be done by placing

Fig. 7.-Before refitting the balance and balance cock, apply oil
to the laces of the pallet stones.
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THE good timekeeping of a watch, the
consistency of its rate, and the length
of its useful life, are dependent upon

regular cleaning and inspection. A modern
watch regularly serviced and given its annual
toilet of cleaning and oiling should last at least
5o years or even longer. Indeed, there is no
reason why it should ever wear out. Such
parts as wear or break can be replaced if the
watch is one of the modern interchangeable
machine -made variety. But if the watch is
regularly cleaned and oiled, the wear rate is
extremely slow and it is doubtful whether any
of the parts will need replacement, apart from
glasses, mainsprings and hands.

When a watch is dropped, it is usually the
balance staff which suffers, and interchange-
able balance staffs are available for those who
possess a watch lathe or a set of turns, and are
able to undertake the skilled jobs connected
with watchmaking. There are those who boast
that they have had nothing done to their
watches for to years or more. That is nothing
to boast about, for it means that the oil has
vanished from the pivots and other wearing
surfaces, and that the jewels have scored the
pivots.

Regular cleaning and oiling is therefore
essential, and with care this is well within the
ability of an amateur. Kits of tools with oil

Fig. 3.-The bottom plate completely stripped.
All of the pivot and jewel holes are cleaned

out with a Piece of Pointed pegwood.

scope of

WATCH REPAIRING jet tite Atatewg
and luminising compound for
hands, tweezers, screwdrivers, an
eyeglass and an oiler are now
available for a few shillings.

The first sign that a watch is
in need of cleaning and oiling is
provided by the hands, which fail
to indicate the correct time. This
is an indication that something is
wrong and the regulator should
not be touched. The average
person endeavours to correct the
rate by moving the regulator, when
cleaning and oiling will bring it

back to its original
rate. No amount
of adjustment by
the regulator will
compensate for lack
of oil. In this short
series I therefore
propose to deal with
those aspects of
watch repair and
adjustment which
are within the

the amateur.

Escapements
Most watches to -day are of one of two types

-the lever escapement and the cylinder,
although the latter is rapidly becoming
obsolete. In a few years' time only the lever
escapement will remain, since it has been
found superior to all other forms of escape-
ment such as the Chronometer, the Virgule,
the Duplex, the Verge, rack and pinion, and
the Remontoire. I include in the lever class
the very cheap unjewelled watches with pin
pallets instead of jewelled pallets. The pallet
is, of course, the lever. Pin pallets are known
as the Roskopf system, after the man who
introduced it. When these watches wear
there is really very little that can be done,
because the holes, being unjewelled, after a
couple of years wear oval and destroy the
correct pitching or meshing of the teeth. Such
watches are very roughly finished and require
a very strong mainspring to overcome the
excessive friction, and wear is therefore rapid.
The pinion leaves and pivots are unpolished ;
yet it is surprising how accurate such watches
can be for the comparative short period of their
useful life. It is possible, of course, to rebush
the holes, and tiny brass bushes or bouchons
are available for the purpose. The holes in the

A New Series on the Repair and Adjustment of Wrist and Pocket Watches
By F. J. CAMM

plate are broached out so that the bouchon is a
press fit and then the central hole is broached
out to suit the pivot. This is, however, a slow
and laborious job. Such watches when they
cease to be reliable are intended to be scrapped
and a new one bought.

My advice to anyone about to
buy a watch is to wait until you can
buy one of the first-class makes, as
it is cheaper in the long run. You
will have a watch for life, and in the
course of the years it will prove to be
cheaper than buying a large number
of cheap watches.

The troubles chiefly encountered
with watches include broken main-
spring, broken hands, broken bal-
ance staff, damaged hairspring, loose
pallet stones, broken jewels, hair-
spring magnetised (causing watch
to gain), stopping in various posi-
tions, bent or broken teeth. I shall
deal with these defects in this series.

Tools and Materials
The first things to get together

are the necessary tools
and materials. You will
require a pair of brass
tweezers for handling
steel parts, a pair of fine
steel tweezers for hair-
spring work, an oil well,
a bottle of good watch
oil, a set of screwdrivers,
an eyeglass (a 21X is
suitable for most people),
a set of Swiss files, some
pegwood, some small
celluloid trays in which
to keep the parts and
also for holding the
cleaning fluid, some ben-
zine, a few sticks of 20 -
gauge hard -drawn brass
wire, a watchmaker's
vice, some acid -proof
tissue paper for holding
the parts whilst brush-
ing and assembling, a

soft watchmaker's brush, cleaning chalk,
and some luminous compound for luminous
hands. With this equipment you will be able
to carry out cleaning and oiling, and such
other tools as are necessary will be dealt with
as they are required.

If you propose to do watch -clean-
ing on a fairly large scale you
should purchase one of the watch -
cleaning machines and the cans of
necessary cleaning and rinsing fluids.
These are really efficient and enable
the parts to be cleaned without
being touched by hand. I have
taken a particular example of a first-
class modern watch, the Longines,
the layout of which is typical of many
modern watches.

Fig. t. - Enlarged view of
Longines wrist watch movement.
The layout is typical of modern

mass-produced watches.

Fig. 2.-The movement is supported on a wooden block
whilst the escapement is checked. The balance is gently led round

with a piece of pegwood, or a piece of pointed brass wire.

5.-The mainspring, after cleaning in benzine, is oiled.
Fig. 4.-The pinions are held in a pair of poising calipers, Only a few drops are necessary, applied by apiece of flattened

and the leaves of the Pinions cleaned with Pegwood. brass wire.

Parts of a Watch
All watches of whatever make

contain a mainspring barrel, a train
of gears, the lever or pallets, and a
balance wheel. It is upon the correct
adjustment of the escapement, which
includes the escape -wheel, the

pallets and the balance -
wheel, that the correct
timekeeping of a watch
depends. The watch must
keep time whether it is
fully wound, ha l f -
wound, or nearly un-
wound. That is to say,
the time of the arc
of vibration must be
isochronous. In other
words, the time of the
arc must be the same,
irrespective of the angle
of the arc. When the
oil of the balance staff
becomes dry or con-
gealed, greater resistance
is offered and the arc
of swing falls off, causing
the watch to gain. In
chronic cases the watch
may even lose, and when
a timepiece exhibits

these symptoms damage can be caused
by continuing to wind it.

Removing the Movement from the Case
Cleaning becomes desirable, and for this

purpose it is necessary completely to dismantle
the movement. In order to do this, it must be
removed from the case. Needless to say, the
work should be carried out in a good light,
natural light in the day -time, and under a lamp
of the anglepoise type at night. Have a piece of
white paper on the table or bench to reflect light
so that all parts can be clearly seen. Arrange
the small triangular celluloid
trays at the back of the sheet
of paper, and as the parts
are removed place each group
of parts in a separate tray.

Before the movement can
be removed, with most
watches, especially those hav-
ing three-piece cases (bezel
holding the glass, the band
and the back) the winding
shaft must be removed. If
you open the back of the
watch you will see a small
screw (not to be confused
with the screws which hold
the back plate to the pillars),
and by turning this in an
anti -clockwise direction for
a couple of turns the stem
and button may be removed.
Next, remove the two case
screws which clamp the move-
ment to the band of the case.
You have, of course, previ-
ously removed the bezel and carefully prised
off the hands. The movement may now be
gently pressed out from the back towards the
front of the case.

In some watches fitted into two-piece cases,
the movement may be removed, after removal
of the bezel, without removing the winding
shaft, the case being slotted to permit this.

Removing the Balance
The next step is to remove the balance

cock with balance attached, to avoid all
risk of breaking the pivots whilst the dis-
mantling process is going on. Remove the
screw which holds the cock, and by means of a
screwdriver placed in the kittle nick at the
back of the cock, gently prise it upwards,

Fig. 6.-Similarly apply oil to the pivots of the arbor.

taking care not to
let it slip, otherwise
you will distort the
hairspring. Hairsprings are of two types. In
the cheaper watches they are flat and fairly
easily trued up with two pairs of tweezers if
they become distorted, and in the better class
watches they are of Breguet formation, which
means that the outer coil is lifted up and re-
formed to a smaller radius. The object of this
is to give a more concentric action to the

Fig. 8.-Apply oil to the hand -setting mechanism on the dial
side of the back -plate.

hairspring and therefore a more consistent
rate in the various positions. In those watches
where the hairspring stud is secured by means
of a clamping screw or screws, remove the
screw or screws and let the hairspring hang
free of the balance cock. Place the cock, the
balance and the screw in one of the trays.

It is important to ensure when removing
screws that each screw goes back into its
appropriate hole, because sometimes they
are of varying lengths so as to clear other
parts.

The Mainspring
It is now necessary to let the mainspring

down, presuming that the watch is still
wound up, and this should be done by placing

Fig. 7.-Before refitting the balance and balance cock, apply oil
to the laces of the pallet stones.
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Fig. 9.-The pallet should be held in a pair of tweezers and the pallet
stones examined to see if they are loose.

the stem back into the movement, and apply-
ing winding pressure to lift the little click
which engages with the teeth of the steel
wheel on the back plate which is attached
to the mainspring arbor. Then, with a
piece of brass wire, lift the click and gently
allow the spring to unwind by permitting the
button slowly to slip through the fingers. Do
not allow the spring to unwind suddenly, as

Fig. IL-Refitting the barrel arbor. The
barrel plate is shown below.

there is a risk of shearing one of the teeth
off the mainspring barrel. Do not adopt the
method of some amateurs of removing the
balance and pallets and allowing the watch
to run down, as the jewels will score the
pivots, and may even cause some of them to
break off, especially the smallest pivots of the
whole train-the escape -wheel pivots.

Having let down the mainspring, undo the
screw in the centre of the steel wheel which
is directly over the mainspring barrel. It is
important to note here that some of these
screws are of left-hand thread, and some of
right-hand thread. Only gentle pressure
should be used, therefore, on the screwdriver
till you have discovered which way the
screw undoes. When this screw is removed
the steel wheel can be gently prised off the
squared end of the barrel arbor.

Removing the Dial
The next thing is to remove the dial. This

is usually secured by two dog screws which
have crescent -shaped slots cut in a knife -

the screw is given half a turn
the crescent -shaped slot will clear the dial
feet and allow the dial to be gently prised
off. If it is a china dial, be very careful not
to use undue pressure or it will crack. Be
careful also to hold the movement well over
the bench whilst doing this, otherwise you
may drop the hour wheel and the minute
wheel beneath it on the floor. These

wheels are not fixed in any
' way. Some dials of the
three -feet type are locked
to the plate by screws
in the edge of the pillar
plate.

Removing the Canon
Pinion
Now remove the canon

pinion. This is the centre
pinion over which fits the
hour wheel (the wheel to
which the hour hand is
attached) and to which the
minute hand is attached.
A steady direct pull with
a pair of brass -nosed
pliers will remove it,
taking care not to bend it.

If the minute hand is attached to the arbor
and not to the canon
pinion, a gentle tap with
a hammer on the end of
the arbor will release the
canon pinion. The canon
pinion is friction tight on
the abor to allow for
hand setting.

Completing
Dismantling
Now reverse the

watch and remove all
screws holding the
plates or bars, noting the
order of the screws as
recommended above.

This will leave you
with the pillar plate to
which is still attached
the pallets. Now un-
lock the screw securing

Fig. 12.-Filing the rivet of the hook flush with the surface of the
mainspring. This is necessary when the driving end is broken off the

outside coil.

Fig.

edged flange. This knife
edge cuts into the two Fig. to.-Apply oil to the end stones which should be held in
copper feet of the dial. When a pair of hollow tweezers.

secured by a shellac, and the impulse pin on
the roller of the balance is also secured by
shellac, and shellac is solvent in benzine.
I will explain how these are cleaned later on.

Place all of the parts in the benzine and leave
them to soak for half an hour or so. Then
remove the pillar plate from the benzine and
allow it to dry off. Next rub the brush on the
cleaning chalk and gently brush the plates
to revive the polish inserting in the benzine
again, to remove all traces of chalk, and dry
off. Now hold the pillar plate in the left hand,
and, with a piece of pointed pegwood, peg out
each pivot hole to remove all traces of chalk,
dried oil or dirt. Now lay the pillar plate aside
and give attention to the mainspring barrel,
which after removal from the benzine and
drying off should be brushed clean.

The Mainspring
The mainspring must, of course, have been

previously removed and must now be replaced,
using preferably a mainspring winder, but
if not gently recoiling it inside the barrel,
making sure that the hooked outer end
engages with the dog on the outer edge of
the barrel. Care is necessary so that the main
spring remains flat. Otherwise it will take on
conical form and will bind up in the barrel

giving an erratic power
output.

The brass mainspring
barrel cover is, of course,
prised off by means of a
screwdriver blade inserted
under the slot in the cover

x3.-The mainspring barrel, the barrel arbor,
and the barrel cap.

the pallet bar and
carefully place the
pallet, the bar and
its screw in a
separate tray. You
may if you wish
remove the hand
setting mechanism
but usually this is
not necessary.
Cleaning

The watch is
n o w dismantled
and ready for
immersing in the
benzine. It must
be pointed, out,
however, that the
pallets a n d the
balance wheel
must not be placed
in benzine. The
pallet stones are

before the spring and the barrel arbor are
removed. Having replaced the spring and
reinserted the arbor, making sure that the
driving dog engages with the hole in the inner
coil of the spring, place three or four drops
of good oil on the spring at various points
and a couple of drops on the bottom of the
barrel and snap on the barrel cover, closing
it down with a pair of tweezers till a distinct
snap is heard. The barrel can now be inserted
in the pillar plate.

The Train
Now turn attention to the centre wheel (the

one which carries the canon pinion) brushing
and cleaning this and inspecting all teeth
to see that none is bent. Place this in the
pillar plate. Next examine the pallets to make
certain that the stones are not loose. Just
quickly dip these in the benzine, and dry off
quickly, brushing off and placing it in its
appropriate pivot hole.

(To be continued)
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A Versatile and Inexpensive Device for the Photographer
Eof J. C. LOWDEN

THIS instrument can easily be made using
only the most elementary tools and
workshop facilities. The measurements

given are not critical, no special timber is
called for and the total cost very low. The
completed device may be seen in the heading
photograph.

The Viewer
This is a stamp, filmstrip and slide viewer

sold by a well-known multiple store and
stationers generally, price is. 6d. A model
similar in construction but costing Li is. is

Fig. i.-The ,uonoscope viewer bought from a
multiple store.

also on sale in most photographic shops. This
dearer model is usually in white plastic instead
of black and the difference in price is probably
accounted for by a much higher quality of
viewing lens. The cheaper model (Fig. t),
however, gives satisfactory results.

It might be preferred to extend the longer
side of the aperture on the viewer as it does
not cover the full width of the standard
35 mm. negative, the actual cut-off being
3 mm. or so, and those who require all the
negative the extension is a simple matter,
as the plastic is easily cut with the point of a
sharp knife.

If this extension of the aperture is to be
undertaken, the light -diffusing screen, a sheet
of translucent plastic, should be removed.
After the cutting it should be carefully re-
placed.

A hole just large enough to take the finest
woodscrew available should now be drilled
in each corner of the rear leaf of the viewer.

The Ground Glass
The plastic diffusing screen supplied gives

adequate diffusion when viewing in daylight,
but for box use it is reinforced with ground
glass. This is necessary as, first, the plastic
would probably yield under pressure, and,
secondly, the diffusion might not be sufficient
when the light source is so small and in
such close proximity.

The aperture should therefore be filled
with a piece of the thinnest ground glass
available. The type used in focusing screens
is perfect for the job, and it can be bought in
quite small sizes at a very moderate price
from any photo dealer.

If there is any difficulty in obtaining a piece
of ground glass, or if it is preferred to make
one's own, proceed as follows. Wash away
the emulsion from an old photographic plate
and cut to size. Wet the glass, sprinkle it
liberally with a household cleaner of the
abrasive type and with the remaining glass
make a -sandwich of glass, abrasive paste and
glass. Rub the two surfaces together and a
perfect ground surface will be the result.

Whatever glass is used the cutting should
be very accurate, and if necessary the edges
should be " tailored " to fit the aperture by
rubbing down on a hard oilstone. Once a
firm press fit has been obtained, insert the
glass into the aperture and the viewer may be
carefully cleaned up and set aside.

The Box
The base of the box is a single piece of

wood 6in. x x tin. thick. A rebate tin.
deep is worked all around the edges. On the

Lens

Plastic
monoscope
viewer I/

t

S/ide
ho/ding lugs

Film guide

tr

Ground
I" glass

Aperture

11111111111111111111

long sides the rebate is lin. wide and sin.
wide at the ends. It might be preferred to
" build-up " the base with two pieces of
heavy plywood. Details are given in Fig. 2.

The ends and sides of the box should be
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Fig. 2. A-Sectional
view. B - Section
through width showing
back of viewer dotted.
C-Elevation of lid,
showing platen, but with
viewer and ground glass

omitted.
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cut to the sizes given in the Parts List, and
built up around the base so as to provide a
firm, light -proof fit. The sides should be
screwed to the end pieces. The base may
then be secured by a stout woodscrew at each
end, which should be countersunk.

The lid is exactly the same as the base in
dimensions, save that it might be found more
convenient to use a iin. multi -ply laminated
wood. The rebates can then be made very
easily by scoring out with a sharp knife, the
waste wood being pared away with a chisel until
the first two or three laminations are removed.

The aperture, measuring tin. by i4in.,
should be cut through the lid of the box, and

Platen and r"--3 -" I
handle block

Fig. 3 -
Platen an d
handle block.

the sides must be.clean and sharp. Care should
be taken when plotting out the aperture, the
centre of which should be over the centre of
the lamp. As batten holders vary in the size
of their bases, each constructor should work
out the exact location of the aperture to suit
the batten holder which he proposes to use.
The longer side of the aperture should be
across the width (21in.) of the lid, and the
aperture should be cut as close as possible to
one end of the box. The lid is secured to the
ends and sides of the box by light woodscrews.

Lighting
The batten holder should now be screwed

into position and wired up for mains supply.
A switch is essential, and this should be
situated away from the box to avoid vibration.
The lamp used is a standard 25 -watt triple -
sprayed Philips as used in commercial printers,
price 2s. 6d.

If mains electricity is not available, a low -
voltage battery -operated lamp can be used.

Once the light is fitted and the box
assembled, the viewer should be fixed over
the aperture as shown in Fig. 2. Check that
the film frame in the viewer is evenly and
cleanly illuminated, then screw the viewer
into position on the lid. The box is now ready
for use as a viewer, both for filmstrips and the
standard 2in. slides.

At this stage another use suggests itself.
The evenly illuminated film track, scanned by
the magnifying lens, forms a perfect re-
touching desk for those who are skilful enough
to attempt this difficult task.

The Platen Assembly
Some means is necessary by which negative

and sensitive material can be held in contact
during printing. The best solution is an
articulated platen. This is permanently
secured to the lid ; it automatically locates
itself on to the film track when in use, and
swings clear when not in use.

The platen is a piece of multi -plywood
about sin. thick, measuring Iin. in length and
13/16in. wide, as seen in Figs. 2 and 3. This
width should be accurately checked to fit the
film guide.

The plywood platen, is then fixed to a
wooden handle block measuring tin. by lin.
by sin. The screws should pass through the
plywood, and the screwheads must be counter-
sunk (see Fig. 3).

PARTS LIST
Base 62in. x 22in. x tin. timber (I off)
Ends 6lin. x zin. x ;in. Timber (2 off)
Sides 6lin. x 61in. x 2in. or lin. plywood (2 off)
Lid 6lin. x 2lin. x Sin. plywood (I off)
Pivot Block I fin. x ISin. x Iin. timber (I off)
f Platen and rain. x 13/16in. x lin. plywood(' off)
"Handle Block tin. x lin. x 'fin. timber (i off)

Covered with manufactured sponge.
Platen Arms zin. x iin. x kin. metal (2 off)
I Batten Holder B.C.

Lamp -25 watt mains voltage, sprayed, as used in
printer boxes

Thin Ground Glass. Approx. /lin. x I lin.
Monoscope Viewer. As purchased.
Woodscrews.

The working face of the plywood must now
be covered. Various materials such as felt,
etc., can be used.- I found that manufactured
sponge, as sold for toilet use, is ideal for the
job. This material cuts cleanly with a razor -
blade. A generous strip fin. thick and slightly
larger all round than the platen surface is
needed. Glue this to the platen face and allow
to dry overnight. " Casco " casein glue does
the job perfectly. After the adhesive has
dried, the sponge must be trimmed to fit the
platen surface.

Two platen arms, of light metal, about
21in. by Ain. by +in., are needed. At each end
of these arms drill a fine hole, just large
enough to clear the shank of a fine, round -
headed woodscrew. Details may be seen in
Fig. 2. Screw the platen arms to the handle
block of the platen, allowing reasonable
freedom of movement.

The pivot- block is made from a piece of

24/4" 3/4'

Pivot block

Lid

Fig. 4.-The
pivot block.

hardwood I in. by Ilin. by 2in., and is shaped
as in Fig. 4. The upright measures I Ain. by
tin. by tin. The free ends of the platen arms
are screwed to the sides of this upright.

Locate the pivot block by placing the platen
surface in position on the film guide. The
pivot block will rest on the lid in its proper
position. Square it up, mark off the correct
location, and screw the block to the lid either
from the underside of the lid or through the
projecting bases of the block itself.

The Box in Use
For paper test prints I used a piece of normal

grade glossy contact paper, cut to the exact
width of the negative and about tin. long.
The negative strip was inserted into the film
guide, emulsion side up. The printing light
was switched on, the required frame was
brought into position and the printing light
switched off. The strip of contact paper was
then inserted into the film guide, emulsion
side down. The platen, surface was swung
over and held firmly on the back of the con-
tact paper. The light was then switched on
for the required printing time and then
switched off, the platen swung clear, and the
paper removed for development and fixing.

Printing time is of course a " variable
gilatitity," but I found that from five to eight
seconds was a range of times giving good
results. Fig. 5 shows this in progress.

After preliminary tests it might well be
borne in mind that contact paper, cut to
match 35 mm. in width, and perforated, can
be bought, but the roll as sold-zooft.-is
rather an expensive item.

Whatever type of paper is used, these con-
tact prints provide a quick, accurate copy of
the negative and are ideal for record filing.

Positive Transparencies
The most attractive feature of the machine

is the ease with which transparencies can be

Fig. 5.-The box in use as a printer.

produced. For these 35mm. positive film
on safety base is used. The film should be
loaded into a spare cassette, and the cassette
clearly labelled at once. Otherwise it will find
its way into your camera !

Test a scrap of this film in your safelight
first ! I found that it could be worked with
in a bright ruby safelight. Loading the film
is exactly the same as for contact paper, but
the printing time will be very much shorter.
After rinsing, the transparencies were fixed
in an acid fixing -hardening bath and
thoroughly washed.

Drying must be carried out in a reasonably
dust -free atmosphere, of course, and any
attempts to accelerate the process should be
undertaken with great care.

There are many different types of mount on
sale and choice will depend on the particular
projector used.

John Bull Golden Jubilee
THE John Bull Rubber Company was

founded in 1906, and thus has just
celebrated its Golden Jubilee. In a dinner to
celebrate the event, tribute was paid to the
progress the company has made in those
fifty years. The full story of the company
is printed in the 98th issue of " John Bulletin,"
which is the house journal -of the company.

Mr. S. M. Portass
WE greatly regret to record the passing of

Mr. S. M. Portass, principal of the
firm of Charles Portass and Son, Sheffield,
and manufacturer of the well-known Portass
lathes, on March nth, after a very long and
painful illness. He was one of the oldest
established makers of small lathes in this
country, and he was a persistent advertiser
in our pages.

The amateur and model engineering world
has lost one of its pioneers.
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For Every Cutting Tool

.. there's a

FOR CHISELS AND PLANE IRONS
Flat stones suitable for sharpening any fiat -
bladed tool, and for outside -bevelled gouges.
In coarse or fine grits of silicon carbide or
of ALOXITE abrasive. Combination coarse
and fine stones are also available.
FOR GIMLETS
Bore two holes in hard wood before the
gimlet is blunt enough to make hard going
of it. When the gimlet eventually needs
sharpening work it in one of the prepared
holes with silicon carbide grit (120 to 180)
and oil. Repeat in the second hole, using
silicon carbide grit without oil.

Sharpening Stone by
CARBORUNDUM

FOR GOUGES WITH INSIDE BEVELS FOR AUGER BITS
Slipstones of various sizes, in silicon carbide Auger bits should be sharpened so that the
or ALOXITE abrasive, for tools that need bevel is on the upper side of the cutting
sharpening on an inside curve. blade,
ALOXITE is a Resod. trade mark.

FOR SMALL TOOLS
CARBORUNDUM make a complete range of
sticks of different sections, and different
grit sizes, for sharpening every small tool.

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY LIMITED
TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER 17 'hone: TRAFFORD PARK 238i

SOLD AT ALL GOOD TOOL SHOPS AND HARDWARE STORES

Write to Department H for a free pamphlet 'The Art of
Sharpening'. Responsible organisations may borrow a

mm. sound film on the same subject. This instructive
film is in colour, and is entitled 'Here's How'.
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Maximum production depends on high

technical skill such as that acquired
by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE

TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY

NEEDED NOW- BUT THERE IS

NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have

succeeded through I.C.S. Home -Study

Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in
any one of the subjects listed in the
coupon knows it thoroughly, com-
pletely, practically. And he knows
how to apply it in his everyday work.

Students intending to sit for examinations in
Mech. Eng., Architecture, Quantities, Civil Eng.,
and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory
Courses.

Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the
student studies in his spare time at his own pace
and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence
of success.

Courses are also available for General Certificates
of Education and most other Technical, Professional,
Commercial and Civil Service Exams.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until
successful.)

Moderate fees include ALL Books required.

REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice con-
cerning your work and your career is yours for
the asking-without obligation. Let us send our
special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what
the failure INTENDS doing to -morrow.
Write to us TO -DAY.

Dept. 169B,
I.C.S., 71 KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book -Keeping
Bulding Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry & Joinery
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission
Traction

Electronics
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fuel Technology
Heating and

Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical

Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics
Motor Vehicle Elec.

Municipal
Plumbing
Production

Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng,
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Engineering

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169B, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Pleas, send me free booklet on

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
AUSTRALIA : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. EGYPT : 40, Sharia Abdel Kkalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. EIRE : 3. North Earl Street, Dublin. INDIA : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort Bombay. NEW ZEALAND : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. NO.
IRELAND : 26, Howard Street, Belfast. SOUTH AFRICA : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket
Street, Cape Town.

II

Nu
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ATREADLE grinder similar to the one
described below has been in use
constantly for a number of years.

This, together with the fact that several
abrasive wheels have been worn out on it,
gives a good indication of its efficiency. It
will be found extremely useful for quite a
number of small grinding jobs of all descriptions
which do not require great accuracy or do not
justify the use of a power grinder. It has the
added advantage of leaving both hands quite
free. It is comparatively simple to construct
and easy to operate.

Materials Required
The main feature of this grinder is the use

of a cycle hub as a bearing for the stone and its
driving pulley. This gives a free -running
assembly which, with reasonable care; will
last a lifetime.

The following parts (shown in Fig. t) will
be required :-

Complete front cycle wheel hub (either new
or used), H.

Driving pulley, L.
Treadle wheel, D.
Belt to fit pulley and wheel.
Abrasive wheel, K.
Wood for support, treadle, connecting rod

(pitman), etc.
Nuts, bolts, woodscrews, strip iron, tubing,

etc.
As will be seen from Fig. t, the wooden

support, A, is fixed at an angle to the end
of the workbench, B, or in any other con-
venient position. It carries the hub assembly,
C, at the top, the driving or treadle wheel,
D, lower down, with the treadle, E, hinged
to a block which is screwed down to the
floor or baseboard.

(Fig. 3).

The Support
This should be cut from stout

timber, about 3ft. Sin. long by Sin.
wide and zin. thick, to the shape
shown in Fig. 1. The angle at the
base should be adjusted to the
bench and user, a few trial positions
will soon give the correct height;
about 65 deg. at the base will be
about correct. The top is cut at the
same angle, which will bring, it
parallel with the floor when it is
fixed into position.

A semi -circular groove is cut
across the top at right angles to
form a seat for the hub as shown
in Fig. 2. The size of the hub
available will, of course, determine
the diameter of the groove. The
spoke flanges of the hub should
make a good fit across the top of
the support (A, Fig. 3). This can
be achieved by cutting or packing,
according to the width of the hub.
A piece of thin sheet iron should be
cut and shaped as shown in Fig. 2
to form a clamp which, when
screwed down, will firmly fix the
hub on its seat. Wood screws
should be driven into the support
through enlarged spoke holes to
prevent the hub itself from rotating

The Hub Assembly
The hub should, of course, be in good con-

dition. Normally, the fitted spindle will be too
short, so a new one long enough to accom-
modate the wheel, K, and the pulley, L, should

A Simple Piece of Equipment for the Workshop
By W. E. RICKARDS

be obtained. The new spindle should be fitted
with cones and lock nuts. Two additional
nuts and two clamping discs (M, Fig. 3),
should also be provided to lock the grinding
wheel firmly to the spindle. The pulley,
L, can be fixed by gtub screw or any other
convenient method. Assemble the hub, adjust

carefully for easy run-
ning without play, lock
the cones, add the

Fig. 2. - The
grooved seating
and clamp for
securing h u b .

wheel and pulley, tighten up, and fix into
place on the support.

The Treadle Wheel
Practically any type of treadle wheel will

do, providing it will accommodate the belt.
The treadle wheel from a sewing machine
can readily be adapted. If the wheel carries
the cranked bearing, this should be removed
and a spindle of ample length substituted.
A hole, to take a split pin, should be drilled

Fig. I.-Side and end elevations of the assembled grinding wheel.
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close to one end of the spindle (N, Fig. r),
and a flat filed for the retaining screw. It is
fitted tightly into a hole in the support.
Care should be taken to ensure that it is at
right angles, otherwise the belt, when fitted,
will be out of alignment. The spindle is
retained by a wood screw, P, with the end
cut off, driven through the support on to its
flat. A distance piece should be provided
to keep the wheel away from the support
(Fig. t).

The Pitman
Marked R in Fig. r, this is the next con -

Fig. 3.-The hub assembly.

sideration. It is made
from solid wood about
fain. by 'lin.
by tin. Its
bearings (U ,

Fig. 4.-The pitman
and method of fixing
bearing to treadle wheel.

Fig. 4), are formed by two short pieces of
iron,tube about 'lin. long and 5,16in. internal
diameter, pressed into holes bored through

the wood. The tubes can be pressed into
place by the aid of the vice and they should

be a very tight fit. This is clearly shown in
Fig. 4. The upper bearing is completed by
the addition of a 5/I6in. bolt W, which
is fixed to the treadle wheel. This is accom-
plished by means of two pieces of strip iron
as in Fig. 4. By clamping the strips across
the spokes (Fig. 1), the throw can be adjusted
to individual requirements. The lower bear-
ing is also finished by adding a 5 't6in. bolt,
which passes through the holes in the bracket
as in Fig. 5. The bracket is screwed or
bolted down to the treadle (Fig.

The wooden treadle Cia-about tain. long,
6in. wide and tin. or sin. thick. It is hinged

June, 1956

as in Fig. I or, if preferred, as in Fig. 5.
A counterbalance weight will be needed

to bring the treadle a little over half way up
when the grinder is at rest. This can be of
any convenient shape or material and is fixed
on the same diameter as the upper pitman
bearing, but on the opposite side of the wheel
(S, Fig. 1). If, when in use, the driving wheel
is found to be too light, a disc of lead fastened
securely to the wheel will effect an
improvement.

A tool rest can be fitted if required.
Before permanently fixing the grinder into

place the following points should be noted:
I. The driving and pulley wheels must be

in line.
2. The pitman must clear the driving wheel

spindle.
3. The best position for the treadle, E,

on the floor, should be found by trial.
The sketches are not to scale and the

measurements are given as a guide and can,
of course, be modified to  suit individual
requirements or -materials.

Fig. 5.-The lower bearing bracket and an
alternative method of hinging the treadle board.

An .Electric Imitation Coal Fire
This Article by J. W. Wood was Received in Answer to a

Request Published in " Information Sought"
TMITATION coal is suggested rather than
1 imitation logs, as this is simpler to make.
The coals may be made from Perspex sheet
bent to any irregular shape and size. The
central lump of coal must be large enough to
cover the flicker unit and lamp ; it must be
open at the back and the rear edge within

from the back panel. Cover the larger
pieces of coal with white nylon, leaving it at
least rtin. longer on each side than the coal.
Fix the nylon with any suitable fixative such
as Bostik and cover
the top to a depth of
tin. with Alabastine.
If it is desired to have
cracks appearing in
the coal, have uneven
wooden strips in the
desired position be-
fore covering with
Alabastine. If these
strips are covered
with grease first they
will be easy to re-
move when the
Alabastine is set.
Finally, paint the top
and part of the sides
with an enamel.
Small pieces of coal
may be imitated by
dissolving Perspex in
a jam jar and cutting it out with a knife, but
it must be remembered these pieces will
shrink during hardening, and it may be a
week before the final size is reached. These
small pieces may be laid about between the
larger pieces and will cover the joints in the
overhanging nylon.

Back panel

Large
lump o

The Flicker Unit
Either a 4o- or 6o -watt lamp is used

'
it is

flame -coloured and is mounted vertically as
shown in Fig. r. A clip is made to fit the lamp
by bending two pieces of scrap zo or 22 s.w.g.
sheet metal about tin. wide. The two pieces
should be drilled where they cross and
secured with a cheese -headed screw with the
head resting on top of the lamp, as shown in
Fig. 1. Drill down the screw towards the
head and plug the hole with wood. Break a
fine needle and push -the broken end into the

wood, making certain that it is
central vertical, point uppermost. This

,e cow

- Unshaded portions
twisted to lbrm

fan

Fig. r (left).-Section through fire. Fig. 2 (right). Method of forming
the fan. .

will carry
flicker.

The Fan
Take a flat piece of thin aluminium sheet,

describe two circles of lin. and lain. radii
and drill seven or eight holes on the inner

the fan which is to provide the

circle, then cut from the outer circle to the
holes, but do not make the cuts of regular
pattern : the more irregular, the better. The
parts to be cut out are shown shaded in Fig. 2.
The remaining sections should be twisted at
the outer ends, each in the same direction, to
form the fan blades. Drill a hole in the centre
to take a cheese -headed screw, which should
be fastened to the fan with a nut. After fixing,
file off the screwdriver slot and drill from the
head with a -Ain. drill for a depth of 3/16in., then
follow with a i/i6in. drill for a further t/i6in.
Place this on the needle point and balance it
by cutting or filing small pieces off where
necessary. The important points are balance
and a sharp needle point standing vertically.
Switch on the lamp, and after a few, seconds
the fan should begin to turn.

The lamp should be fixed about Ain.
from the back panel, with a piece of ripple
glass (used for bathroom window) about
5in. by t tin. mounted on the back panel above
the fan and below the upper edge of the
central lump of coal, as shown in Fig. a. It is
important that space is left above the glass
for the hot air to escape. The fan will again
turn shortly after switching on the lamp, but
at a lower speed than it did before the coal
was put over it. The speed may be altered by
increasing or decreasing the twist on the fan
blades.

Variation in the effects may be obtained by
different lamp positions, different type of glass,
different angle of glass, and variations in the
relative positions of lamp, fan, glass and
back panel.

NEWNES ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

I0/6, by post 1 1 /-

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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S. G. Brown provide

Headphones and associ-

ated equipment for all
known purposes.

Brochure " P " sent on

request.

tot, 53.6. trown
LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADPHONES
FOR LADIES

Specially designed for
use with dictation and
recording machines.

These Headphones are extremely
light in weight-only 3i ounces. They
can be worn for long periods without
the slightest discomfort. They do not
disarrange the hair and are designed
to ensure long and reliable service.

eN WEI,
SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

Telephone: Watford 7241

(2)

GAMAGES
The Wonderful Store for the Practical Mechanic

, Nowhere else can you see such an amazing variety of tools and materials for
)1( the Practical Mechanic as at Gamages. Moreover you can always find various W

special offers at real money -saving prices.
OPEN 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. THURSDAYS 7 P.M. SATS. 1 P.M.

BY MAGIC YOUR GARAGE DOORS OPEN AUTOMATICALLY

MOTOR CAR
ACCESSORIES FREE& TOOL LIST

*
SPECIAL BARGAIN

114 H.P. G.E.C.

INDUCTION
MOTORS

Cycles. 1440 R.P.P.M.NI Ball bearing.
7.3o volts. 50

A.C. split Phase. 220

con
uousingra.t-

mount-
Mg. Foot

BARGAIN
-PRICE

Carr. & pkg. 874.-AredOutside our Van

AND YOU DRIVE
'STRAITIN'

A simple, fool -proof, mechanical device
for automatically opening all hinged doors.
Specifically designed for garage doors and
completely eliminates the necessity for
getting out of the car to open the doors,
allowing you to drive

including Fitting 10 Gns. STRAITIN.' Complete,
Instructions. Or 9 payments or 25/-

GARAGE DOOR HOLDERS
All you need
is a' screw-
driver andscrews.Pre-
vents d a damage to car
wings and paintwork.
The door is released by
one pull of
the
Alsocord. 201w.
greenhouses,
cycle sheds. PAIR POs & Pkg. 2'3.
etc. Only one holder is illustrated.
Extra Strong STEEL TOOL BOX
An exceptionally strong box of
generous proportions, 24 S.W.G.
metal. Fitted
with loose tray
inside,
hasp andstaple.
a n d
carrying
handle.OliveGreen
Enamelfinish.
19/6 Dimensions 16 x 71 x 7 in.

Carriage and Packing 3B.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. HOC. 8484. Thursdays, 7 p m.

LESDIX latest CRYSTAL SET
A neat andattractive
table model
wireless re-
ceiver-needs
only a good
aerial and
earth. In blackor brown
Bakelite casewith litz
wound tapped

aerial coil, germanium
detector which needs no adjust-

ment, solid dielectric var. condenser, trans-
former, double headphones and plugs and
sockets for aerial, earth and headphone
connections. Aerial tested and ready for
use. 30/-, post 2/6.
SEWING MACHINE MOTORS. Brand
new, with fixing bracket, foot switch and
needle-lite ; radio and tele. suppressed.
f7.5.0, post 3/6 extra.
MOTORS. A.C. Brooks Cub, 1/6th h.p.,
capacitor start, 230 v. semi -enclosed,
brand new, 85/.' carr. 5/-. English Electric
1/10 h.p. enclosed, brand new, 1,400 r.p.m.,
230/50 volts, 75/-, carr. 5/-.
SLOTTED ANGLE. 14 -gauge mild steel,
41in. wide formed to 90 -degree angle,
Sin. x 11in. double slotting on Sin. side,
giving instant boltability. 10ft. lengths, 1/6
per ft., with nuts and bolts. Carr. & pkg.
at cost.
CUTOUT. 12 or 24 volt 60 amp. cutouts
enclosed in bakelite case, 15/-, post 1/6.
Nevile Mercury Cutouts in iron box with
glass front, 20 amps., for 72 cells, 35/.,
post 3/6.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. A.C./D.C,
24 volts D.C., input 230 volts A.C., 100
watts output, 95/-, carr. 5/-. 110 volts D.C.
input, 230 volts A.C., 200 watts output,
f12.10.0, carr. Starter, 45/, Write
for full list.
G.P.O. MAGNETIC COUNTERS. D.C.
coil, read to 9999, all tested. 5/., post 1-/.
D.C. ELECTROMAGNETS. 6 volt
twin -coil type, weight 10 ozs., lift 4 lbs
S/-, post 1/-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. H.

214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone : MACou,oy 21 159

Triangle leads again

with the finest set of
STOCKS &DIES produced

HOWIN COMPACT

POCKET SIZE
PLASTIC CASE WITH
WINDOW FRONT

The Dies are Circular Split 13,16in. O.D.
and all Tools are of the highest quality,
fully warranted. Supplied in B.S.W., B.S.F.,

B.A., M.E.. N.F., N.C.
Obtainable from all reputable dealers,

or in cases of difficulty write to

T H E BRITISH TAP & DIE CO. LTD.
Triangle Works. Town Road, Edmonton. London, N.9. Telephone EDMonton 1546-7

WATSONS
SPECIAL OFFERS

PRISMATIC TELESCOPES

7 x 50 MAGNIFICATION

57/6
POST 2/6

These instruments cost originally nearly
£40 and were produced to finest optical
standards and incorporate Red, Amber
and neutral instantly adjustable colour
filters.
SIGHTING TELESCOPES. Mk. M700
24in. overall. Precision built, 23/6. Post 2,6.
PLANIMPITERES. These determine star
position and azimuth. Each with four
latitude sheets from N. 25. to 65° complete
In Rexine case, 121 each. Post 2,6.
MINE DETECTORS. A fine article with
hundreds of uses for detecting concealed
metal °Wets, £4,10,-. Carr. 12:6.
TECALEMIT OIL GUNS. A very useful
general purpose squirt gun. New in makers'
cartons, 10,13. Post 2/-.
INDICATOR UNIT, contains Bin.
CATHODE RAY TUBE, nine valves,
resistances, condensers, controls, etc.,75
Carr. 5,'-.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS. Brass outer casing
and unions, 7,161n. outside diam. 6ft. 101n.
long. Price, 151, Post 1;9.
SALTERS INFANT WEIGHING

-SCALES. 0-50 lbs. Complete with seat.
Finished white, Unused. WO. Carr. 3 -.
SCREENED SPARKING PLUGS. 18 rem.
Brand new, suitable for any normal engine.
4 for DI-. Post 2-.
FUEL FILTERS. Min. diam. 5in. overall
for Std. B.S.P. 3 Bin. thread unions, bore
lin. Price, 9:6. Post 2,-.
Hundreds of other bargains available. Send
ad. stamp for MONSTER ILLUSTRATED

LIST.

EASTERN MOTORS,
ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK.

: 51
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MORE POWER OPERATIONS
at a lower cost than any other
`Do-it-yourself' equipment

WV Cub
POWER EQUIPMENT

'The Family Favourite'
Obtainable from ail tool merchants
Fully guaranteed and T.V. suppressed

Please send
the descriptive

Brochure of Wolf Name
Cub Equipment

and details of
Easy Payments

plan

To all "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" Readers

Dept. 104, Wolf Electric Tools Limited,
Hanger Lane, London, W.5

Address

June, 1956

SILK SCREEN PRINTER
with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE !

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS 'This is the
great new

Printing and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all hobbyists. Its versatility
is enormous. It will print a few copies, or hundreds,
to a professional standard, In solid colours, or Intricate
designs, on cloth, paper, wood, glass, metal, etc. Print
greeting cards, toys, models:drawings, paintings in full
colour. photographs, type -script. Fluorescent colours,
suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers for print-
ing your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. As supplied to H.M. Government.
Educational Authorities, Printers and private users
throughout the world. Thousands testify to the
quality and amazing value. Do not miss ibis oppor-
tunity.
-ON PAPER, WOOD, CLOTS!, PLASTICS. etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the .

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR
COMPARE THE VALUE

SEE WHAT YOU GET I
Large Win. x 12in. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on
material up to tin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS - Red, Blue, Yellow.

Green, Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc.. etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess. including PHOTO
STENCILS, DAYGLO,

FLOCK finishes, etc.
for 47/6 post

REFUND GUARANTEED
IF NOT APPROVED

WITHIN 7 DAYS.

For further details write to :-

Make tracks for
your Garden . . .

And make them now with dry,
sunshiny days ahead and the long
light evenings of summer. What
are your materials ? Track
parts, a few lengths of wood, a
pound or so of mixed sand and
cement and whatever else your
ingenuity may suggest. So easy
is it to begin this boundless,
fascinating hobby. And what
an attraction it will be, and how
your friends will admire it !

There's twice the interest in a
garden that is served by a real
live working railway.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
21, Kingswell Street, Northampton

London : 112 High Holborn,W.C.I. Manchester : 28, Corporation Street.

TAKE UP PELMANISM
For Courage and Clear -Thinking

The Grasshopper Mind
YOU know the people with " Grass-

hopper Minds ' as well as you
know yourself. Their minds nibble
at everything and master nothing.

At home in the evening they tune
in the radio or television-tire of it-
then glance through a magazine-
can' t get interested. Finally, unable to
concentrate on anything, they either
go to the pictures or fall asleep in the
chair. At their work they always take
up the easiest job first, put it down
when it gets hard and start something
else. Jump from one thing to another
all the time.

Reduced fees for members of
Her. Majesty's Forces.

(Apply for Services Form.)

There are thousands of these peoole
with ' Grasshopper Minds ' in the
world. In fact, they arc the very
people who do the world's most
tiresome tasks-and get but a pittance
for their work. They do the world's
clerical work, and the routine drudge-
ery. Day after day, year after year-
endlessly-they hang on to the jobs
that are smallest salaried, longest
houred, least interesting, and poorest
futu red !

What is Holding You Back ?
If you have a ' Grasshopper

Mind' you know that this is true.
And you know why it is true. Even
the blazing sun can't burn a hole in a
piece of tissue paper unless its rays
are focused and concentrated on one
spot.. A mind that balks at sticking
to one thing for more than a few
minutes surely cannot be depended
upon to get you anywhere in your
years of life !

What Can You Do About It ?
Take up Pelmanism now ! A

course of Pelmanism brings out the
mind's latent powers and develops
them to the highest point of efficiency.
It banishes such weaknesses and
defects as Mind Wandering, Inferior-
ity and Indecision, which interfere
with the effective working powers of
the mind, and in their place develops
strong, positive, vital qualities, such
as Optimism, Concentration and
Reliability, all qualities of the utmost
value in any walk of life.

Remember-Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
The Pelman Course is simple and

interesting, and takes up very little
time ; you can enrol on the most
convenient terms. The Course is
fully described in " The Science of
Success," which will be sent you
gratis and post free, on application to :

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,1

Wigmore Street, 'London, W.t.
IVELbecic 1411'2

""'POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY
Pelman Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore
Street, London, W.I.

The Science of Success," please.

Name

Address

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES, DELHI:
10. Alipore Road. MELBOURNE: 196, Flinders
Lane. DURBAN: Natal Bank Chambers (P.O.
Bor 1480). PARIS: 176, Boulevard Huussmann.
AMSTERDAM: Prinsengracht 1021.
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An Electric
Footwarmer
SIR,-It may

interest
your readers to
know that whentheir alu-

footwarmers go out of action as a
result of leakage they need not be discarded;
they can easily be converted into electric
footwarmers.

The one I have in mind is a Swan, provided
with a metal stopper. The method of con-
version is as follows :-

Bore a hole in the stopper sufficiently large
to admit an ordinary bayonet lampholder.
Screw the lampholder into the stopper with
the bulb facing inwards. Attach to the other
end of the lampholder about 6in. of stout
double flex. To this should be attached a
pronged connector. The cap complete
should then be screwed into the footwarmer.
Sufficient flex with proper connectors should
be provided to enable the footwarmer to be
connected up with the plug in the bedroom.
As a result of this arrangement the footwarmer
can be connected or disconnected while
resting in bed. Any hole which may be in
the warmer can be used to detect if the bulb
is functioning and to allow the passage of air.

[It might be wise to increase the size of this
hole to ensure sufficient ventilation. A totally
enclosed bulb has a very short life.-ED.]

The bulb, which should be sufficiently
narrow to allow its being passed into the
footwarmer, should not exceed 15 watts.
This when under
the bedclothes de-
velops a sufficiently
high temperature.
A higher wattage
might result in the
bedclothes beingsinged.-E.
GILFILLAN (Belfast).

Enlarger Focus Finder
SIR,-In response to the " Information

Sought " query by R. West (N.i r),
seeking information on an enlarging focus
finder, I am using on my home constructed
enlarger the same basic principle, which I
believe is used in commercially constructed
enlargers. It is in a very simple form and was
adapted to my requirements after the en-
larger was made. It consists of (a) any very

s adyediyot
The Editor Does not Necessarily Agree with the

Views of his Correspondents

dense or overexposed negative with a fine
but clear line scratched from end to end
across the centre of the longest side of the
negative (on the emulsion side) ; (b) a strip
of thin metal, two-thirds the width of the
lens diameter, which swings (from the masking
screen arm in the case) across and immediately
below the centre of the lens in the same
direction as the line on the focus -finding
negative. With the latter in the negative
carrier and the metal strip in position, the
projected image on the baseboard or frame
will be a double line, until the lens to negative
distance is adjusted to bring the negative
into correct focus. The metal strip
can, of course, be incorporated on the
inside of the lens housing, if this is more
convenient and provided that it can be
moved into the central position and next to
the lens.

I have found this to be quite accurate and
simple.-R. S. HARRINGTON (Cardiff).

Young Modelmaker's Work
SIR,-The photograph below is of a model

I have made from plans in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS. My Westward Ho ! is powered
by a clockwork motor taken out of a Triang
tractor.

You may also be interested to know that I
have just completed a t/r6in. to ift. scale
model of the Queen Mary, which is 5ft. 4in.
in length. This model took nearly six months
to build, and below is a photograph of her.-
JOHN POPE (aged 15) (Milford).

The two models made by
John Pope.

Using the Simplified Orrery
SIR,-With reference to PRACTICAL MECH-

ANICS, February, 1956, on page 249,
" Using the Simplified Orrery," there appears
in Fig. 14 the heliocentric positions of the
planets for 1955. I see that the positions of
Mercury are not complete.

Mercury is shown as : Inner circle,
positions, I, 2, 3 ; second circle, positions
4, 5, 6 ; third circle, blank ; fourth circle,
positions, 11, 12, 13.

What has happened to positions 7, 819 and
to ? Were these unknown, or is it a misprint ?
-M. S. LEACH (Swanage).

Author's Reply
Q I R, - I
1...3 regret
that the inner
positions for
Mercury are
not on the
diagram. I
foond it most
difficult owing
to the small
size. The best way to fix Mercury is as
stated at line 6, paragraph 2, column I, page
249, i.e., from the right ascension shown in
Whitaker.

Positional astronomy is a most exact
mathematical science, and any good set of
planetary tables for 1955 will provide re-
assurance that Mercury has not gone without
attention.-F. W. Cousms.

Cine-projector Mechanisms
Q read with interest Y Mr. F. G.

Rayer's notes appearing in the January,
1956, issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, On
cinematograph projection mechanisms, and
I agree that the potential constructor can
obtain many of his mechanical requirements
ready-made in the form of gears, pulleys and
plates.

I would, however, like to express the view
that Mr. Rayer's comment, " that a machine
can be constructed without very great diffi-
culty," is apt to be a little misleading to the
would-be constructor, in that whilst such
vital parts as the eneva stop, sprockets,
guide and gate can be readily produced by
readers who possess, or who have access to,
machine tools, it is a matter of quite some
difficulty in getting these key components
made by hand or engineered at some workshop.

Admittedly, the beater -roller, or Demeney
dog-presumably one of the movements
" which lends itself to home construction "
-could be home-made, but what of the
associated take-up sprocket supply and
take-up relationship between dog and sprocket
is very critical. The apparently simple
beater -roller mechanism is very much under-
estimated as an easy movement to make, in
that any eccentricity or inaccuracy of pitch
in the associated sprocket will result in
" hunting."

The Geneva Cross, or Maltese Cross
would, of course, be a very difficult movement
to produce accurately by hand methods. The
claw movement, however, could be made
by hand, providing that considerable care is
taken. Mr. Rayer makes no mention of the
barrel shutter, which is perhaps. the simplest
and most efficient of cinematograph shutters.
This device can be arranged as an integral
part of the claw and cam movement and could
conveniently be interposed between gate and
objective lenses. Gearing of any description
is eliminated with this type of shutter and the
light is chopped horizontally to the path of
film travel and not obliquely, as with a 'fan
shutter.

The take-up spool can be quite a problem.
In operation it can be appreciated that the
take-up spool should gradually and evenly
rotate to a progressively lower speed to
accommodate the ever-increasing amount of
film on the spool. Sensitive tension springs
(and slip drives) sometimes are unreliable.
With a load of 400ft. of film on the take-up
spool I have known them lose their operating

/1/10A 4,
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efficiency, resulting in a pile-up of unwound
film. A gentle continuous tension should be
maintained between lower sprocket and take-
up spool and this can be achieved by a positive
drive to take up, incorporating a compensation
device, or clutch arrangement, on the spool
carrier.

Although it was not Mr. Rayer's purpose
in his discussion to appraise the various
optical and illuminating systems of the
cinematograph projector, I feel that mention
ct.' these functions as prime considerations
in achieving satisfactory end results would
pot be out of place. From the outset, the
optical alignment and focal relationship of
la .1p, reflector, condenser and objective

Mr. G. 5. Owen's lathe modification.

lenses (not discounting prisms if these are
used) must be correlated with the mechanical
configuration.

Heat dissipation of the lamp has also to be
considered. This can, of course, be effected
by either convection or fan.

A cinematograph cannot be built by
" horse and buggy " methods' but, in con-
clusion, I would like to say to those who
appreciate the difficulties that may arise and
acquaint themselves with the optical funda-
mentals, merits and demerits of the various
movements, much satisfaction and pleasure
can be derived from building one's own
projector.-L. D. COGSWELL (Gloucester).

Checking Rifle Sights
SIR,-In the February issue of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS, under " Letters to the
Editor," you published a letter from W. J.
Stannage re checking rifle sights. This is
incorrect.

It should read : " After firing five shots
at the centre of target, observe where the
group is and correct the sights as follows :
Group' to left of bull, move foresight to left ;
group to right of bull, move foresight to
right ; group above bull, move foresight up ;
group below bull, move foresight down ; i.e.,
the foresight is always moved into the same
direction as the error of the group on the target.

A useful formula for finding the distance
to move foresight, providing the backsight
is set at the same range as the rifle is being
checked, is as follows :

Error of foresight in inches = distance of
foresight from backsight on rifle in inches x
error of group on target in inches+range
in inches.

If the rifle is firing high, i.e., requiring
a higher foresight, this may not always be
convenient, but by lowering the backsight
by the same amount the same effect can be
obtained.-P. Smrrx (Kingston).

Clutch -operated Drive for Myford M.L.7
Lathe
SIR,-The photograph below is of a counter-

shaft belt drive for my Myford lathe.
This alteration was carried out at a very
little cost and was all done on the existing

lathe.
I have used this clutch very

successfully for a long time, and
it -"has resulted in marked im-
provement in the performance of
the lathe in general, thus avoid-
ing undue wear on belts, pulleys
and switchgear in motor.-
G. J. OWEN (Dagenham).

The Rocket and the Jet
Engine

SIR,-In the December issue
of PRACTICAL MECHANICS

it is stated in " Fair Comment "
that both the rocket and the jet
engine are identical in the
mechanisms of their thrust
development.

Whilst this may be near
enough correct, speaking gener-
ally, it overlooks the sharp basic
difference between the two types
of power unit. The atmospheric
medium is only a hindrance to
the rocket, since it obeys laws
which, from the aeronautical
point of view, are space laws.

The jet engine, on the other
hand, must have air, which it
uses in huge quantities. Because
of this, it sets up, in the atmos-
pheric medium, a local pressure -
velocity field of force, and this,
in turn, sets up a translation
dynamic or " tractive " on the
jet. Because a jet engine burns
fuel, however, a large proportion
of its thrust is derived from

positive or rocket drive.
Rocket drive is the most expensive of all

and for this, and other reasons, the jet engine,
in its commercial applications at any rate,
will be modified to make more use of " har-
monic drive," as does the by-pass engine.
-MARTIN MAHER (Ireland).

Gears for Remote -controlled Model Car
-Correction

SIR,-In Letters to the Editor on page 269
(February issue), J. Woodhouse (E.5)

gives an electrical circuit for model car gears.
From this I observe :
00 With arm A on the contact B, current

passes from the battery, through the motor,
and back to the battery.

(2) When A is in contact with either points
C, D or E, current returns to the battery

Lights can be taken from
points marked with arrows

A "I/

Ill'
Steering

motor -

Mr. M. S. Leach's corrected circuit.

June, 1956

without passing through the motor. The
motor is therefore off, and the resistances are
of no use.

Surely, the common lead from the resis-
tances should be taken " up " (as per sketch)
to side B of the motor and not " down," as in
Mr. Woodhouse's circuit!-M. S. LEACH
(Swanage).

[We regret that the circuit should have been
as Mr. M. S. Leach suggests.-ED.)

Author's Comment
SIR, The circuit diagram does not specify

the values of the three resistances,. but I
found that the motor needed all the power it
could get. I actually tried a variable resistance
in the drive motor circuit, to act as accelerator,
but the loss along the fine flex was such as to
make this impracticsble.-A. B. ORR (Belfast).

Conduit Wiring for the Home Workshop
SIR,-I have been reading the article in

the February issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS by W. J. Stannage entitled
" Conduit Wiring for the Home Workshop,"
and although I consider this a most excellent
article I must point out an omission.

In the paragraph on socket outlets reference
is made to the Ring Main system. I must
point out that in order to comply with the
Electricity Board's requirements, plugs and
sockets for this system must be of the 13 amp.
3 pin type and (I quote from the 13th edition
of the I.E.E. regulations) : " Where the use
of fused plugs is essential for compliance
with Regulation 114(b) the plugs and
associated socket -outlets shall be of a pattern
in which non -fused plugs are unobtainable."

I would further point out that on D.C.
supplies the socket outlets must be of the
3 -pin type.-J. E. DixoN (Portishead).

Author's Comments
SIR,-The opening sentence concerning the

plugs should have read : " In most cases
four plugs or socket outlets will be enough,
and the cheapest way to install these is to
use the 13 amp. variety on the ring main
system."

The further comments concerning the
earthing are in order, but are not necessary
as any socket outlet of a reputable make,
suitable for fitting to conduit fittings, will be
automatically earthed to the conduit. The
conduit is in turn earthed, and this was
covered in the article. All sockets and plug
tops of the 13 amp. variety are fitted with
three pins, and are also fused. I think I am
safe in saying that it is impossible to obtain
either a two -pin socket or an unfused top.

Mr. Dixon states that on D.C. supplies
socket outlets must be of the three -pin type.
I will go further and say that all sockets,
whether on A.C. or D.C., should be fitted with
three pins.-W. J. STANNAGE.

Radio Controlled Models-Correction
WE regret that a printer's error appeared

in line seventeen, column two, page
526 of our September, 1955, instalment of
Radio Controlled Models. The figure men-
tioned of 32 mA should have been 31 mA.

The Advance of Plastics
AN item appeared in " Science Notes " in

the February, 1956 issue, entitled
" The Advance of Plastics " in which
mention was made of a synthetic resin which
could stand' a temperature of i,000 deg. C.
We have since learnt that the author of this
statement claims to have been misreported by
the French press. What he intended to
convey was that the synthetic resin, when
introduced into the flame of a bunsen burner
resisted for a few seconds, then took flame,
but that the flame ceased to burn as soon as
the resin was withdrawn.
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FOR SALE

COMPRESSORS for sale, 24 CFM,
180Ibs. sq. in., on metal base,

with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; # h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 13, Bell Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex.

OUSE SERVICE METERS, creditt
and prepayment ; available

from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
rt HEAP GOVERNMENT WIRE ! I !V Ideal for training fruit trees,
peas, beans, roses, arches, green-
houses, tomatoes, raspberries, tying,
etc.; strong, flexible, steel -stranded
and waterproof covered ; several
thicknesses. Postcard to -day for free
samples. Greens Government Stores
393, Albert St., Lytham.
GGRAINING BY TRANSFER, oak,

walnut, etc. Samples 1/- ;
complete range- 3/- ; roll 16/10.
P.M., Decano Co., 20, Clarendon
Road, Jersey, C.I.
SUNLAMPS, brand new, super qual-

ity, very powerful, (only £4 each.
Send stamp for illustrated brochure.
Dept. A, Scientific Products, Cleveleys,
Lancs.

U BBER MOULDS for Plaster Or-
naments from 2/- each. Moulding

compound for mould making 8/6 per
lb. Granulated ready for use. Metal
toy casting moulds from 3/- each ;
s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St.
Mark's Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
BRAND NEW Brooks h.p. Motors

(ball-bearingl, 230 v. A.C., 50 c.,
2,800 r.p.m. Ideal for driving wood-
working machines, grinders, etc.
Latest type fully guaranteed split
phase, £8/17/6 ; Capacitor, £10/5/- ;
carriage paid mainland. Approval
against cash. P. Blood & Co., Arch
Street, Rugeley, Staffs.
"QTERNETTE" Domestic Refrigera-

tor" units complete with motors.
reconditioned, charged with refriger-
ant and ready for installation ; suit-
able for 3/6 cu. ft. cabinets, less
cooling coil, £6/10/- ; s.a.e. for
photograph and details. Instructions,
drawings and illustrations for con-
structing cooling coil, together with
service instructions, 3/6. Liverpool
Refrigeration Service Ltd., 191, Rice
Lane, Liverpool. 9.
UPHOLSTERERS' supplies direct

from the factors : uncut
Moquettes, 12/- yard ; Leathercloth,
5/9 yard ; Tapestries, from 7/6 yard ;
72in. Hessian. 1/11 yard ; Chair Web-
bing, 4d. yard ; Tacks, Springs,
Spring Cushion Units, Tension
Springs, etc. ; s.a.e. for complete
free list. Benfield's, 3, Villiers Rd.,
N.W.2.
COVER all your Floors with New-

Een Plyfloor parquet (approx.
3/16in. thick). Choice of 7 hard-
woods and 8 parquet patterns from
15/11 to 19/7 sq. yd. Send 10d. for
particulars, simple instructions, etc.
New-Een (PM), 101, King's Cross
Road, W.C.1.
ALUMINIUM

LADDERS, super
quality, save £££s ; direct

from factory. Baldwins, Risca, Mon.
100,000,000 Nu Stscr

e,

Bwoltss,
,

Washers. Rivets, etc., in stock.
Engineers' Haberdashery. Send s.a.e.
for latest list. Winston (Dept.
PMS), New Mills, Stockport.
CLASS FIBRE car bodies, sidecars.CLASS

boats, models, trial unit, 13/9.
Glass Cloth for wooden boat repairs,
trial lot 26/3, or quotation for any
surface area. Polyester Resin
Embedments, biological, botanical
and Metallurgical mounts, beautiful
water white castings, impregnate
porous metal castings, trial unit
11/3. Epoxy Resin, the best resin
for metal car body. mudguards.
wheel -arch and frame repairs, trial
unit 12/6. Burst pipes and tanks
with glass cloth and tape 12/-. Trial
Units for all purposes, each contain-
ing free mixing and dispensing
equipment and information sheets.
Epoxy Paint, waterproof. heat resis-
tant porcelain finish for baths,
kitchen walls. hardboard, etc., 14/ -
pint, with Catalyst, white, black or
clear. Information Sheets on glass
fibre technique, list with price list,
stamp, please.  Business Man's
Guide to the Glass Fibre Technique,"
15/-, post free, 81 pages. Glass Fibre
Experts with units for all purposes
are Silver Dee Plastics, Desk .A4/3,
Har tington, Staveley, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire. Part post 1/- on units,
please.

50 X ASTRO. TELESCOPE KITS,
for simple assembly, efficient

2in. dia. instrument at 40in. focus,
easily prepared in few minutes.
readily adaptable parts comprising :
(1) selected 50trun. dia. objective
mounted in special long duralumin
cell, exterior stoved instrument black
crystaline finish ; (21 turned eye-
piece focusing mount ; (3) adjust-
able brass knurled eyepiece, mag-
nification 50 diameters linear
(equivalent 2,500 X area), shows
intricate lunar detail, Saturn's
Rings, etc.; (4) test certificate with
large self - explanatory drawings,
details of simple altazimuth mount-
ings, observational hints and tips.
All parts machine turned ; precision
lenses ; numerous unsolicited testi-,
monials : price 59/6, regd. pOst
and packing 3/6; extra Eyepieces
(interchangeablei high power 80 X
16,400 X area 1 27./6 ; polarized
80 X for Astro daylight and Lunar
observation, 35/-, post'1/9. Complete
telescopes made to order, with
superior stoved aluminium principal
tube, price 11'7/6, carriage, packing,
including strong stowing cylinder
fitted with metal caps, 10/6. Photo-
graphs available. 1.r- set, returnable.
Below:-
PORTABLE CLAMP STAND now

available for mounting above
instrument, complete with altazimuth
bearings, cradle and clips ; stoved
black crystalline finish ; fixes to any
post or fence, etc., in horizontal or
vertical position ; price 32/6, post 2/-.
Below:-
7AMBONI ELECTRO-STATIC PILES,
m--4 1,500 volts. inexhaustible poten-
tial for static electric experimenting,
charging Electroscopes, determining
radio activity, etc. Size 1 -x 91in.
ebonite cylindrical case, fitted with
lin. dia. brass electrodes ; no
chemical action ; with instructions :
price 12.'6, post 1/6. 21,- pair, post
2/-. Below:-
ABOVE INSTRUMENTS unobtain-

able elsewhere : schools and
colleges supplied ; delivery approx.
7/14 days. Terms c.w.o., c.o.d. 1/6
extra. Stamp for full particulars.
instruments and book lists. Over-
seas by airmail with photos 5/-.
Please note change of address due
to expansion of business. J. K. M.
Holmes Co., " Scientific Instrument
Makers," iDept. P.M.141, Martins
Bank Chambers. 33. Bedford Street,
North Shields. Northumberland.
METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF

WANDSWORTH. -- 10 second-
hand Electric Motors. Various types,
1 and 3 phase, 200-2401'. and 400-440v.
for disposal. Further details may be
obtained from the Borough Engineer.
R. H. Jerman, Town Clerk, Municipal
Buildings. Wandsworth, S.W.18.
MOSEPIPE BARGAINS ! ! I Highest

quality rubber, long lengths, all
sizes ; also plastic, 60ft., 4,in, bore,
black 22/6. green 23/6 ; 120ft., 45/- ;
carriage paid. Samples free.
Greens, 441. Albert St., Lytham.
" MOBBYSTEEL " for immediate

xi- delivery. Flat steel strip.
round edges, bendable ; ideal for
home construction and decorative
work ; only needs bending and solder-
ing or riveting for ornamental scroll
work, light fittings. brackets. gates,
etc. send 5/- now for packets ;
sizes ; 18ft. of lin. wide by 3.64in.
thick, or 12ft. of 5/16in. x 3/32in., or
6ft. of fin. x lin., or Eft. of gin. x
jin.; all in 3ft. lengths, postage paid.
Bigger quantities and other sizes sup-
plied on demand from : " Hobby -
steel," Bobbington, Staffs.
ALL from gold and silver cases : 10

Geneva Watch Movements, take
15 /- the 10. Ten English Lever
Movements. 20'- the 10. Three 15
Jewel Keyless Lever Movements. 15 -
the 3. Bensons 15 Jewel Lever
Movement, 76. Also from £20, Gold
Cases, Plate Keyless Centre.1

Second. 10/- ; beautiful full Plate.
£5. Movements accept 12/6 ; expen-
sive Keyless Waltham Movement,
10/- : giant 3 Plate Centre Second
English Lever Movement, 15/- ; beau-
tiful 200 -year -old Verge. 12/6 ; Key-
less New Limit, 15 Jewel Movement,
15'-. Merkels, Jewellers, Grey St.,
Newcastle.
" 110ERSPEX " for all purposes,

clear or coloured dials, discs,
engraving. Denny, 15. Netherwood
Road, W.14. (SHE 1426, 5152.)

BARGAINS ! ! Tools, Vices, Drills.
Envelopes, Pumps, Wire, Tables,

Drawers. Many others. Catalogue
free. Greens, 412. Albert St., Lytham.
SILVERING OLD MIRRORS BOOK,

2/9, refunded off materials.
Electroplating, 108 pages ; chromium,
silver, nickel, 5/6. Stamp for plating
materials. Argenta Products, Stones -
down, Brightling, Robertsbridge,
Sussex.

HOBBIES
TOY & GAME MANUFACTURE.

The world's first journal
specifically devoted to the manufac-
ture of toys, games, sports equip-
ment and amusement novelties.
Annual subscription £1/10/-. Speci-
men copy 2/6. Techniview Pub-
lications Ltd., 125, Oxford Street.
London, W.1.AI AKING YOUR OWN ? Tele-
-1.-2- scopes, Enlargers, Projectors
or, in fact, anything using lenses.

' Then get our booklets- " How to Use
Ex -Gov. Lenses 6... Prisms," price- 2/6 -
ea. Comprehensive lists of optical,
radio and scientific equipinent free
for s.a.e. H. W. English. Rayleigh.
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINES.

For industrial purposes, handi-
crafts or hobbies, we supply hand,
operated Plastic - Injection Moulding
Machines. Moulds -made to your
own design. Write phone to : Dohm
Ltd.. 167, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1. (VICtoria 1414.1

BUILD YOUR OWN DINGHY/
CANOE. Plans, Kits. or com-

pleted Boats. S.A.E. Canoe Services.
Yeovil.
SUPER SENSITIVE, medium. and

long wave one -valve Radio ;. new
method of construction ; drawings
and all parts, 36/6 ; Drawings only
1/6 ; Crystal Sets, all parts, 13,6.
Park Electric, 39a, Russell Street.
Leamington Spa.
QHIPS IN BOTTLES.--Construc-

-,-- tional Kits, 5 Hobby of Sea-
faring Men. From Model Shops
and Hobbies Ltd. Bill Cooper, Ang-
ling Specialist:, Norwich.

10,000
BOOKS
FORMULAS, Processes,
Recipes. Trade Secrets.

This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full approval against payment.
27/6. p.pd. Below: -
RUILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment, 12 designs in two books.
Enlargers, printers. dryers, timers,
etc., 6/, p.pd. Below:--

AMERICAN
BOAT BUILDERS

Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,
and other helpful articles, 7/6,
p.pd. Below: -
6 --DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p.pd.
Really outstanding American designs
at lowest cost to make. Below:-
HOW TO REWIND and Service

Electric Motors, Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/-,
p.pd. Below:--
I ATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,
-1- 5 p.pd.; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning. jigs attach-
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations ; outstanding, practical
" how -to -do -it " material throughout.
Below:--
ARC AND SPOT WELDERS For The

Small Shop. Easily, cheaply
made. Full plans, a/-, p.pd.
Below: --

QOLDERING AND BRA ZING
1-, Simplified. Outstanding Ameri-
can book, -.
CAR BODY REPAIRING. CompleteA B C course ; illustrated ;

7/6, p.pd.; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P.), Sedgeford,
Norfolk.

HANDICRAFTS
it tUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

made for flttina' in cigarette
boxes, etc., 16/6 each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicraft
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65.
Church Street. Wolverton, Bucks.
" MAKE YOUR OWN Musical

Boxes." Swiss Movements
and Novelty Mechanism, and Kits of
Box Parts; s.a.e. for price and tune
list. Mulco Ltd., 87, Cambridge Road.
London, N.W.6.

ELECTRICAL
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, large

square plate, F. W. bridge. - 6
and 12 volt, 3 amp., 10/- ; 4 amp.,
12/- ; 6 amp., 16/-. Also Compres-
sors. L. Unwin, Valleyfields, Bousley
Rise, Ottershaw.
m°DEL MOTORS, amazingly

powerful and economical,
" MiniMo " 9/-, " MaxiMo " 13/-,
post paid ; 3 to 6 volts and 3 to
9 volts ; speed 4/5,000 r.p.m. ; size
14in. x ran. ; weight 11 oz. ; drives
boat propellers. lin. and 14in., aero-.
plane Sin. and Bin. Model Electric
Motors, Dept. P.M., " Highland."
Alkrington Green, .Middleton, Man-
chester.
SUPER -TONIC -SUN-RAY LAMPS.

Ultra -violet 'Infra -red combined.
Superb therapeutic - quality, con-
trolled output, automatic exposure ;
all mains. Listed £7/10/-, our price
80/-. S.A.E. .illustrated - brochure.
Dept.. 13, Scientific products, Cleve-
leys, Lancs.

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING MACHINES, all

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw. Benches. ' 7in.. £4 /.15/- ; Sits..
£5'10 - 10in., complete, motorised
£30. Planers. 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Reads, ; with Sin. Saw 'rabies.
£7/10/, Lathes, £7/10'- ; Combina-
tion . Latin's,. , £10, 10/-. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts: :etc. 12 niontlis'
written and money refund guarantee.
4d. stamp fur, illustrated booklet.
James . Inns (Engineers,. Marshall
St.,- Nottingham.
QAWBENCHES, all. sizes front £10 ;
177 motorised, £20 ; petrol portable,.
£32. Spindle Assemblies, from 27/6
for saws up to 36in.. Motors, Engines:
BearingS. Pulleys, Belts. Deferred
terms. Send 1 4 for handbook.leata,
logue. Price list free. Beverley Pro-
ducts, Sturton-le-Steeple, 17. Notts.

: A RE YOU LOOKING .FOR A
is- RELIABLE FIRM for Timber,
Plywood. Wallboards, Veneered Ply-
 wood? Call at our warehouse or send
s.a.e. for price lists.. N. Gerver. 2.10.

'Mare Street, 'Lonon, E.8 inear
,Cambridge Heath I ER., station,.

(AMHerst 5881.1
PLYWOOD, 24in, x lain. x

Ill 'S tloz. ; 12in. 10in. x
3/16in., .5/6 doz.: ,2in. a 12111-- x

:3. 16in.. 6/.' doz. ; 18in. a 12in. x
3/16in.. doz: ; cars. paid_;
for list. Plywood Products, Captain
Fold, Rawtenstall. Lancs.
WOOD LATHES, Attachments.

Motors and Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches. Turning Tools, etc., inter-
ested ? Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel di CO.. Mills Drive, Farn-
don Road, Newark. Notts.

EDUCATIONAL
pREE ! Brochure giving details of

Home Study Training in Radio,
Television, and all branches of
Electronics. Course's for the Hobby
Enthusiast, or , for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds.
R.T.E.13., and other Professional
examinations. Train with the college
operated by Britain's largest Elec-
tronics organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to E.M.I. Institutes, Dept.
PM28, London, W.4.
I EARN IT AS YOU DO IT --we

provide practical equipment
combined with instruction in Radio.
Television, Electricity. Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM47. London, W.4.

R-

ERCHANT NAVY Radio Officer
-O Cadet Training School. World
travel and adventure overseas.
Brooks's Bar, Manchester.
IP.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-

TIONS. 5.500 Alignment Peaks
for superheterodynes. 5/9. Data for
constructing TV aerial Strength
Meter, 7/6 ; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/- ;
membership and examination data.
1/-. Syllabus of 7 postal courses
free and post free. Sec., I.P.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.TECHNICAL

SERVICES offered by
graduate ; calculations of any

type ,electrical or mechanical).
mathematical, analyses. strength and
stress problems : also translations.
Box 13(1, C/0 PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S.

(Continued on next page)
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FREE DRAWINGS
showing

STEAM and HOT-WATER
INSTALLATIONS

Readers of " Practical Mechanics " are
offered, without charge or obligation,
useful drawings showing correct installa-
tions of thermostatic control, steam
trapping and automatic air venting equip-
ment on a wide variety of steam and.hot-
water heating and process applications.
Ask for current list from which to select.

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.)

Cheltenham, Glos.

MAKE A RADIO
NO SOLDERING-only a screwdriver
and pliers needed. FULL-SIZE plans and
easy -to -follow building instructions for 8
sets, 2/6 post free,
CRYSTAL RADIO KITS at 10/6, 17/6
and two at 21/- post free.
EXPERIMENTAL KIT No.. I, builds
4 different crystal sets, 27/6 post free.
" BASIC " a very simple I -valve set, 35/.
post free with valve and batteries.
" NEW ECONOMY I," 52/6 post free.
" NEW ECONOMY 2," 82/6, post free.
" PREFECT ONE," E3 post free.
Send S.A.E. for list-or send 2/6 P.O. for

building instructions for all 8 sets.

BLANCHARD'S, DEPT. RM,
13, Gainford Gardens, Manchester, 10

wifet\teRowN11,01/1/4/////

SAND

A1VE, NEW INVENTION
replates metals and
gives a hard chrome
finish .
Complete only

DuKROME 1316
Outfit

(Large Outfits 25s. 0(1.)
Also DuSII.V..V Out-
fits at 15s. 0.1. deposit
genuine silver plating.
Send P.O. now, or for
details and plated sam-
ple send 4d. (stamps) to: -

A. DUTCH & CO.
Monkhams Lane, Woodford Green, Essex.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 21d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
' Eater --

men." 101,1.

" Formula."
1016,

Home

Chemistry "

2/8
Post Paid.

(Scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
For Welding, Soldering,
Brazing and metal construc-
tion & repairs in the home, on
the ear or cycle. Instant heat
5,000° F. Works from Cy. or 12v.
car battery or transformer front
A.C. Dada, Complete kit of Weld.
ing Tool, 9 ft. cable, clip, carbons,
cleansing fluid, fluxes, filler rad, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. 'I housarals
in daily Ilse. As supplied to Depts.
of H.M. Covenonent, I.C.I., standar
YelephOnes, etc. Welds all Metals.
Up to one -eighth inch. 57/6C.O.D. IF REQUIRED
Obtainable only from: Post Free U.K. only.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CU. (Dept. P.M.6)

269 Kiagsland Road, London, E.2

(Continued from previous page)
WANTED

WANTED, January 1953 PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, ref.: " Oil Burner

Conversion for Stoves." Hornell, 132,
Clensham Lane, Sutton, Surrey.

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists,

etc. , send s.a.e. for list of
Watches, Movements, Lathes, Watch
and Clock Spares, etc. Loader Bros.,
36. Milestone Road, Carterton,
Oxford.

MODEL DEALERS
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham. Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield, Hull, Southampton,
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

PHOTOGRAPHY
vNLARGER and Camera Bellows
1-A supplied ; also fitted. Beers, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.
PHOTO s. ENLARGER CASTINGS.

Complete sets, including bellows,
'35 for 35mm. 2/in. x 21in., 2lin. x
3)in. Extremely good value. S.A.E.
for details. V. J. Cottle, 84a, Chap-
lin Road, Easton, Bristol, 5.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

and Guilds, etc.. on No Pass
-No Fee " terms. Over 951/4 suc-
cesses. For details of Exams and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook-Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
96713), 29, Wright's Lane, London,
W.8.

TOURING HOLIDAYS
RED AND BREAKFAST in South
-9-0 and South-West England "-

1956. Superb Illustrated Guide
describing recommended inns, farms,
hotels, guest houses, places of his-
torical interest, routes, etc., 2/9, post
free. (Addresses other areas, P.O.
6d. i Herald Handbooks, 3, Teevan
Road, Croydon.

CAMPING
CAMPING SITE available on farm

for cyclists ; water, flush toilets
If oodstuffs available daily). Roskell,
" Carroyd," Hambleton, Blackpool.
(Tel.: Hambleton 222.1

MISCELLANEOUS
1-40.UBBER. MOULDS for Plaster
-9-9, Ornaments. Wallplaques. etc.
Sample and list, 4; 11 ; trade en-
quiries invited. Castmoulds inept.
M t, 43,"45, Waller St., Hull.
B UILD YOUR OWN REPRIGERA-
-9-0 TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units, £5 ; small units,
Kelvinntor, etc., £4 ; ( h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 I money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse. 1, The Grove,
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
'7558.1
" VORTUNES IN FORMULAS," 900-

-v page American book of formulw.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Berga Ltd. (Dept. P2),
Hastings.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Illus-
trated Catalogue No. 12, con-

taining over 400 items of. Electrical.
Mechanical and Radio Equipment for
experiments. etc., price 1/6, post free.
Arthur Sallis.. 93, North Road,
Brighton, Sussex.

ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT
Arc Welding Sets by leading Makers. Un-
used. Surplus and Second Hand. Examples :
Gen. Elec/and Others 200 amps. max. output,
£42. 160 amps. max. output. £36. 100 amps.
max. output. £28 10s. 85 amp. max. output,
£24. All with infinitely variable current
control.
Catalogue of Arc, Spot and Butt Welders

for stamp.
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.

Brook Road, 14

ACCURATE
4IARDHITTINd

Weble
AIR PISTOLS

AIR RIFLES  ACCESSORIES
Wr te foc catalogue WESLEY a SCOTT Ltd.

' 106, WEAMAN ST., BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND

Huge Ex-W.D. Purchase
INTER-COM `a 101-
2 -way speech and music.
Incl. 4 RAF Transm.-Re-
eeiver Units. 100tt. Wire

ens, iiklillus. s .EIxritst-rs.perkeaerl, Phone,
MBaby

alarm, Walkie-Talkie, etc.
Limited Quantity. Post 1,-.
And Another Hugo Purchase.
.001-1" MICROMETER
Precision Instr. for Schools,
Garages, Workshops, Stu-
dents, Handymen, Engnrs.
Valuable Micrometer. 101
Bargain. Post 9d. 42, 6 AC,DC PAINT

T.V. CONVERTORS
+6 mthly of 25/-

I

5/6
Blowlamps,

outdatesFa all
orI or ('ash £7.10.0.

TV ITA
BBC.. Connect it your -

John Bull
dorown & 8 331131 goes like magic.

5;6. Post 21-. Cost Id. per hour.

(PM6/246 High St., liarlestleo, N.W.I0
ONE YEAR Ill'ARANTEE.

self. Suit any AC
Set. 'No alterations.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

AC ELECTRIC PAINT
SPRAYER

New model for np & down
spraying of all painting jobs,
in- & out -doors.

DEPOSIT,
'.& 8 mthly. of

10:9. FREE ceil-
ing jet, Jar, cable, new
filter & two-way plug.

25

New Model with
Switch

lost plot,"
and spray
Easter than

brosh -
stooge as Iasi

75
Post
2 -

STRIPPER

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
ASTRO COMPASSES.-Mk. II. As
described for Theodolite " P.M." Sept.
'54 and Camera Pan & Tilt head Mar. '55.
Each 1716, post 2f- (A few less sight
(not required for pan & tilt head) at
1216, post 2/-.)
LANDING LAMP MOTORS. -12/24v.
D.C. 20/30v. A.C. 2 amps lin. shaft.
Each 12/6, post 116. Similar type motor
with gear and quadrant as described
for SELF -OPENING GARAGE DOORS

Pram Motorist " Aug. '54 (copy of
article with motor if desired). 25/-,
post 1/6.
TRANSFORMERS.-Input 200/250v.
A.C. Output tapped for 3, 4, 5. 6, 8. 9. 10.
12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 30v. A.C. Max. 2 amps.
Excellent for above motors, 211-, post 1/-.
RECTIFIERS.-Full wave. Max. D.C.,
output 30v. 4 amps., 25/ -,post 1/-.
MOTORS. -200/250v. A. ./D.C. FHP
approx 80 watts. High speed. lin,
shaft (converted R.A F. motor/genera-
tor. power about equal to sewing
machine motor). Useful addition to
workshop. Each 30/-, post 1/6.
GEARBOXES,-Give reduction of
approx. 180/1. Drive recessed to take
lin. shaft, low speed shaft 3/16in. dia.
Dimensions 4in. x 31in. x 211n. Each
10/, post 9d.
Send 3d. stamp for list of Motors, Tele-
phones, Transformers, Pumps, Lamps,
etc., etc. Hundreds of Bargains.

MILLIGANS
24, Harford Street, Liverpool. 3,

Money Back Guarantee.

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and

Tested Radio Designs
Battery Operated
"JUNIOR "1-V.M1, waves. Fine little set.
"MIDDY "2-V. MIL. Most Widely Praised.
" BOSUN " 3-V. M; L. More Powerful,
" CRUISER " 3-V. TRF.
" SKIPPER " 4-V. MIL. TRF.
" cokvErrE " 4-V. All -Wave Superhet.
" POCKET PAK " 1-V. PORTABLE. Med.
waves only. Good phone sign.
"CHUMMY :' 2-V. ditto. M L. Good Range.
" ECLIPSE 4-V. ditto MIL. S' het. V, Good.
" DX.1 " 1-V. S.W. Rx. Plug-in Coils.
" DX.2" 2-V. ditto. Really Fine Results.
MAINS OPERATED
" ENSIGN " 2-V. 3,1L. Simple but good.
" CUB " 2-V. MI,. A.C. 'D.C. Power & Tone,
" ENTERPRISE " 3-V. TRF. Fine Range &
PoWer.

All Plus Rectifying Valve.
Data Sheets Sr Instructions, etc., 3i- Post
Free, excepting " Eclipse." 3/3.

MULLARD 5/10 AMPLIFIER
The Sparks version of this noted circuit
has a Separate Control Unit and is highly
praised for simplicity of Layout and Results.

Full -Size Data Sheet, 3;9.
MANY OTHER RECEIVER AND AMPLI-
FIER DESIGNS AVAILABLE. LIST 21d.

Components & Chassis Available.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),

Valley Road, Corfe Castle, Dorset.
'Phone Corte Castle 377.

ALREADY WELL OVER
100,000 IN USE !

T H E

"DERMIC"
OILER

519
Port Free

As supplied to Official Departments
and Undertakings, Engineering, Avia-
tion and Electrical firms, etc.
Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication of models, clocks,
watches, sewing machines, typewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and any
delicate instruments or mechanism.
Can also be used for the clean and
efficient application of soldering fluid.
Packed in box with full instructions.
Get one from your local Model or Tool
Dealer or send direct to the actual
manufacturers.
S. & B. PRODUCTIONS,
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.25.

Phone : LIV 4943

1956 EDITION of
Our Supa-Handbook

"The Home Constructor"
JUST OUT incorporating

*23 CIRCUITS.--Superhets.
T.R.F. Sets. Amplifiers. FeederUnits. Test Equipmen*SUPER HETS.-Full construc-tional details, supa - simplifiedlay -out and point-to -Point wiringdiagrams for

uc
building superhets.*F ULL constrtional details forbuilding.

*COIL PACK.
*CAR RADIO.
*BATTERY CHARGER.*MAGIC EYE Tuning Indicator.*5.10.0. UNIT.
*ADDITIONAL I.E. STAGE.*RADIO GEN--pages of informa-tion. Resistance Colour Code,

Formulae, and " know-how."*CATALOGU E.-Profusely illus-trated catalogue and price listof components, receivers, books.Wolf Cub, Black and Decker.Xacto, Tos. etc.
SEND 2'6 (olPlus 3d. Post) FORYOUR COPY TODAY" !

21,
MSUPACOI LS (Dept. M.$)

a se Road, London, E.17
Phone KEYstone 6896.

TIME
SWITCHES

Hand Wound, 35 -day, by Venner.

Beautiful movements. 24 -hour

dial. Ideal for Shop Windows,
Poultry, Process Timing, etc.

Complete in metal case, 45/-,

p. & p. 2/6.

ELECTROSURP,
120 Fork Street, Exeter.

Phone : 56687.

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY

to success in any walk of lite! iX'hat-
ever -your age, you can now prepare at home for
the Unportant new General Cert. of Education
Exam., on " NO PASS-NO FEE " terms.
You choose your own subjects Educational,
Commercial or Tochnical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyonY the chance
to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how yort cati obtain the General Cert.
are given- in our 136 page Guide Free'and
without obligation. Personal advice on request_
Writc today, School of C.areers, Dept. 160
169-31, Wright's Lane, London, 55.0,'
-NO PASS-NO FEE"
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Mecca Spray Guns Products
THE new "Mecco" spray gun shown in the

photograph will spray both cellulose and
synthetic paints. It is supplied with fine,

The "Mecca" spray gun.

medium and standard jets, an extra heavy
paint and distemper container and strainer
and a ceiling nozzle. The price is 75s. net.

Also announced is a portable universal saw
which can be attached to any electric
drill from tin. upwards. It
can be used for rip, cross-
cut, coping, jig and hacksawing
operations and will saw I lin.
timber or 3/16in. steel. Retail
price is 49s. 6d. net with three
blades.

A new electric sander -polisher
and a hedge cutter are also avail-
able and leaflets of all these
products are available from
Mecca Spray Guns, 13, Lower
Richmond Road, Putney,
London, S.W.15.

with the reference numbers
national standards.

The guide is suitable for wall mounting, as
well as for desk or library, and colour has been
used to aid the eye.

of relative

Suppliers of Conduit and Fittings
OF special interest to readers who have read

our recent article, " Conduit Wiring for
the Home Workshop " will be
the products of Messrs.
London Wholesale Ware-
house, 165, Queens Road,
Peckham, London, S.E.15.
They supply all the fittings
mentioned in the article and
a large range of other
electrical fittings of every
kind. A comprehensive list
appears in the London Whole-
sale Warehouse advertisement
in PRACTICAL MECHANICS each
month.

New Black and
Decker Tools

NEW 6in. and
7in. heavy-

duty lightweight
saws have been
announced which
have been de-
signed for a variety
of purposes in ad-
dition to carpentry;
one of these is
shown in the
photograph.

The telescopic
lower blade guard

closes automatically as the saw is
lifted off the work, safeguarding
the operator, and other features
include built-in bevelling and
depth cutting adjustments, a

The new Black

X-Acto Hobby Knives and Tools
THE makers of these well-known tools,

Trix Ltd., London, W.', claim,
" There's an X-Acto blade for every cutting
job," and produce an impressive variety of
cutting tools to support this statement. Three
handles are produced and the whole xange of
blades, gouges, punches, routers, etc., are
interchangeable fits in these. Tools are
supplied in various packets and in complete
sets. Prices are from about 6d. to Is. each for
the tools and from 6s. to 87s. 6d. for the sets.

Guide to Screw Thread Forms
MESSRS. W. H. A. Robertson and Co.,

Ltd., of Lynton Works, Bedford, have
just produced a valuable guide to the screw
threads of the world, showing at a glance the
forms of over 6o standard screw threads in use
throughout the world, and no less than 146
series from 21 countries are indexed, together

and Decker hedge
attachment.

trimmer and pruner

two -pole trigger switch and a rib fence.
Various blades are available for cutting

many materials. Prices of the 6in. and Tin.
models are £21 and £25 respectively.

Also shown photographically on this page is
a new pruning and hedge trimming attachment
which will fit the tin. " Utility" drill, the
sander -polisher drill and most other drills by
means of adapters. The hedge trimmer blade
can be swivelled to any position and is locked
by a single screw.

A specially wide -spaced hooked tooth is
provided at the end of the 13 bin. blade for
pruning. A sheet steel guard slips over the
blade to provide complete protection arra a
firm hand grip, leaving only the pruning hook
exposed.

The price is £5 19s. 6d. and drums of cable
are supplied as accessories at 24s. for 25ft. and
46s. 3d. for Soft.

New Soldering Tools and Solder for
Aluminium Alloys
MESSRS. Tiltman Langley have developed

a soldering tool which is easily manipu-
lated, light and cheap and capable of being
used for the fluxless soldering of aluminium
with any normal solder used for this purpose.

The equipment used is a hand tool and an
electric hot plate for raising the work to the

The Black and Decker 6in. heavy duty saw.

soldering temperature. The technique is to
apply the solder and lightly brush the surface
being tinned with a guarded refractory brush
on the tool, any of the usual cleaning techniques
having been previously applied to the alu-
minium ; no flux is used. The surfaces to be
joined after tinning are placed together and a
neat fillet of solder produced by sweeping
through the molten solder with the refractory
brush.

Enquiries should be addresed to : Frank
0' Shanohun, Sidney -Barton,
Ltd., Field House, 15-25,
Breams Buildings, London,
E.C.4.

The Tiltman Langley
soldering tool.
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RULES
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Preserving Seaweed
1. WISH to preserve some of the more
1. fern -like types of seaweed, but it
must, if possible, appear opened out like
a living plant, not flat like pressed ferns.

Could you, therefore, tell me of a good
preserving solution that the seaweed
could float in or some way of setting the
weed in a clear jelly ?

Better still, could I treat it and stiffen
it like the " natural sea fern " that is
sold in ornamental pots ?-M. M. Dawes
(Margate).

YOU can try floating the seaweed in a jar
of glycerine, to which a few drops of

phenol have been added. Alternatively, you
could try setting them in agar -agar. We do
not think you would be able to stiffen the
specimens in the way you suggest.

Cleaning Smoker's Pipes
HOW can I clean and sweeten a meer-

chaum and a briar pipe that have
become strong through smoking, but
otherwise in good condition ?-V. N.
Howells (Birmingham, 2o).

RUN pure alcohol or acetone through the
stems of your pipes from the bowls and

follow by a stream of air from a tyre pump for
several minutes.
Hand Warmer Element
T HAVE recently bought second-hand a
.1. Japanese hand warmer, which in
appearance looks like a thin cigarette
case.

Unfortunately, the element part is
missing. I believe this consists of a short
spring packed with asbestos fibre ; I
have fixed a spring to mine and packed
it with asbestos fibre, but it does not work.
Do you know of what substance the
spring and fibre are made, and if they
are obtainable ?-A. C. Sanderson
(Liverpool).

THE principle on which your hand warmer
works is based on the physico-chemical

principle that certain substances give an
exothermic reaction by oxidation induced by
a catalytic reaction set up by a mixture of the
substance and air coming into contact with
platinised asbestos. In this instance the

Queries &stoned
catalyst is the platinum chloride which has
to be deposited on the asbestos pad. Methyl
alcohol is such a substance which gives out
heat on oxidation.

We would suggest that you purchase another
asbestos pad from chemical suppliers such
as Griffin & Tatlock, Ltd., Kemble St.,
London, W.C.2, and instruct them to have it
activated with platinic chloride.

Electric Fire Coal Effect
T AM building an electric fire, but have
1 been unable to obtain anything suit-
able for the " coal " effect. Could you
please inform me where I could obtain
sodium silicate or any other suitable
material to cover the area of the " coal "
fire, which is 13 jin. x yin. and approxi-
mately Sin. deep ?-E. Tarr (Weston -
super -Mare).
SODIUM silicate can be obtained from

Messrs. Townson & Mercer Ltd., sot,
Beddington Lane, Croydon, Surrey.

Why not build up your " coal " by cement-
ing together irregular geometrical rhomboids
of perspex ? I.C.I. (Plastics Divn.) Welwyn
Garden City, will recommend and supply the
requisite solvent or adhesive.

12 Exposures in a 616 Camera
HOW can I obtain 12 exposures on a 616

film ? My camera is a Kodak 6s6
folding, taking 8 exposures of 21in. by
4iin. I would rather drill another hole
in the back than rewind the film. -G.
Moye (Yorks).

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d.
10 -WATT MOTOR. NeW Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.*
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss.
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, 51.*
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, Ss.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, 5s.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 31. id.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass Sin. diem.
Magnification x 80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.'
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 3s. 6d.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d*.
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.*
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d.*

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s.
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION" RECEIVER

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is.*
P.M. TAPE RECORDER*

(2 sheets), Ss.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An  denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

BY using an internal mask of thin metal,
suitably shaped and placed between

the camera frame and film, the size of the
exposure may be reduced to any desired
dimension. Masks of this type, giving 52 or
16 exposures on 120 or 620 film, for use in
the usual 8 exposure type camera, may be
obtained. Fitments enabling such film to be
used in 616 cameras are occasionally seen
advertised in photographic journals. A mask
could be cut from thin metal, subsequently
darkened by soaking in mild acid, or in some
similar way. The surface upon which the
film travels should be carefully smoothed.

If the type of 6t6 film you use has alterna-
tive rows of numbers (e.g., up to 12), these
may be used by drilling a window at the
appropriate point, covered with red for ortho,
or green for panchromatic film. If no further
numbers are present, 16 exposures about
28in. by 2.1in. could be obtained by drilling a
further window at a suitable distance from
the present window. Winding would be as
follows : 1, (r) in first window ; 2, (I) in
second window ; 3, (2) in first window, etc.
In all cases the mask should be of a dimension
to suit the extent to which the film Is wound
on, with the aperture centrally placed where
definition is best.

De -scaling a Boiler
CAN you give me any information

regarding the de -scaling of a domes-
tic back boiler by means of chemical
action ?-H. Smaller (Grimsby).
TO clear the scale deposit empty the system

of water and run into it a solution of
hydrochloric acid in water. We advise buying
the strong commercial muriatic acid and
diluting it one-third acid to two-thirds
water by volume.

The danger lies in keeping this solution
too long in the boiler so that chemical action
also takes place on the metal surfaces

'-

but
there is a fair margin of safety here, for the
acid solution will have greater affinity for the
lime deposits and will dissolve these by
forming calcium chloride in preference to
ferric chlorides. We think you could keep
the acid solution in the boiler for not longer
than half an hour. You must then flush out the
system very thoroughly with running water
until there is discoloration of blue litmus paper
to red.

To prevent this scale forming to such an
extent you must install a domestic water
supply water softener. Any water engineer's
merchants or your local electricity under-
taking will advise the type for your district.

Copperplating on Tin
T AM about to copper electroplate a

number of tin. x 3in. x iin. articles
I have cast in tin, and would be obliged
if you could enlighten me on a number
of points.

(I) Is caustic soda unsuitable for de-
greasing tin ? If so could you give
alternatives ?

(2) As I am only plating one side, do
I need only one anode ?

(3) What is the easiest method to
prevent the concave side from being
plated ?

(4) Is there a critical distance between
the anode (or anodes) and the article
being plated ?-E. C. Symons (Leicester).

CAUSTIC soda solution in the
strength recommended will prove

to be quite suitable for degreasing tin provided
that the solution is used cold.

(Continued on page 383)

(I)
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TOE PRACTICAL
WAY

NOV/
of learning

RADIO
TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS

AMATEUR
S.W. RADIO

MECHANICS
PHOTOGRAPHY

CARPENTRY

ETC ETC

Amplifier and
Oscillator experiments

Complete 5 valve Superhet
3 -wave band receiver suitable
for A.M. or F.M. reception

IN

DO
YOU

YOUR
OWN

HOME - IN YOUR
OWN

TIMEIT

An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio, Television
and Electronics more quickly and thoroughly than any other method.
Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied and with these we teach
you, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits
and bring you easily to the point when you can construct and service radio
receivers, etc.

Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby;
intent upon a career in industry; or running your own business - these
Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours at very moderate cost.

With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which
remain your property, you are instructed how to build basic Electronic
Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) leading to designing,
testing and servicing of complete Radio and Television Receivers.

-*its?*

E

Photograph of EMI factories

at Hayes-
Our Industrial

Background

VOW
An Educational Organisation associated with the E.M.I. group cl Companies including

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE', COLUMBIA, etc.

OTHER COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE:
RADIO (Elementary and Advanced)  TELEVISION
MECHANICS  ELECTRICITY  CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY
CARPENTRY.

Also Draughtsmanship  Commercial Art  Amateur S.W.
Radio  Languages  Simple Electrical Repairs in the
Home  Painting and Decorating  Etc.  Etc.
With these outfits, you are given instructions that teach you the basic
principles in the subject concerned.

NEW TELEVISION COURSE including a

complete set of equipment dealing with
the design, construction and servicing of a
high quality television receiver.
COURSES (with equipment) also available in
many other Engineering subjects.

COURSES FROM 15/- PER MONTH

To E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept. 144, 43 Grove Park Road,
London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
June (We shall not worry you with personal visits)
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FASTEST EVER MASONRY DRILLING
Even, when you've tried a Durium-tipped Masonry
Drill you'll find it hard to believe that brick, stone
and tile can be drilled with such speed and ease!
You can use Durium-tipped Drills in a hand brace
or electric drill. Sizes from 5132" to 1" diameter.

There is nothing just as good ;
look for the name DURIUM on the
shank.

RAWLPLUG

DURIUM-tipped DRILLS FROM

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY

WHEN YOU'RE FIXING SCREWS in brick,
tiles, stone, etc., the world famous
Rawlplug is still far and away the quick-
est way. Quickest and the easiest, and
the safest way too ! Get a Rawlplug
Outfit for your toolkit. It contains all
you need-Rawlplugs, Rawltool, screws
and 16 -page ' Hints on Fixing '.
Popular Outfit 2/6d : larger sizes 6/- and
9/6d.

YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWARE DEALER

LTD LONDON S.W.7
INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
A selection of General Purpose and Radio Transformers, of high-class manufacture,
vacuum impregnated and conservatively rated. 'Available from radio and electrical
component stockists, or in cases of difficulty direct.
Please quote reference Numbers. each
M.1.-250.0 250 80 ma 6.3 v. 3 a. 5 v. 2 a. ... ... 23/6
M.2.-350,0 350 80 nt'a 6.3 v. 3 a. 5 v. 2 a. ... .s. 25/-
51.3.-Model Makers 0-30 v. 2 a. Practically any intermediate voltages obtainable 2216
M.3.A.-As M.3 but 4 amp. output ... 45/.
M.4.-Auto-wound voltage changing type 110-200-230-250 v.150 watts... 22/6
M.5.-Battery Charger type 4 amps output ... 22,43
M.5.A.-As M.5 but 1.75 amps output ...
M.5.B.-As M.5 but 2.5 amps output ...

... 29/6

... 3216

... MI6
All above types open mounting, but available half -shrouded and totally enclosed.
Mullard-Osram Amplifier mains transformer. totally enclosed ... 45'.

DOUGLAS ELECTRONIC IND., LTD.,
BRINKLOW, RUGBY,

SAVE ON HOME REPAIRS WITH

OILAS
Kit 1-15/- Kit 11-25/- Kit I11 -30/ -

Postage 2/ -
Kits for Cars, etc., £9 -5 -0, £15-10 -0,

£20 -0 -0
These kits carry a comprehensive range of
materials, with full instructions to suit all
forms of car body repairs and model making.

"Glass Reinforced Plastics " Booklet, 116d.

WESTPOLE MOTORS LTD.
Westpole Avenue, Cockfosters, Barnet, Herts. Barnet 3615

90,000 PIANISTS
have learned to play the piano beautifully

with the aid of my POSTAL
lessons. Everything is so
clearly explained that,
even if you do not know a
note, you will, with only
half an hour's practice
each day, become a pro-

ficient pianist in 9-12 months.
Ordinary music : no freakish
methods. My class is seldom less
than 2.000 pupils. I have taught
over 90.275 and I CAN TEACH
YOU. Free Book and advice. Say

if Beginner, Mod. or Adv.
Mr. H. BECKER
258, The Hall

121., Centurion Road
-7/VM Brighton, Susan

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

PLEASE ASK
FOR

CATALOGUE
Instrument Division

B. & F. CARTER
& Co.,. Ltd., Bolton 5

EXANO NEW -_
U.S.A. OFFICER

SLEEPING
wITH
FREE

OUTER
Made in the U.S.A. These are a genuine
American issue, not to be confused with
spurious imitations on the market. Real
100% Wool inner zipped down the front, with
An additional free waterproof outer that will
enable you to sleep in the open if necessary.
Amazingly comfortable and warm' yet rolls
up into easy carrying pack. Owing to a
wonderful purchase of 20.000 we Offer this

_genuine brand new Officers' Sleeping Bag
kit at 2911, post. etc., 2 6. A REAL BAR-
GAIN. FREE LISTS TENTS. BINOCULARS,
WATCHES, CAMERAS, ETC. TERMS.

TEADQUARTER and

GERMAN PRISMEX BINOCULARS

6 LENSES x40 mm.
COATED LENSES
Popular Squat Model

NO DEPOSIT
Cash Price 69 6

These 6 lenses x 40 mm. for wide field viewing
represent the finest value for German
Prlsmex Binoculars. Size SIM. x 41in.
Bending Bar for eye adjustment, with
centre focus. Splendid magnification with
real 3-D viewing. Clear Bloomed lenses,
wide angle. Ideal for sports and holiday
use, day and night lenses. Lightweight
model. With case lanyard and leather
straps. NO DEPOSIT: Send only 2'6 for
packing and reg., etc. 7 days' approval, if
satisfactory send 4 6, then pay 8 payments
of 9 - within 8 months. ('.ASH PR ICE 69,6

G ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(DEPT. PMCX/8) 196/200, COLDHARBO UR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION, LONDON, S.E.S. °pert all Saturday. I p.m. Wednesday.

DOUBLE " M " BEATS THEM ALL
AMAZINGLY POWERFUL
. ELECTRIC MOTORS

" MiniMo " " Maxilla "
3 to 6 - D.C. VOLTS - 3 to 9
.1 to .3 - AMPS - .15 to .75
415000 - SPEED - 415000

Jr x 11,' err SIZE -at dr X ltir'
lb OZ. - WETpliT - It oz.

Boat Pro- Boat Pro-
peller E dia. Pellet' 11"dia.
Aeroplane DRIVES Aeroplane
Propeller 5' Propeller 8'
PRICE PRICE

V- MAIL ORDER Post Paid 13/-
6d. Spare Brushes 143, plus post

Per pair (Silver Tipped).
ETNA PRODUCTS, LTD., Dept. P.M.E.

/ Llig bland." Al kri ng ton Green,
Alidillet on. Manche, ter

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 15 day clock-

work and electric switches
from 3*

Send S.A.E. for illustrated details to :-
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

GEORGE STREET, NORTH SHIELDS,
NORTHUMBERLAND
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(2) Only one anode will be required if one
side only of the article is to be plated. A point
to remember here is that only the area of the
surface actually being plated is taken into
account in calculating the required current.

(3) A simple method of preventing depo-
sition of copper on part of the article is to
warm the article and rub it with a candle
so that a protective coating of paraffin wax is
formed. Another method is to use a lacquer
consisting of scrap celluloid dissolved in a
mixture of equal parts of acetone and amyl
acetate. (This lacquer dries very rapidly.)

(4) The distance between the anode and the
article being plated is not critical. To obtain
uniform plating, however, the nearest distance
divided by the greatest distance should be
as near unity as you can arrange. In practical
terms this means that the
anodes should not be too near
the article.

Depending on your require-
ments, you might find an
alkaline plating bath of the
type given below will give
more satisfactory results :

Copper sulphate 2 oz.
Sodium potassium

tartrate 5 oz.
Sodium hydroxide 2 oz.
Distilled water 2 pints.

Special Ozone
Generators

WE have recently
developed some

machines in connection
with the blanket trade,
and we are now asked to
provide a small supply of
ozone to each of these.

Can you possibly help us, as our know-
ledge of the manufacture of this gas is
elementary ?

Each machine would have its own
generator and the amount required would
be about t to 2 cfm. per machine ; there
is a slight suction in the machines,
which would draw the gas in, but the
supply of gas would have to be stopped
when the machine is switched off for
refilling.

Can you please outline the method of
getterating the gas, which we seem to
remember as the passing of oxygen (or
air ?) through a brush discharge, and
please state the approx. H.T. voltage
and power needed to give this discharge,
and also give some details of a suitable
vessel or tube through which the discharge
takes place ?-H. H. Parsons (Witney).

WE suspect that the ordinary commercial
ozone generator would not be entirely

suitable for your purpose, and would suggest
a single unit generator so designed that the
ozone -air mixture could be induced into your
machines by the suction which you state is
available.

In principle a satisfactory ozone unit could
be made by using a silica or micanite cylinder
of about 2 to 21in. diameter as your dielectric,
and the inside of the cylinder is fitted with
aluminium gauze, and a similar aluminium
gauze cylinder is bound round the outside of
the silica tube. The inner and the outer
gauzes are then connected by wires to a
transformer yielding 7,000 volts D.C. and the
transformer is put in circuit with your A.C.
supply of, say, 240 volts.

We suggest, however, that you should get
in touch with a consulting engineer, as we feel
this apparatus should be designed by a
chemical engineer to give satisfactory service.
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Could this be achieved by using resis-
tances or is a transformer necessary ?

Could you please also advise me as to
the circuit? I have access to an ammeter
and a sliding resistance and possibly a
cut out.-R. Gilson (Somerset).
IF required you could charge three 24 -volt

batteries in series ; alternatively you
could charge the batteries in parallel. We
advise using about 3o volts for charging each
24 -volt battery. The output voltage of the
dynamo could be reduced by driving the
dynamo at reduced speed or by connecting a
variable resistance in the shunt field circuit.
If one battery or more than one battery in
series are to be charged the shunt regulating
resistance can be used to control the charging

Cut-out

current. However, if you wish to charge the
batteries in parallel it would be an advantage
to reduce the dynamo voltage to 3o to 4o volts
and use separate charging circuits each with
a switch, fuse, variable resistance, and pre-
ferably an ammeter id each circuit as indicated
in the diagram.

Making a Cold Box
T WISH to construct a large size milk
1 and butter cooler. I intend making a
wooden box about On. larger than a
biscuit tin, filling the space between
them with some cement compound,
finally removing the box, but using the
tin as the interior. The door would be
cast of similar material.

Could you please suggest a suitable
porous material and a method of pre-
venting cement from sticking to a
wooden or cement mould?-S. Corbett

DON (Croydon).

Var able
res stor

Charging Batteries
IHAVE a ito-volt motor -driven genera-

tor, A.C. and D.C., which I wish to
convert to charge batteries at 24 volts.

Dynamo

Switch

Fuse

Ammeter

Variabk
resistor

0

T

Battery -
LL.

Circuit for charging batteries in parallel

T

YOU will not get sufficient porosity from a
cement -sand mixture for an efficient

cooling surface by evaporation, and we suggest
that you build your cooling jacket of a cellular
type brick, such as can be obtained from
British Uralite and Cellalite Ltd., Gravesend,
Kent.

These bricks are made of small cross-
section and can be cemented together in the
usual way. Your biscuit tin can be poised in
the middle of this chamber and you will have
an excellent cooler.

Possibly Sankey's, the builders' merchants,
would let you have a small quantity from
stock ; though the makers might oblige you
if you explain the purpose for which they are
required.

Information
Sought

Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

A Paraffin Dispenser
T WISH to make a paraffin dispenser. Can
1 you tell me the working principle and
how to make one ? I wish to measure out one
gallon at a time fairly rapidly. The main tank
would feed the dispenser by gravity. Are
there any books or publications dealing with
this subject ?-R. J. PERRY (Ramsgate).

" Live " Water Action Washing
Machine

T WISH to construct a washing machine,
1 using the " live " water action.

What type and size of water pump would
be required, and where could it be purchased ;
also what size of electric motor is required
to drive it ?

How could the water be heated by gas
without it clashing with the pipe leading to
the water pump, and with the motor, elec-
trical circuits, etc.?-A. DAVISON (Wallsend).

Mirror Ball Making
T WOULD like to make a mirror ball for a
1 dance hall, as the price of a commercial
one is prohibitive. Could you advise on
how to form one about toin. in diameter ?-
BRIAN MCAULEY (CO. Derry).

Making Marble Beads
CAN you let me have a process for making

and drilling marble beads, and a con-
venient way to sand and polish? The beads

must be uniform from, say, 5 to 8 mm. and
hole not greater than .o8oin.

Is there any book you could recommend
on the working of marble ?-WM. A. PALMER
(Dublin).

Ex -Govt. Camera Operation
T RECENTLY bought a G.C.S. 16 mm.
1 Recorder Mk. 2 (ex -Govt.) camera.
I understand that this type of camera can be
operated at single shot and also 15 frames per
second. Unfortunately I am unable to find
the method of control, so I would be pleased if
you could tell me how this .camera operates,
and also if it is possible to make it into a hand -
operated camera.-C. J. THOMAS (Rugby).

Electric Garden Cultivator
CAN you please give me details for building

a petrol- or electric -driven garden culti-
vator of the rotating blade type ?-H. B.
THOMPSON (N. Ireland).

China Glace
T AM trying to find a process to china glace
1 a leather box without affecting the
shape and colour. Would you tell me how it
is done ?-W. I. JONES (Port Talbot).

Dressing for Canvas
COULD you tell me the method and form-

ula for a flexible dressing for canvas as
used by British Railways on their canvas
tarpaulins, also a flexible dressing for the
canvas skin of a folding canoe ?-DONALD
WELCH (S. Lowestoft).

Electrical Vibraphone
T WISH to build an electrical vibraphone
1 and wonder if you can give constructional
details of such an instrument. I understand
that one type of vibraphone incorporates a
clockwork motor, but the type I intend building
uses an electric motor.-R. W. FEAR (Chelten-
ham).
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THIS model steam turbine is capable of
driving small models or miniature
dynamos designed to light one or two

flash -lamp bulbs. For the turbine casing,
obtain a circular shallow tin box ; a furniture
polish tin measuring 4in. or sin. in diameter
will answer admirably. Find the exact centre
with the aid of a pair of compasses and then
with the lid on carefully drill a in. hole
right through and exactly perpendicular to
the tin (see Fig. 1). Also make two holes

Fig. 3.-(Right) The com-
pleted turbine and boiler,
showing the steam pipe and

pump connecter fittings.

lirecicet

Screw top of
CO',30S::, 77,Dt-t, pd,t- c/Pc?.

er `,//er

Fig. 5.-The top of the
boiler with tooth paste
tube water filler and
steam pipe in place.
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A 'Simple Steam Turbine
A Powerful Miniature Unit for Driving Small Models

in the middle of one side to the dimensions
shown in the same sketch.

The rotor or fan should be made out of
thick tinplate and of such a diameter to fit
comfortably into the tin box, which is now
the turbine case. The vanes are marked out
on the disc and cut, as shown in Fig. 2. A
Ain. hole is drilled in the centre and the vanes
afterwards bent at right angles to the axis, as
at A, Fig. 2. A smooth piece of wire, such as a
motor -cycle spoke, is next required for the
spindle ; it should work without shake in the
bin. bearing holes in the turbine case. About
21in. of wire is needed and the fan is securely
soldered to the middle. A foot of what is
known as tin. "comp. pipe" should now be
obtained from the plumber's. This is for
the steam pipe, and each end is respectively
soldered to a screw -on fitting, obtained

i,:1Fittings.from cycle pump connect:

to
Pipe

Fig. 4.-(Left) The
turbine casing with
steam nozzle fitted.

from two old cycle -
pump connecters.
This is clearly
shown in Fig. 3.

A screw -in fitting
from the opposite
end of one of the
connectors is next
required. This
forms the steam
nozzle, and should
be soldered into the
3/16in. hole in the
side of the turbine
case (Fig. 4). The
boiler is the next
thing to make and
consists of a rlb.
" Golden Syrup "
or similar strong tin,

with the lid securely soldered down. Two
holes have to be made in the lid, one to receive
the screw -in fitting out of the remaining cycle
pump connecter, and the other a screw-top
from a tooth paste tube, forming the water
filler (Fig. 5).

Assembling the. Turbine
The spindle with the fan soldered to it

should be put through one hole in the case
and the lid fixed on and lightly soldered round.

Fig. I.-Drill-
ing centre hole.

Fig. 2.-Cutting and
bending the rotor 4

blades.

Two tinplate collars will have to be
soldered on to each side of the

spindle, to prevent the fan (which should spin
easily) from touching the sides. The turbine
must now be mounted on a wooden baseboard,
and to do this two strong tin brackets must
be soldered to each side (Fig. 3). Every-
thing is now ready for working, so oil the
bearings and fill the boiler three parts full of
water. Having done this, connect it with the
turbine by means of the steam pipe and place
on a gas ring or other source of heat. As soon
as it boils the turbine will begin to revolve, the
waste steam escaping by the lin. hole in the
side (Fig. r).
Driving Pulley

A driving pulley can be attached direct to
one end of the spindle, but a far better method,
and one giving a great increase in power, is
to drive through gearing. This is easily
accomplished by soldering a cog to one end
of the spindle and making it drive a large
cogwheel carrying the pulley. The cog and
cogwheel can be obtained from a disused clock.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
By F. J. CAMM

5/-, by post 5/6
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2
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spark is
shown in

FOR those who
have an in-
duction coil

capable of giving a lin. to sin.
recommended the " Tesla " coil
Figs. i and 2.

Fig.

Fig. 2.-A plan view of the coil.

3.-Method of fixing coil to the

Fig. 4.-The former for the primary.

base.

The Secondary
Select a postal or cardboard tube 'lin.

diameter and 6in. long, varnish it with shellac
and wind it from one end to the other with
No. 32 s.w.g. double cotton -covered wire,
pressing each turn close to the preceding one.
When this has been done varnish the wire with
shellac and cut a disc of wood lin. thick to fit
tightly into the end of the tube. This should
be held in position with glue, not nails. Cut a
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strip of ebonite zin. wide and 3M, long, and
fix the coil to it by means of a screw driven into
the centre of the disc. Cut a base for the coil
6in. by 6in. by fin., and
chamfer the edges and stain a
dark brown. When dry, the
coil should be fixed in the
centre as shown in Figs. r and 3.

The Primary
Cut two rims from 3/I6in.

plywood to the size shown in
Fig. 4 and also six spacers rein.
by fin. The notched spacers are
fixed symmetrically into the rims
with glue, and when firm five niches are
made in each to accommodate the wire
for the primary (see Fig. 5). The primary
is five turns of No. zo s.w.g. bell wire, the ends
of which are connected to terminals on the
rims. This coil is unlike the ordinary spark
coil, as the primary is outside the secondary.
Make two supports for the primary as shown
in Fig. 6, and fix one at either side of the
secondary. Slip the primary over the second-
ary, and when symmetrically placed glue it to
the supports.

11!,1111.1

ICI

I

I \

Niches

Halved'
/Wilt

Fig. 5.-Fixing the rims at d spacers and
position of the niches.

The Discharge Rods
Two discharge rods

must now be made.
Obtain two small bottles
as much alike as possible,
dry them and cut
wooden stoppers to fit
tightly into their necks.
The discharge rods con-
sist of stout wires with
metal balls at the ends,
and are fixed in the
stoppers by means of sealing -wax. Fix a
bottle at each of the two front corners
of the base by means of the support
in Fig. 7, and connect the wires from
the secondary to the discharge rods. The

coil is now
complete a n d
should be con-
nected to an
induction coil.
In Fig. 8 it will
be seen that
the Leyden jars
are connected
directly across
the secondary
of the induction
coil. The spark
gap consists of
t w o terminals
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Fig. 1.-The com-
pleted coil.

Same dia.as
. bottle

Fig. 7.-Details of the support for the bottle.

Spark gep---,00---1

Induction

col

0

Fig. 6.-The
support for
the primary.

24it

Leyden jars

Primary-' Dischargeca rods.

Fig. 8.-The circuit.

mounted on a piece of ebonite (see Fig. 9)
and is connected in series with the primary of
the " Tesla " coil. On starting the induction
coil a fat white spark should jump across the
gap. At the same time a discharge will take
place from the rods of the secondary.

The Spark
The strange beauty of the discharge is only

really apparent in the dark. Start the induction

Fig. 9.-The spark gap.
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coil and adjust the gap until a continuous
discharge takes place from the rods. This
discharge, which is of a peculiar greenish -
yellow nature, does not give a shock, but
merely causes a slight pricking sensation .on
the skin. Bring the hand towards one rod,
when the discharge will immediately jump our
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towards it. If a rod is earthed and a piece of
metal brought, up towards the other one, the
discharge may be led about without the
operator feeling any uncomfortable sensation.

Take a piece of bare.coppe.r wire and bend it
to form some words such as " good night".
Connect it to one rod and it will at once glow,
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revealing the nature of the message. There
is no limit to the shapes that may be- made and
illuminated in this way, but as a fitting end to
a demonstration grasp one rod and bring the
face up to the other. The effect is most
startling as the head and face are surrounded
with a halo of small sparks:

THE Indian kite is dealt with first as it is
the simpler to construct. In spite of
its being extremely light and fragile, it

can fly so high that it nearly disappears from
sight and may be used in only a breath of
wind. Ordinary sewing cotton will serve as a
line, provided that the kite is not required to
rise more than 50o yards.

A

Fig. r.-Constructional
details of an Indian

kite.

Materials
All that is

required is a
tzin. square of

tissue paper, a piece of bamboo cane about
fin. thick and r8in. long, a 4in. square of stiff
brown or packing paper, some adhesive, some
Sellotape, a pair of scissors and a couple of
yards of thread.

The tissue paper should be cut exactly
square. It can be made from one piece,
several pieces of contrasting colours pasted
together, or one piece with a smaller pattern
pasted on, i.e., a skull and crossbones or a
fleur-de-lis.

Split the bamboo cane down its entire
length, and from one of the halves shape the
backbone by whittling it down to tin. wide
by gin. thick. Care should be taken to
preserve as much as possible of the glazed
casing of the bamboo, otherwise its elasticity
will be impaired. The arch must be made in
the same fashion, but should be a trifle thicker
in the middle, tapering slightly towards each

1/19 Ktes
Two Easily /v1ade Types

end ; here again, the glazed surface should be
preserved as much as possible to stiffen the
back of the arch. The length required will
be found by trial later on when it is bent round.

For the tail, cut the piece of stiff paper to a
heart shape as indicated at E in Fig. 1.
Assembly

Lay the square of tissue paper flat on a
table or on the floor, smear the glazed side
of the backbone with paste and lay it on the
paper diagonally from corner -to corner.
Ensure that it sticks well all along the back-
bone's length. On the two free corners stick
flaps made of Sellotape, about 2in. long, as
shown in Fig. t, and then two further flaps
about 4in. nearer the apex along the top two
edges, as shown.

Place one end of the thin bamboo arch
under one of the corner flaps and secure.
Bend the bamboo approximately to the
curvature shown and fix the other end. Stick
down the two additional flaps and snip off the
surplits end of the bamboo crosspiece. Turn -
the kite over and stick on the stabiliser or tail,
then turn it back again and stick a small piece
of Sellotape at the top and bottom of the
backbone, i.e., at A and B, to prevent the
paper from tearing away.

The Bridle
Take a yard of thread and pass it through

a hole pierced in the kite with a thick pin. The
position of this hole is behind the point where
the bamboo supports cross. Pass the thread
through, round the supports at the point of
cross and back again through another hole, and
tie a tight knot. Make two similar holes, one
either side of the backbone, about 2in. from
the bottom, and knot the other end of the
thread in the same way.

Suspend the kite by this loop of thread and
note if it balances exactly. If it does not, this
may be remedied by sticking pieces of paper
to the lighter wing. Slide your finger along
the bridle until the tail -end is slightly de-
pressed. This will be the point at which the
flying line will be attached. On this point of
attachment will depend the angle at which the
kite flies and it should be tied so that it cannot
slip. If the kite is sluggish in mounting or
tries to get too much overhead, it may have to
be hauled down to have the point of attach-
ment readjusted.
Flying the Kite

To fly the kite, let out a dozen yards of the
reel of cotton (or more if there is room) and
get a friend to hold the kite upright lightly by
the wings, at arm's length above his head, of
course, facing the wind. Stand with your back
to the wind, holding the line taut. At the next
gust the kite should be released and will, if it is
properly balanced, launch itself into the air
and rise rapidly. Pay out the cotton steadily,
checking it at intervals to make the kite lift.

A Box Kite
To make a box kite, you will require first of

all four straight strips of light wood, each

2ft. 4in. long and tin. square,
and two pieces of thin coloured
paper measuring 4ft. 2in. long
and join. wide. Take the strips of
coloured paper, turn over the edges tin., and
glue down the folds after inserting a length of
fine, strong string in each fold. When com-
pleted, glue the ends of each paper strip with
a 2in. overlap so as to form continuous bands
8in. wide. Now fold each band to divide it
into four equal, parts, and at each crease glue
one of the long sticks. The outer edge of each
band should be r in. from the ends of the sticks,
and there should be a space of toM. between
the bands as indicated in Fig. 2. Before
glueing the sticks in place, slightly notch each
one at a distance of 5in. from each end to
receive the notched ends of the crosspieces A.
For the crosspieces, take two pieces of 5/x6in.
x 3/16in. stripwood, each !6 in. long, place
them together and drive a fine wire nail
through the centre, turning the end of the nail
up underneath. Treat two more pieces of the
same length in the same way. Notch the ends
as at B, open out the crosspieces and fit them
inside the kite. They must not fit too tightly
or they will split the paper. If they are too
long, shorten them slightly and deepen the
notches.

The flying line is tied as shown in Fig. 2.
To fly the kite; let out about 20 yards of line,
and get someone to throw up the kite a short
distance. The technique of flying is similar
to that used for the Indian kite.

#
8

8

8"

16%2"

_......._,,
Fine wire nail

'Si"/6
8

Fig. 2.-Constructional details of a box kite.
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Ex-R.A.F, 2 -valve J2 volt) Microphone
Aomplinees, as used in 'plane inter-com..
In self -contained -metal case can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or withcrystal set,
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions. 20/, post 21.. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier, 2,- extra.
Ditto, less valves, 10,-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
IS/8. Tannoy 7.-. Similar instrument,
moving coil, 8 6. All post 9d.
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
iron is fitted with a pencil bit, 200'250 v.
50 watts. 11 6. Standard Iron with adjust-
able bit, 200'250 v. 60- watts. 13'6. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150.' watts. USA all post 11,
These Irons are guaranteed, and all parts
are replaceable.
Meters. -20 amp. 2in., m c, 8 6 : 15 v.,
2lin., m,'c.. 9i6 ; 150 v. 2in., m. c.. 10Y- : 3.5
amp., 2in., T.C., 6 : 4 amp., 2iin., T.V., in
case with switch, 9,6 ; 100 m,A. 21n., info.,
7/6. all post extra. Meter Movements,
Units with 2-500 microamps, post 11.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder. etc.. 91-. Similar
Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12 volts,
124 Both post 1/-. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, post 6d.
BUZZERS, 319, or Heavy Duty, 416. Post 5d.
Mike Buttons (carbon), 2/-. Moving Coil
4/6. Transformers, 51-. All post 4d. each.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip. 31, or with gauge, 3/8. post 3d.
'S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show" live " side of switches, etc.,
2/8, post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser, pencil type, with vest-
pocket clip, 7/6, post sd.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
moth, 12/6. post 8d. Spare Permanent
Detectors, 2/- each. When ordered separ-
ately, 2/6 ; with clips and screws, 2/10. Post
3d. Headphones, brand new, S. G. Brown,
G,E.C., etc., 23/- and super -sensitive, 30/- a
pair. Headphones in Good Order, 61-.
Better Quality, 7,6 and 10/-. Balanced
Armature Type (very sensitive), 13/6.
All post V-, New Single Ear -pieces, 316.
Bal. armature type, 41 (two of these will
make an intercom. Set). Ex-R.A.F. ear-
piece. 216. post 4d. (AB Headphones listed
are suitable for use with our Crystal
Sets). Money refunded if not completely
satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
New illustrated List sent on request with
2d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

BARGAIN FOR STAMP COLLECTORS

GIANT IMPORTED COLLECTION in-
cludes : RED CHINA -Canton Liberation
set complete to $100. VIET NAM -first 2
stamps of Emperor Bao-Dai. CANADA
-1953 Queen Elizabeth set cpl.
AZERBAIJAN -34 -year -old Famine im-
perforates cpl. U.S.A. $1, $5 1931 issues,
scarce top values. NAZI GERMANY -
Military AirmaiL Plus many other unusual
items. A wonderful start -or a terrific
opportunity to fill your album at a bargain
price. Grand Total 219 all different stamps
from all over the world. Usual 51- value

..for just 1/- to introduce our Bargain
Approvals.

FREE ! 2 SOUTH POLE
EXPEDITION SEALS

SEND 1/- TODAY ASK 'FOR LOT PM

BROADWAY APPROVALS
ask Old Kent Rd., LONDON, S.E.1

ROGERS "snCoa,
Compressors. Ex W.D., 3 cu, ft. 55/8
Abrasive Discs. 5in. Ass'td. doz. 816
Terminal Blocks. 12 way ... 1/3
Generators. D.C. 6 v., 12 v., 250 v..12/6
Aloxite Abrasive. 13in. x Sin., doz. 4/9
Thread Gauges. 20 arms -. 419Whitworth Screws. 144 Ass'td. 5,9
H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted, to 48 ... 416
Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted ... 316
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C.... 3:9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... 3: -
Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1/3
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley, etc., 18in. x 10in. 5218
Rectifiers. 6112 v. at 1 amp. ... 941
Meters. 0-15 v. or 0-25 Mc ... 10/6
Air Jacks. din. Stroke......146
Boost Gauges for Car Use ... 6,9
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ... 6.8
Circular Saws. 6in., 1116; 7in., 1318 etc.
Races, Belts, Valves. Pulleys, Pumps,

etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting items? Stamp please.
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INTERESTING BARGAINS SATISFACTION
OR REFUND

ASTRO COMPASS MK If
Supplied in good condition

162' in sturdy box with instruc-
tions for use in Astro Navi-

and star identification
-also instructions for con-
version to Dumpy Level.
25:- post free.
RUDE STAR FINDER &

IDENTIFIER
Ex. R.A.F. Navigators'
equipment. Consists of star

base and 7 templates covering lats. 0-70
N. and S. Makes star finding and
identification relatively easy. With
maker's instructions in leatherette
wallet. 5/-. P. & P. 9d.

TRIPODS
Brand new, legs 34', extend to 54". weight
1.01b. Exceptionally steady under all
conditions. Would normally cost about
O. Offered at 45/-, P. & P. 3/6.

ALTIMETERS
The Mark XVIIA complete
with detailed instructions
reprinted from P.M. for the
conversion of this pre-
cision instrument into a
first class BAROMETER
Brand New. 716, post free.

GOVERNOR UNITS
Precision made
mechanism, designed
for Aircraft, with
many other mech-
anical adaptations.
4in. overall, brand
new, 8/9 post free,

PRESSURE GAUGES
Boost 6- +24 p.s.i.Air ." 0- 80
Air ... 0-1,000

p.s.i..s.i.

Hydraulic 0-1,000 p
p.s.l.

Air ... 0-2,000 p.s.i.6/. each post free.

TERRY CLIPS
Sizes tin., fin., lie.. llin.
Handy assortment of six
dozen retail value 20/, 7/6
P. & P. 113. i

PolYthefte
Tough transparent
TUBULAR film. Sold
by the yard in these
widths and any length
you wish. T 44., 4'

6' 9d., 12' 1,-, 18'
1/6. 24" 2;-. 36" 3/-,
48" 4/-. Prices per yd..
please add 6d. p. p.
to total of order.
Tubular film opens up
to double stated width,
thus 48" tubular makes
1.5" sheet.

Effectively
sealed into begs
by the beat of a
match.There areinnumerable
applications in
industry and
home for pro-
tection -against

dust and damp with POLYTHENE of which
Mothproof Bags are something we all
need. SAMPLE FREE. S.A.E. please.

TOOL ROLLS
rox. 15in. x Sin.

with diva. and
pocket Stock -
soiled clearance
price 3 for 2/8 or
8/- doz., post free.

WEBBING
Brand new, double
thickness parachute
webbing 11' wide,

13i ft. long, hook one end, loop the other.
7,6. p. & P. 1/3.

ALUMINIUM
BOTTLES

12 pint with precision
screw cap. Swiss made.
used previously for
Vitamin A, make excel-
lent water carriers, require
washing out, 10,6 each,
p. & p. 1/6, or 3 for 27,6
P. & p. 2/6.

STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS
Ex M.O.S., 20 Gauge
18/8, stainless steel.
Complete with outer
lid as illus. plus inner
anti -splash lid, both
lids locked secure by
depressing handle.
Size 181n. x Din. x
llin. Cap. 6 gal., 57/6.
carr. paid.

NYLON BRAID
3/4" wide, soli, easy to handle, and ideal
where lightness plus strength Is required.
32 yds. breaking strain 1,900 lbs.. 32/ -
post free.
64 yds. breaking strain 1,360 lbs., 50/ -
post free.

DIAL. THERMOMETERS
1001300 degrees
renheit. Brand new.

.-,..., clearly marked 4"
.... dial, sensitive metal

ii1 clad element pro-' , ' sects 8" from back,
we suitable for dipping

. " into liquids, or affix-
ove and

tanks. Exceptional valueing 3
to

5/,
ns

P. & P. 2/6.

REV. COUNTERS
Brand new, calibrated 1000'
5000 r.p.m. 3" dial operates
4 : 1 ratio. 20/- post free.
Makers' priceabout 17.10.0.
Flexible drives to fit, pat_
terns A, B. C, D. E as
advertised below.

FLEXIBLE
DRIVES

Patt. Length Cable Outer Price
A 9' .25' 2/6
B
0 30'

.25'
1216/6

7

D 604 .25' .43' 151-
E 72' 20/-F 92" .45" 22/6
G 240' .14" .33" 30/-
H 36" .50' 45/-

Patt. H is heavy duty drive with base
plate and bearings.
P. &P. 1/6 per drive extra; 3 or more post
free. Post free with rev. counter.

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC SHEET
Clear as glass, flexible, does not crack.
non -ham., suitable for side screens,
horticultural cloches, display work,
notice boards, and many other purposes
where perfect clarity is required. Easily
stitched, unaffected by sunlight, permits
passage of Ultra Violet rays.
Sheet size : 501n. x 26iu.
Thickness .010 ... per sheet 816
Thickness .020 ... per sheet 18. -
Thickness .030 -per sheet 21/-

P. & P. 1,8 per order.
Samples free S.A.E. please.

This is an entirely new British Product
which has many advantages over tradi-
tional materials.

MOTOR CYCLE COVERS
GIANT BOMBER WHEEL COVERS,
will give complete protection, tea -cosy
fashion, to 250. 150 machines and scooters.
etc. Made to the usual high standard of
all R.A.F. equipment. Will remain com-
pletely waterproof for years. 17,6, P. & P.

GENERATOR/MOTOR
12 volts? 50 watts.
Can be used as
generator or motor
app. 1 h.p. without
modification. Weight
261b. ; body 9" x 5"
dia. ; splined r drive
shaft. Many uses,
lighting sets, battery
chargers and all

types of portable power supply. Brand
new in well -made wooden case, 751-
carr. 7/6.

NEW AIRCRAFT FUEL TANKS
Length 66' ; depth 14' ; width 24'. Weight
601b. Capacity 93 gallons. 2 apertures
11' diam.
Brand new bullet-proof self-sealing rub-
ber tanks, made of I' sponge rubber
probably cost over £100 each ; a real
opportunity for the bargain hunter with
ideas, at 251- each, carriage 101-.

WOVEN GLASS FABRIC
We have large stocks of TYGLAS Y!l,
Y,5, Y/166 for sale in hulk only, at half
usual prices and welcome enquiries from
those interested.

DEPT. P,M.
MYERS & FOULKES PHONE

LEY 1013
187/188 THE ARCHES, GROVE GREEN ROAD, MI

NEW CABLES & FITTINGS

TOUGH RUBBER CABLES
per yd. 25 yd. 50 yd. 100 yd.

11044 Twin 814. 16/6 32.6 63'11
11044 3 -core 1114. 23/6 46,0 go g
3/029 Twin lid. 2113 41 8 82 6
31029 T. &E. 1/Old. 2519 50 8 99 8
7/029 Twin 1/5 34:6 68 3 135 10
7/029 T. &E. 1/914. 43/3 85;6 169 11
7/044 Twin 2/8 6516 129:9 258 3
Twin Lead 50 yds., 3/029,.70/6 ; 7;021), 11219.

' via. 50 yds., 3/029, 17/6 ; 71029, 29,8. Earth
Wire, 100 ft., 7/029. 12/6 ; 7/020. 7/9. Twin
PVC Transp. Flex, 50 yds,,, .10/-. Twin

' Maroon, 25 yds.. 12/8 50 ydS., 2216. TRS
VIR Lead Cables of all sizes. Holders. C.G.
8/- : Batten, doz., 121, Roses, Brown; 8/ -
White, doz., 10/-. Jnc. Boxes, Sml., 11/-
Lge., doz., 131-. Switches. 1 -way. 181-
2 -way, doz., 24/-. Mutac Silent Switches
1 -way. 18!- ; 2 -way. doz.. 24/-. Flush
Switches, 1 -way, 18/. : 2 -way. doZ.,
Ceiling Cord, do., 1 -way, 5/- ; 2 -way, el-.
2 amp. 2 -pin. Swplugs & Tops, ea., 3/-. 5 amp.
3 -pin Swplugs & Tops, ea., 5/6. 15 amp. 3 -pin
Swplugs & Tops, ea., 91-. 15 amp. 3 -pin ditto
A.C. only, ea. 6/-. Wood Blocks, 3 x 5/- ;
3} x 1, 8/- ; 3 x 3 x 6/-. 51 x 31 x dos., 7/8.
White, 3 x I. 6/- ; 31 x I, 7/- : 4 x 1. 91-.
Cable Clips, Sint., 2/9 Med. gra, 3/3.
15 amp. D.P. Insulated Swfuse, 9/8. 21 amp.
Ironclad 2 -way 15 A. Spltr., 13/6. 30 amp-
Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse, 19/8. 60 A. Metal
1 -way Consumer Unit, 451- ; Sw. gear, Fuse-
bds. Spltrs.. all types. Lamp Bulbs, 15, 25,
40, 60 watt, 121- : 75 watt. 15/- 100 watt,
17/- ; 150 watt, 24/- ; 200 watt, doz. 30/-.
Carbon Bulbs, 220 v. 16 C.P. doz., 201- ; Im-
mersion Heaters, 3 kW., OW-. A.C. Motors,
1/3 h.p. 200/220 v., 1101- : i h.p. do., 1351-.
Single Car Cable, 10 yd., 3/- ; 100 yds., 25/-.
Conduit & Fittings, lin. and lm. Industrial
Reflectors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings, Time Switches, Electric Motors
and all electrical equipment. Full lists
on request. Single items supplied. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Terms : Cash with
order : carriage paid if over £4 : orders
of FM or over less 5 per cent. discount.
Trade Counter inc. Sat. 9 to 6, Thurs. 9 to 1.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (PM), QUEENS ROAD
PECKHAM, S.E.15

Tel.: New Cross 7143 or 0893.

SPECIAL OFFER
G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
I/- each. Postage 20.

Diagrams and three Cr.ystal Set Circuits
Free with each Diode.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED. LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
- soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, post 1/3.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

PORTASS LATHES
DIRECT PERSONAL SERVICE.
LARGE DISCOUNT FOR CASH

NO INTEREST CHARGED
for easy terms.

CAN ANYONE DO BETTER
I,- for Lists, please. Dept. P.M.

BUTTERMERE WKS., Sheffield, 8
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ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS

Post Office type 11A, counting to 9,999.
2 to 6 volts D.C., 12/6 each, post 1/6.
CHARTBOARDS.-Complete with panto-
graph arm, perspex scale, protractor head.
Ideal as a drawing board, 17in. square.
Brand new, 25;-. Post 2/6.
HEADPHONES, Balanced Armature. -
Very sensitive sound powered 12/6 pair,
post 1/6. 2 pair can provide 2 -way com-
munication without batteries.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 100 watts at 230 v. A.C. 150
watts at 200 v. 921, also available in metal
case with switch, 105/-. Cge. 716.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 150 watts at 230 v. A.C. 2011
watts at 220 v., in wood case with 0/300
voltmeter, 4 position switch and voltage
regulating resistance 150/-. 12 v. input 1801,
Cge. 10,-.
BULKHEAD FITTING. -gin. dim.. flat
tripod type, suitable for lamps up to 100
watt, complete with pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm buildings, garages,
greenhouses. etc. Brand new, 17;6, post 2/6.
ROOM THERMOSTAT. -Adjustable be-
tween 45 and 75 deg. Fahr. 250 volts 10 amp.
A.C. Ideal for greenhouses, etc., 35/-, Post

MOTOR. -12 volt D.C., ilin. x 21n. approx.
3,000 r.p.m. with speed regulator in end cap.
A precision job. 121, post 18.
GEARED MOTORS. -4 r.p.m. at 12 volts,
8 r.p.m. at 24 volts, very powerful, supplied
with a suppressor which can easily be re-
moved. 35/-, post 2/-.
TERMINAL BLOCKS. -2 -way fully pro-
tected No. 5C:430, 4'- doz., 50 for 15/-, or
100 257, post 1/6.
VARIABLE RESISTANCE. -160 ohms, 2
amps. on 101in. Twin Ceramic formers with
control handle. Suitable for dimming, etc.
35/-, post 2,9.
TELEPHONE SETS, MODERN DESK
TYPE. -28d7.6 per pair complete.
WALL TYPE also available, 2 complete
units £5. Batteries 5 6. Twin Wire 5d. per yd.
RELAYS, HIGH SPEED SIEMENS 1,700
-,1,700 ohms, just the job for radio -con-
trolled models, 17,13 each. Post 1 3.
INSPECTION with wire guard,
strong clip, S.B.C. Holder, 22ft. C.T.S.
flex. Ideal for all car owners. 22:6, post 2:6.
CHARGING RECTIFIERS. -Full Wave
Bridge 12 volts 2 amps., 13 6, 4 amps, 22/8,
2 amp. Transformers 24,-, 4 amp. 27;3, post
2/-.
VENTAXIA FANS, brand new, complete
with cowl, 12 volt D.C., bin. diam. blades,
silent running. 24:10'- each. Post 2/9.
Will operate from 230 volt A.C. if used with
the above 2 amp rectifier and transformer.
We also have some to operate direct on
230/250 volt A.C. mains. without cowl at
160/- each, post 219.
GENALEX EXTRACTION FANS. -230/
250 volts 50 cy. Induction motor, 1,350 r.p.m.
85 watts, 9in. blades, silent running, 28,15:-.
Cge. 7 6.
A.C. MOTORS, }rd. h.p. 1,425 r.p.m.. 1 shaft,
Ball Bearings, 220x230 volts. Continuous
rating. Brand New. £13.101. Cge. 10,-.
A.C. MOTORS, Capacitor 230 volts 1;10 h.p.,
1,425 r.p.m., Tin. x bin. x Sin, overall, 23'10/-.
Cge. 5'-.
12:24 VOLT D.C. MOTORS with double
ended shaft 2in. x 3M., 8:6, postage 1/6.
HEADPHONES, HIGH RESISTANCE.
-4,000 ohms, New, 12'6 Pr.. post 1 6.
SWITCHES. -A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding 51in. x Gin. x 2in.
Ideal for model railways, 56, post 1 6.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. -
Ex R.A.F. Brand New. 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. in. at 1,200 r.p.m. Size bin. x
4in. x 4in., 2 x lin. shaft. 228 each, post 2,'6.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER. -
220 watts 220-230 volts. Enclosed type with
handle, 8ft. of metallic flexible hose and
nozzle, 7 yds. C.T.S. flex. 1301- complete.Carriage 7.6.
INSPECTION- LANIP.-With Battery case.
Fits on forehead. Leaves hands free, 7/8.
post 1 6. Ever Ready Battery, No. 1215
2 9. post 9d.
VOLTMETERS, D.C.-0-20. 0-40, or 0-300.
2in. Flush. 10/ each, post 1.6.
INSTRUMENT It ECTIFIERS.-Full wave
Bridge 1 mA., 8,8; 5 mA., 7 8; 50 mA., 5,- ea.,
post 9d.
CELL TESTING VOLTNIETERS.-3-0-3.
In leather case with prods. 25 -. post 2/-.
MICROANIMETERS, 250 F.S.D. 311B.
Specially scaled for test meters. 55'-. 21n.
Flush, 0'500, 18,8, 211n.0:100, 12 6. Post 116.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 cy.
reading 0 to 300 volts with clear Sin. dial only
60'- 24in. Flush, 25'- 0;15 volts A.C.,1).C.
211n. Flush, 15.'8. Post 1 6.
AMMETERS,-2in. Flush Moving Coil
D.C., 030, 10.8 ; 0:50 or 50-0-50, 12;8 ea.
Post 1 6.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -P.M. 12in. Plessey,
3 ohms, special price 32'6, post 2-. Also 10in.
in Portable Wood Case 17in. x 17in. x 6iin.
complete with flex and plug in special com-
partment, only 50'-. carriage 5:-.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
Dept. P.64.

204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON.
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STOP!!
Pull up in time
by fitting

Fibrax
BRAKE BLOCKS

You brake gently, but firmly with FIBRAX
brakes. The great thing is they are SURE in
emergency. And they spell S -A -F -E -T -Y
on the steepest gradients. For Steel rims,
Fibrax Black Blocks ; for alloy rims, Soft
Red Blocks.

FOR SAFETY:9 SANE
FIT A SET /KW
FIBRAX LIMITED
2, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

F45

the name that alirags rings the bell
This ingenious design incorporates the famous Lucas -Challis

type of mechanism which is robust and positive in action,

giving a clear and resounding warning chime. It is a

bell of distinction with its chromium plated dome,

red plastic centre and trigger lever.

Registered
Design

LUCAS No. 75 " COMET " BELL
PRICE 6/6

JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTO CHESTER ST BIRMINGHAM

June, 1956

GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
S.E.I3.

Tel. Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham
Hospital.

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER
(No C.O.D.).

All Goods sent on 7 days approval
against cash

Notice : Owing to increases in Freight and
Copper Wire prices we have no alternative
but to increase our prices accordingly ; all
prices quoted are carriage paid unless
otherwise stated.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/
230 Volts OUTPUT 0/9/18 Volts at 3/4
amps., 25/- each ; another output 12(10/12)
volts 2 amps., 25/- each ; another suitable
for soil heating, garage lighting, etc.,
0/14/17) volts, 20/25 amps., 52/6 each ;
another 4 volts 20 amps. twice, 35/- each.
I only 500 WATT TRANSMITTER
complete with Valves, Crystals, etc., 13
meters 3/2kW Variacs Range 6.25 to 12.5
M/cys. 12.5 to 25 M/cys. In very good condi-
tion, all fitted into rack approx. weight 5/6
cwt. 1100 to clear, buyer collects.
EX -GOVT. ROTARY CONVERTORS
24 volts D.C. Input 50 volts 50 cycles, I

phase at 450 Watts. OUTPUT (complete
with Step Up Transformer) from 50 volts to
230 volts, 113/10/ -each or CONVERTOR
only £9/10/- each.
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS
110 volts D.C. Input. Output 230 volts 50
cycles I. phase 250 watts capable of 50 per
cent overload, in good condition, guaran-
teed weight approx. 110 lb. L13/10/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS all 200/250
volts primaries (New) Heavy duty Output
combination of 0/6/12/18/24/30/36 volts 4/5
amps., 38/6 each. Ditto 6/8 amps., 51/6 each.
Ditto IS amps. Output 75/- each. Another
with combination of 0/6/12/18/24 volts 6/8
amps., 51/6 each. Ditto 10/12 amps., 58/6
each. Ditto 25/30 amps. Output 85/. each.
MEDIUM SPOT WELDER TRANS-
FORMERS. Input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT
combination of 0/2/4/6/8/10/12 volts at
50/70 amps. 17/7/6 each. Ditto 120/150
amps. Output, E7/10/- each.
PRE -PAYMENT I/. SLOT METERS
200/250 volts A.C. 10 amp. size only, 100
per cent. overload set at 20. per unit
(guaranteed 12 months), 83/17/6 each.
Ditto credit type 10 amps. only, 25/- each.
RECTIFIERS FOR CHARGERS 6 or 12
volts Output 2 amps, 9/6 each, 4 amps.,
22/6 each, 6 amps., 36/- each. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS to suit, 25/-, 30/- and
46/6 each respectively.
EX -CANADIAN EX -GOVT. ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS for No. 19 receiver.
Input 12 volts D.C. OUTPUTS 275 volts 110
M/amps. ; also another output of 500 volts
50 M/amps. completely smoothed, 30/ -
each.
AUTO WOUND Voltage changer
TRANSFORMERS. Tapped 0/110/200/
230/250 volts 200 Watts, 48/6 each ; 350
watts, 57/6 each ; 500 watts, 76/6 each ;
1,000 watts, 86/5/- each ; 1,500 watts,
E8/5"- each : 3,000 watts, 817/10/,
E X-R.A.F. ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Input 24/29 volts D.C. OUTPUT. 1,200
volts 70 M/amps. ) hour rating, 10/- each.
Ditto 18/24 volts D.C. Input 450 volts 50
11/amps., Output constant, 25/. each. These
latter ones can be used as motors off A.C.
mains with a little alteration.
LARGE RECTIFIERS output 50 volts I

amp. with an input of 70/75 volts A.C
10/- each. EX-R.A.F. MORSE TAPPING
KEYS, 5/- each. SINGLE EARPHONE
with carbon microphone 40 Ohms, 8/6 each.
ROTARY CONVERTORS. Input 24
volts D.C. Output 50 or ISO volts A.C. 500
cycles I phase at 300 Watts, 88/10/. each.
DESK -TYPE TELEPHONES for office
inter-com. with numbered dials, 55/- each.
Moving coil VOLTMETERS Switchboard
type, 6 inch scale 0 to 200 volts, 25/. each.
Ditto 0 to 100 volts. 25/. each.
EX-R.A.F. 1154 TRANSMITTERS, com-
plete with valves. Complete in TRANSIT
CASE. AS NEW. 45/-.
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS.
Large type. Two transformers in one case
in OA input 230 volts OUTPUTS 4 or 5.5
K.V. at 30 M/amps., 6.3 volts 2 amps., 4
volts 3 amps., 2 volts 2 amps. These trans-
formers can be used separately out of the
case, size dismantled approx. 31. in, x 3in. x
3in. and Shin. x Sin. x 4Iin., 64/5/- each.
Any TRANSFORMERS made to order
within 7 days from date of order. Please
ask for quote. Numerous other items in
stock. Please ask for quotation.
Clients in Eire & Northern Ireland, please
ask for quotation as to carriage charges.
The above charges only apply to England.
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All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

TH INK F. J. C.
Cycling for Health

MUCH publicity has been given to the
statement by Paul White, President
Eisenhower's medical adviser, draw-

ing attention to the benefits of cycling upon
health. He advised Americans to cycle more.
Of course it is sound advice, but we must not
attribute too much to Cycling. If a man is
still able to cycle at the age of 70, and has
passed a half century of active wheeling, that
does not mean to say that his longevity is due
to it, any more than a man can attribute
longevity to walking. If cycling happens to
fit in with your mental outlook and your
physical development, taken in moderation
it can do nothing but good. So can rump
steak. That does not mean to say that without
it you are likely to fall into a state of miserable
decrepitude. Some old cyclists I wot of do
not look particularly good advertisements for
the pastime. Most of them look weary and
worn out and should have given up cycling a
long time ago, but prefer for reasons of per-
sonal vanity to go on twiddling the pedals at
an ever decreasing rate.

Personally, I am always suspicious of general
medical advice like this, bearing in mind
some of the stupid statements which have
been made by the medical profession in the
past. Only just over half a century ago, a well-
known doctor gave it as a considered opinion
that no man could ever travel in a motor car
at 6o miles an hour, as his heart would not
stand the stress and he would drop dead. Yet
many cyclists have exceeded this speed and,
indeed, Albert 1Viarouet has covered a mile at
a speed of 86.95 m.p.h. Letournof pedalled
a mile at the rate of 108.92 m.p.h. and Leon
Vanderstuyft actually covered 76 miles 504
yards in one hour, on a bicycle behind motor
pace in 1928. It is fallacious to argue that
because a cyclist achieves reasonable longevity
it is de facto due to cycling. It could reasonably
be argued that it was due to any other habit
or pastime in which he indulges regularly. It
is impossible to say how long these life-long
mile -eaters would live if they had not cycled.

New Title for the Cycle Union
THE British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-

facturers' and Traders' Union Ltd.,
(what a mouthful !) has decided to amend its
name. Bearing in mind its lengthy appellation,
which must cause everyone who has to address
an envelope to curse, and which has been
abbreviated anyway by business people to
"The Union ' , I am surprised that the
opportunity was not taken to devise a much
shorter title than the new one, which is " The
British Cycle and Motor Cycle Industries'
Association." A press notice says that the new
title is shorter than the old-an amusing
statement when you realise that there are 59
letters in the old title and 52 in the new, a
saving of only seven letters !

The new title expresses the true nature and
function of this association of manufacturers
which was incorporated in 1910. What's
wrong with The British Cycle and Motor
Cycle Association ? Or The Federation of
Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers ?
The former could, through its initials, be
abbrviatcd to Candma.

Production
NOTWITHSTANDING its cumbersome

title, however, the industry managed to
produce during 1955 3,564,000 machines, as
compared with 3,198,000 in 1954, an increase
of 366,000. The 1955 figures are the highest
since 1951, and the second highest ever
achieved. No less than 65.8 per cent., or in
figures 2,352,000, of this production went
overseas.

Russians Out of the " Oats "
BECAUSE of a prior engagement which

clashes, Russian cyclists are unable to
compete in this year's Oats, the i,000 -mile
amateur cycle race which is to be held from
August 11th to the 18th and which is pro-
visionally routed from Skegness to Manchester,
Morecambe, Rhyl, Aberystwyth, Barry,
Weston -super -Mare, Southsea and Brighton.
There will be 16 national regional teams in
this year's race.

Stupid Nomenclature
ISN'T it high time that we adopted an

international language for cycle sport
and touring ? Why introduce the silly word
tourisme for touring ? Why such ridiculous
terms as primes, omniums, criteriums,
kermesses, and the other jargon which the
B.L.R.C. has imported from the Continent ?
The British have always slavishly copied
Continental terms, not only in cycling, but in
connection with motor cars. Chauffeur,
garage, chassis are typical examples. Are we
too lazy to think up some words of our own ?
I notice that the editor of the B.L.R.C.
official journal comments on this.

The Menace of Dogs on the Road
IAM glad that the Minister of Transport

had decided to introduce a clause in the
Road Transport Bill, making it illegal for
those perambulating pests, dogs, to be
allowed to roam on the highway without being
on a lead. They cause innumerable accidents
in the course of a year. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to make a similar regulation
regarding cats which are mowed down in their
thousands by motor cars every year. As far
as the driver of a car is concerned, it is not a bit
of good pleading in the case of an accident that
he swerved to avoid a dog. In fact, it has been
held in the High Court that a motorist must
not swerve to avoid a dogs Of course, the
motorist comes out unscathed from such
collisions, but yapping dogs are a real menace
to cyclists, especially when they do not react
to the impact of the useful end of a bicycle
p1111113

New History of the Bicycle

PRE-WAR
readers of " The Cyclist " will

remember that we purchased from the
publishers the copyright in the late H. H.
Griffin's book on the history of bicycles and
serialised it in this journal. Griffin, however,
has been dead many years and his book, of
course, only deals with the bicycle up to the
time of his death. Now Mr. C. F. Gaunter, of
the Science Museum, has written The
History and Development of Cycles." It is
not so exhaustive, of course, as Griffin's very

detailed work, which is still much sought after
by collectors of cycling literature, especially
those " historians of the Bartleet type who
depend for their " facts " upon press cuttings
and book indexes, as well as the files of old
periodicals. Griffin, I think, can be quite
relied upon in the last edition of his book,
although there were some minor errors in
earlier editions. He had no reason to dispute
the claim of Gavin Dalzell to have invented the
first rear -driven bicycle in 1846, and it is
inane to criticise him on that score by referring
to the fact that Macmillan was prosecuted in
1842 for riding his machine dangerously, a
report of which appeared in a local Scottish
newspaper. One could hardly expect Griffin
to consult the unindexed files of all local
newspapers. Bartleet claimed to be the cycling
historian, yet his own book, which speciously
claimed to be a history of the bicycle, was full
of inaccuracies and it was only correct in those
places where he had filched material from
Griffin's book which was undoubtedly Bart-
leet's source book, as indeed it is the source
book of other writers. Bartleet's book is packed
with historical inaccuracy and in one or two
instances with deliberate falsehoods, particu-
larly his reference to the machine on which
Hume won the first races on the first pneumatic
tyres.

Mr. Caunter's work, however, is reasonably
accurate and at the price of 4s. (H.M. Station-
ery Office) it will be of great interest to all
those interested in the history of bicycles,
even though it does not contribute much to
what we already know. Its narrative, however,
is written in a more entertaining style than the
prosaic fact -stringing style of Griffin. In-
cidentally, I was browsing over some second-
hand books in a shop some years ago and came
across Griffin's family album, which contained
a large number of photographs, annotations
and comments in Griffin's hand. It was
beautifully bound and I still possess it. How,
I wonder, did such an obvious family treasure
come to find its way into a secondhand book-
shop, and be offered for sale for the few pence
which I paid for it ?

A much larger work dealing with the history
of the bicycle and the motor car is H. 0.
Duncan's monumental heterogeny of un-
related matter which he produced in the early
'twenties in collaboration with Jean Vavin.
Duncan had a very high opinion of Duncan,
and interlarded between scrappy information
about bicycles and motor cars you will find
a photograph of Duncan and a lengthy descrip-
tion of how he once won a cycle race at some
obscure local village, riding against unknown
riders. Duncan was anxious to impress the
world with his great importance. His book,
however, is practically useless because its
hundreds of pages are not indexed and any
attempt at chronological arrangement of the
matter does not exist. It would seem that he
had collected a number of odd press cuttings
and some photographs and slung them to-
gether in no particular order. At the front
of the book there is an article by Jean Vavin
who was the redactor of the book lauding
Duncan to the skies and, of course, an article
by Duncan on Jean Vavin. There is no
evidence throughout that Vavin edited this
work as it needed to be edited. -F. T. C.
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Fig. I.-Using the chain rivet extractor.

THE cycle chain is often one of the most
neglected components of the bicycle,
and by being wrongly tensioned and

aligned, seldom cleaned and seldom oiled,
its life can be drastically shortened and its
efficiency decreased, adding to the effort
required for propulsion. Correct fitting and
frequent cleaning and oiling will help to
combat the effects of rain and dirt, which are
the chief enemies of the exposed chain.

Chainwheel and Sprocket Alignment
Before fitting a new chain it is important

to check thatneither chainwheel nor sprocket
teeth are worn or damaged and that they are
both in line and running true.

An inspection of the teeth will soon reveal
whether or not they are worn. Worn teeth
take on a hooked shape as shown at B in
Fig. 2. The correct shape of the teeth is
shown at A. Bent or damaged teeth will also
cause noisy running and a tendency for the
chain to jump off, so these points should also
be checked.

To test whether or not the chainwheel is
running true, place the end of a straight edge
on the chain stay just clear of the chainwheel
teeth, and spin the cranks. If a tendency to
ovality in a chainset of the three -pin type is
revealed it can often be corrected by undoing
the three pins, removing the ring, turning it
round and replacing so that it is in a different
position on the " spider," as the three -armed
chainwheel centre is sometimes called.

If the chainwheel is buckled, i.e., it wavers
from side to side when rotated, it must be
levered back into alignment by means of a
short crowbar or a long cold chisel, as shown
in Fig. 3. Cranks which have become bent
may be straightened by removing the pedals,
sliding on a piece of steel tubing and using
this as a lever to force them back into the
correct alignment.

A long straight edge is useful to check that
the rear sprocket and chainwheel teeth are in
line with each other, but this may also be
checked by laying the chain along the top
teeth, holding it taut and sighting with the
eye along the chain from the rear of the cycle.

B

Fig. 2.-Worn sprocket teeth.

Provided that the cycle frame is not out of
track, alignment should not be far out and the
small adjustment necessary can usually be
accomplished by means of shims or spacers
slipped on the hub behind the sprocket on
the rear wheel.
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Alignment Adjustment : Maintenance : Repair

Shortening the Chain -
If a new chain is pur-

chased it will need
shortening before it can
be fitted. The correct
length can be found by
positioning the rear wheel
half -way along the rear
fork drop -out, and placing
the chain round t he
sprocket and chain ring,

Fig. 3.-Aligning the chainwheel.

There is always sufficient space for adjustment
in the  rear drop -out slot to allow for the
removal of two links.

The easiest method of removing links is by
means of a rivet extractor of the type shown
in Fig. 5. The chain is located on two lugs so
that the screwed rod by means of the spigot
on its end will push the rivet out when the
tommy bar is turned. The rivet extractor in
use is shown in Fig. i.

An alternative method is to use a pair of
pliers as a makeshift anvil and punch out the
rivet with a thin punch or a nail and a
hammer.

Joining the Chain
The usual method of accomplishing this is

by means of a spring link as shown in Fig. 4,
and the only thing to remember about this
simple job is to make sure that the closed end
of the spring fastener is facing forward when
fitted in the chain on top of the chainwheel,
i.e., the closed end must face the direction of
travel of the chain.

Tension
It is important that chain tension should

be right, as if it is too tight the chain will
become stretched and worn out before its
time ; if it is too loose it is likely to jump
off. If it jumps into the wheel an accident
could result, the chain breaking spokes,
buckling the wheel and throwing off the rider.
Correct chain tension is obtained when the
chain can be moved approximately yin. up
and down in its tightest position.

Chain Wear
The easiest method of detecting wear is

to pull the two strands of the chain towards
each other and then lift it away from the
front of the chainwheel. If it can be moved
an appreciable amount then a new chain is
indicated. Another form of wear which may

be noticed is best described as

Fig. 4.-The spring link.
Fig. 5 (Right).-A chain rivet extractor.

when the number of links to be removed will
become apparent. Always remove links so that
the end link is an inside one, as shown in Fig. 4.
The two end inside links of the chain must be
finally joined with a spring link, as is also shown
in Fig. 4. Remember when shortening a chain
that it is much easier to take off some additional
links later than it is to replace some when too
many have been removed. If too few links are
removed and the chain is too slack when the
wheel is pushed as far back in the rear fork -
end as it will go two links must be removed,
so that the end link is again an inside one:

"twisting," a term which is
self-explanatory.

Cleaning and Oiling
To clean a chain thoroughly,

first soak it in a dish of paraffin,
and scrub it with an old tooth-
brush until all the dirt and old

grease are removed. Then, after drying it, soak
it in a tin of melted grease, allow to set, and
finally wipe off the surplus. In the interval
between major cleaning operations the chain
may be kept lubricated by applying light oil
to the inside face of the chain, which is in
contact with the chainring and sprocket.
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1161:110111Cir THE BASIS OF A
MAGNIFICENT

HOME WORKSHOP
for only iv-deposit

Wo !L Cub
3

L5:17-6 or 8/. deposit and 6 monthy payments of 20/6.

This wonderful Electric Drill is also thekey and 5ft. of cable. T.V. suppressed.
power unit for ALL Cub equipment. Drilling State voltage. ALSO Horne Workshopcapacity : Mild Steel 1/4in. ; Hard Wood Outfit (Drill, Saw, Lathe, Sanding and
1, 2in. ; with 210 watts Input on full load. Corn- Polishing Kits). 817,1910 or 40;- Deposit
plete With LIM. three -jaw chuck and Allen and 8 monthly payments of 44/-.

Send for. Illustrated Brochure of Wolf equipment.

ENOXTOOLep
CABINET

Kes tools el
FOR YOUR

safe and tidy pf,SCTR/CpILL
SET OF 5

WOOD BITS
High speed, all
steel, in plastic

56!- or 12/- deposit and 4! r4!eL5V"P',1s8es

CASH monthly payments of 12:6 and -1

In strong 18 gauge steel, the Enox 16 BLi slaintls.. 15
Tool Cabinet has four graduated drawers, i

SET OF 4 CARBIDE TIPPED ALASON-spring lock and two keys, carrying handle.
Finished olive green. Overall size : 16r x' RN DRILLS. For brick, tile, etc.
8" x 10e. Front forms convenient tray [ Up to 3,000 r.p.m. Nos. 8, 10, 12, and 14,
when open. Strong, safe, good value at' 32/6 Complete. Or separately:
56/- or 12/- down and 4 monthly payments No. 8, 8/6 ; No. 10, 8/9 ; No. 32fof 12/6d. 12, 8/9 ; No. 14, 9/9.

1otherBSend for FREElist of argains
6

ELECTRIC
PAINT

STRIPPER

Only
Old paint peels off
like magic with the 30/11mHowell electric paint
stripper. Easy, even
strokes remove paint, varnish, etc., leaving
a smooth surface. Four-sided blade manages
difficult angles and corners. A.C. D.C.
State your actual voltage. Price 30- or 4 -
down and 3 monthly payments of 10:-.
P. & P. 1:6. Leaflet free. Extra flex 1 - a yard.
Spare element 5:6.

12" Square Drive

251-
Deposit

SOCKET & ATTACHMENT
SET No. 488

In finest grade Chrome -Vanadium steel,
heat -treated and heavily Plated. Complete
in sprayed metal box with 6 Whitworth
Sockets (3'16' to 112') and 10 American
Sockets (7,16' to 7/8'), Screwdriver Bit/
Draglink Adjuster, Reversible Ratchet, li2"
Square Driver. 5' Extension Piece, 10"
Extension Piece, Universal Joint, 12"
Tommy Bar, Sliding " T " Piece, Speed
Brace. Deposit.IW- and 6 monthly Pay-
ments of 23'6, or Cash 87.12.3. Sent on
payinent of deposit. List free.

ELECTRIC PAINT
SPRAYER

Cash 75,'-. Or 4 - deposit and 6 monthly
payments 01 13,6.

Paint easily, evenly, twice as fast with
the Burgess Electric Sprayer. Sprays
paint, varnish, etc. Complete with sturdy
glass container. flex, nozzle for ceiling
spraying and extra nozzle discs for differ-
ent liquids. A.C, mains only-state your
actual voltage. Fully guaranteed.
Supplied with 96 -page booklet. Leaflet free.

IXTEND/A/
heltPEAr
Strong and sturdy ladders in
Columbian pine with 9" rise hard-
wood rungs. Rust -proof tie -bolts
and screw -nuts. GUARANTEED
Send only 5/- deposit and 6 month-
ly payments as below.

Extending
from to

7'6" 13'
9'0" 16'

10'6" 19'
12'0" 22'
13'6" 25'
15'0" 28'

6 m'thly
pay'ts
15/8
19/6
23/-
26/6
30/-
34/ -

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS (DEPT. 16), 5 SILVER STREET, LUTON

Cash
Price

£4.10s,
£5.10s.

E7.10s.
£8.10s.
£9.10s.

100 yds. Fine Braided Copper Wire
wound on fishing rod type reel, 31in. x
11in. 6/6.

Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 22/-. 17-11-5 volts at
5 amps., 22/9. 17-11-5 volts at 1;1 amps.,
16/9. 6.3 volts, 2 amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.

Model Makers' Files with handles. Set
of 6 assorted in wallet. 10/,
Selenium Rectifiers F,W, 12-6 volt, 100
mA 4/.. IA, 8/6. 3 A., 14/9, 4 A., 23/6.
6 A., 30/-' 250 v. 100 mA H.W., 10/,
300 rnA., 17/6.
Miniature 12 or 6 v. Relays, 10 amp.
Silver Contacts. SM, DM or SM and
B, SCO, 8/6. Also 1 i v. DCO, 8/6.
M/c. Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/9
Small Motors. 12 v. A.C. D.C., 2in. x
Ilin., I0/-.
Chrome Vanadium H.S. Steel Twist
Drills. Sets of 9, ifin. to 1in., 3/9.
Sets of 7, full size, 6/, Sets of 13, 10/,
All in wallets.
12 v. D.C. Relays. S.P. D.C. 25 amp., 8/6.

Rheostats, 12 v. IA., 2/6.12 v. 5 A., 10/6.
New 6 v. Oak Vibrators. 4 Pin, 8/9.
Fishing Rod Aerials. Sets of 3, 7/6,
Sets of 2, 5/-, plus 1/6 Rail Charge.
Uniselector Switches 50 point 3 bank
50 v. D.C., 26/, Also 50 point 2 'bank
12 v. D.C., 21/6.
Veeder Counters. 24 50 v. O.C. 0-9999,
15/6.

Ex. R.A.F. Sparking Plugs. 14 mm.
Lodge, 4 for 5,'-, 6 for 7/6.

i.

Relays. We can supply any voltage at
Contact Combination.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.

THE
RADIO& ELECTRICAL MART
309, Harrow Rd.. Wembley, Middx

Nr. The Triangle.
Telephone : WEMbley 6655

WODEN WOODWORKERS

TOOLS
\4...it.tiVACCEPTED BY DISCRIMINATING

avow, WHO DEMAND THE BEST
CRAMPS

I
Steel Sash cramp No. 104, also steel " T
Bar cramps.

also Veneering cramps and Flooring cramps.

VICES

PLANES
Rabbet and
Filtister No,
78.

lack Plane W5

and smooth planes, Join ter planes and
Woodworkers Metal Bench planes.

WE INVITE YOU TO WRITE
Woodworkers I Please send 52 -page catalogue of Woden Tools.

Vice No, 189 Name

and many other types of Engin-
eers and Fitters vices, Pipe vices
and Vice Stands.

Address

County P.M.2

STEEL NUTS JOSEPH HAMPTON LTD
WODEN WORKS WEDNESBURY STAFFS.

LANGUAGE PROBLEM
SOLVED

By the Pelman Method
THE problem of learning a Foreign

Language in half the usual
time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman system you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all.
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

Grammatical complexities are elim-
inated. You pick up the grammar
almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Send for the Free Book.
The Pelman method of learning lan-

guages, which has now been used for over
25 years with such success, is explained in
four little books, one for each language :

FRENCH SPANISH
GERMAN ITALIAN

(Also Courses in .4frihaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of
these books, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by writing
for it to -day. WELbeck 141 I / 2

Reduced fee., far. 11.114. Farces.

'--'POST THIS FREE COUPONTO-DAY--_.-
Pelman Languages Institute,

130, Norfolk Mansions. Wigmore St.,
London, W.I.

Please send derails of Pelman method
of learning :

French, German. Spanish, Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Name

Address
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HOME WORKSHOP MACHINES FOR
THE PRACTICAL
111 ECIIANIC

* ()If EIGN

PRICE 12/6 Set. Post Paid.

Sets of best quality
fast cutting boring bits
with l" machine shank
specially suitable for
BRIDGES, BLACK &
DECKER and WOLF
DRILLS. EACH SET
COMPLETE IN PLASTIC
WALLET. Sets of 5.

PRICE £19/10/0 SI HNGA LEPSE

CC WOLF 95 11 05IOPF
SH OUTFIT

Comprising saw, lathe. sanding
and polishing kits. complete with
Wolf Cub Electric Drill.

Price complete 617/19/0
Or first payment 30'-, balance
8 monthly payments of 22:61.

CC zyTri 11 6 in. motorised
Saw Bench,

complete in one unit ready
to switch on. Ideal for wood,

metal and plastics.
crosscutting, ripping,
mitring grooving, re-
bating and tenoning
can be easily and
efficiently accom-
plished in addition

to many other operations.
* Machined table top

measures 12" x 9E.
* Rise and fall spindle.
* Extra long fence.
* New pattern riving

knife and guard en-
ables any width of
material to he cut.

* Starting switch in handy
position.

or £5 deposit, balance in 8 monthly payments of 26:9. SAW RENVII ONLY 67/19;8

S. TYZACK & SON LTD. SHOREDITCH
8301

341-345 OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.I TEN LINES
ONLY LONDON ADDRESS

ROTATING TRIGONOMETRY CHART
ROTA -TRIG

...p
Yo? A.A.312 ---:

9

BAS I Ill 0-
OT ROWING . SOTT. OM 11.114.

', . TWO 1010.1 WilUti MOW
111 I., ALL OD. TOOTS

ONLY 3/-
POST FREE

At last a SOUND and SCIENTIFIC
device has been produced which enables
you to obtain the TRIGONOMETRY
formula' at your fingertips. You can't
do without it.

NO TIME WASTED-
NO MISTAKES

An indispensable aid for DRAUGHTS-
MEN - ENGINEERS - TECH-
NICIANS -- STUDENTS, etc.

Obtainable from all Stationers.

In case of difficulty from :- ROTA -TRIG
31 THE BROADWAY, TOLWORTH, SURBITON, SURREY

PARKER'S SHEET METAL FOLDING
MACHINES. HEAVY VICE MODELS
No. I (illustrated) Capacity. 18 gauge 3fc. model, weight 561b., L4/15/-,
mild steel x 3ft. wide. carr. 10/-. 2ft. model, weight
No. 2. Capacity. 18 gauge 2216., 55/-. 18in, model,
mild steel x 2ft. wide. weight 181b., 55/-, carr. on
No. 3. Capacity. 16 gauge small models 4/-. If with
mild steel x I8in. wide. attachments, 516.
End folding attach- Attachment

meets for Radio angle for 3ft.,
Chassis, Tray or 3/6 per ft. Small

B o x making, models 2/- per
are supplied foot.
if required.

Machines guaranteed. Send for details.

A. B. PARKER WHEATCROFT WORKS, WELLINGTON
STREET, BATLEY, YORKS. Tel. : Batley 426

June, 1956

Freeing a rusty padlock. Many padlocks work
out of doors, and quite a short period of inactivity or neglect
will often let rust get a hold on the mechanism. In most
cases, however, the lock can easily be restored to good order.
Shell Easing Oil should be applied liberally through the key
hole and other openings. After a few minutes the oil will
have reached all the moving parts which with a little encour-
agement from the key should easily be freed. Shell Easing
Oil is not a lubricant so do not forget to use a light lubricating
oil once the mechanism has been freed.

HOLDING STUD
FOR LEVER SPRINGS

LEVER SPRINGS

LEVERS

KEY PIN

STUD FOR SOLT

4

Shell Easing Oil

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.L

SLOane 3463.
Also at LIVERPOOL, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM.

MAKE MONEY - making casts
with VINAMOLD

A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.

. with " VINAMOLD " the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -rime occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSHALTON, SURREY



the ideal
engraving tool
for the handyman!
YOU will be really amazed by the Vibro.
Tool-the power hand -tool that is as easy
to handle as a pencil. With it you can
write on steel, engrave jewellery, glass
and plastics, tool leather, carve wood
and cut stencils-and a host of other
handicraft and workshop jobs . . . with
speed and facility you never dreamed
possible.

The V.25o Vibro-Tool
complete with standard en-
graving point.

Vibro-Tool De Luse Kit

The Vibro-Tool, which operates on the vibratory
principle, is designed for working off 50 -cycle
A.G. supplies only. Just connect to any electric
light socket or plug point. When ordering, please
specify voltage.

Irrtte for Brochure V.T.I to: BURGESS PRODUCTS
Co. LTD. (Vibro-Tool Dept.). HINCKLEY.
LEICESTERSHIRE.
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JOHNSON
PRINT-A-SNAP PACK

You can produce perfect prints of your holiday snaps
in an evening AT HOME. No need for any delay,
it's amazingly easy, and great fun too ! If a friend
or relative sees a good snap in the family album and
wants a copy, you can make one on the spot with
the Johnson Print -a -Snap Pack. Send photographs
in your letters to friends and be able to say " I
made them MYSELF ". They'll be very impressed.
For 3s. 6d. you get full instructions and all the
equipment necessary to make sixteen 2lin. x
3 or twenty-four 21in. x 2lin. prints from your
own negatives, new or old. Ask your local photo-
graphic dealer for the Johnson Print -a -Snap Pack.

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD. LONDON N.W.4.

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and oth.ir makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you ? Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes.

v't!)"1 Moue,. tstimpvc

TO 'aP 60CM,MOLF

DVIATOCK

Lo./qpy

laZ'A°0 "2"
FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL LATHES:

CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work.)
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE
5" WOBBLESAW-Ploughs- to a". Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18" overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse.
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook ), and I h.p.

GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPSTONES, etc.
Write : Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photographs

and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MANSDFEIRELBDy ROAD,

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.I0.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-
Central News Agency. Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 18s. 6d..

Overseas 17s., Canada 17s.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until June 30th, 1956, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. June, 1956.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
R F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing

ft
ft

Refrigeration Gen. Elec. Engineering
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanshii
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.1.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Office.
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A.. R.O. BOX NO. 8417. JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY INTERESTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS -OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that it you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon sEND Off
TN/5 COUPONTo: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 29). 148-19o. Holborn. London. E.C.1. NOW AND DE

Please Forward your Free Guide to LL

NAME S0Cstr
Fog

CG SS
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (t) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a specia, preference.
(lid. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


